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Abstract

Better light trapping concepts are a prerequisite for the success of thin film silicon photo-

voltaics. This thesis presents optical simulations on statistical and periodic absorption en-

hancing textures for thin film silicon solar cells.

For simulation of statistically textured solar cells a rough surface synthesization method

is characterized and found applicable for synthesization of commercial FTO (fluorine doped

tin oxide) surfaces. Possible model errors are induced in rigorous simulation of extended

scatterers by insufficient computational domain size and the lateral boundary conditions. An

analysis of these errors yields that a sampling of relatively small domain widths is sufficient

for modeling extended rough surfaces in thin film silicon devices. Cell efficiencies resulting

from the simulation of 2D rough surfaces and 1D cuts are compared. Finally, a commonly

employed statistical ray tracing algorithm is compared to rigorous simulation for a test case.

Growth conditions need to be strongly considered for light trapping texture design of poly-

crystalline thin film devices. Simulations are done in closeconnection to the experimental

development of polycrystalline thin film silicon layers on aperiodic light trapping texture. A

precise geometrical model is reconstructed from cross–sectional images of the experimental

structure. A comparison of optical absorptance measurements with the simulated absorptance

of the model yields very good quantitative agreement. In simulations, the model is further an-

alyzed by scaling and back reflector variation. Maximum light path improvement factors are

found for specific texture periods, which coincide with the findings of other groups. The re-

sults from the scaling analysis highlight the importance ofachieving a few micrometers layer

thickness of the deposited silicon for attaining high absorptance values. A further enhance-

ment of absorptance is reached by employing a detached flat back reflector. The resulting

simulated cells have a single–pass comparable absorptanceof more than 37µm of silicon.

Planar photonic crystal structures are a different field of research for which the periodic

patterning and polycrystalline silicon growth methods, developed for solar cells, might be

applicable. In a first test, the general quality of a patterned and silicon coated substrate is

assessed by a comparison of specular reflectivity measurements to simulated band structures.

Good agreement is found between experiment and simulation.
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1. Introduction

Electricity is an outstanding versatile form of useable energy with the capability of directly

powering a wide range of devices. It is almost emission free in application and is therefore

an important factor in the global development of health and working conditions [Hai+07;

MK09; Ieab]. However, providing access to electrical energy to the world population will

get increasingly difficult in future years. Additionally to the traditional use offossil thermal

energy sources, renewable energy sources will need to be employed to ensure a sustainable

development of the global climate and the world energy supply [Lew07].

A technology of high prospect on the road to a clean and sustainable world energy supply

is the photovoltaic energy conversion. Already today photovoltaic systems are an alternative

for home electrification in rural areas of developping and emerging countries. Most of these

areas are rich in renewable energy sources and emerging projects on home electrification with

micro–hydropower grids and home photovoltaic systems haveproven successful [MK09; Ren;

LRS11]. However, due to its extreme scalability and low dependence on local conditions the

success of photovoltaic technology is not limited to such small scale applications. Megawatt

sized power plants can be assembled in many regions. Even Germany has an estimated roof

top only photovoltaic potential of more than 160 GWp [Löd+10]. Photovoltaic technology is

therefore integrated as one of the renewable energy sourcesin current roadmaps for a clean

and sustainable world energy supply. The IEA technology roadmap [BMD11] predicts an

annual market of 105 GW for photovoltaic systems in 2030 and atotal installed capacity of

900 GW that contributes 5% to the total electricity generation. These production capabilities

have to be built from a currently very small basis and requirestable annual growth at double

digit rates [Ieaa].

To maintain the current annual growth rate in photovoltaicsof over 20% [Ieaa] inexpensive

cell technologies with a potential for high throughput production need to be established. In

view of a sustainable energy supply these technologies should also not be limited by the abun-

dance of the required materials. Silicon thin film technology has the potential to meet all these

requirements if cell efficiencies can be brought into the range of silicon wafer solarcells. The

primary prerequisite for this is a comparable device absorption. This thesis presents studies
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1. Introduction

on absorption enhancement technologies for thin film silicon solar cells.

Absorption enhancement in thin film silicon solar cells

The bandgap of crystalline silicon is very well suited for photovoltaic energy conversion of

the solar emission spectrum. Wavelengths in the wide spectral range from near–UV to near–

IR light contribute to photocurrent generation and solar cells with efficiencies of 20%–25%

have already been built from multi– or monocrystalline wafers [Gre+12]. Yet silicon is an

indirect semiconductor in the wavelength range of photovoltaic application and its absorption

coefficent decreases continuously and substantially towards theband edge. The large absorber

thickness in wafer devices of more than one hundred micrometers cannot be reached in thin

film technology due to the lower electric quality of the deposited material. A light induced

degradation, known as the Staebler–Wronski effect, limits the film thickness of the highly ab-

sorptive amorphous silicon even to below a few hundred nanometers [Kol04]. This degradation

can be overcome in a nanocrystalline material which includes small crystallites in the amor-

phous matrix. Nanocrystalline silicon can be directly grown using suitable deposition methods

like LPCVD [Mei+94; Rec+03]. In a different approach amorphous silicon is crystallized to

polycrystalline silicon after deposition using an annealing step [Gre+04; Son+09]. Still solar

cells from nano– and polycrystalline material are limited by their material quality to a thick-

ness of a few micrometers only. Current efficiency records of single junction thin film silicon

solar cells are 10.1% for amorphous as well as nanocrystalline devices and 10.5% for poly-

crystalline devices [Gre+12]. For the common combination to amorphous/nanocrystalline

tandem cells 12.3% cell efficiency was reported.

The large efficiency gap between thin film and wafer devices results to a high degree from

insufficient absorption of incident light in thin film devices. Onlya small amount of light is

absorbed in a single pass through the solar cell’s absorber layer in most of the wavelength

range. To improve the device absorption, scattering optical elements have to be added to the

planar device structure.

In today’s industrial applications, absorption enhancement is reached mostly by a random

texturing of the interface of the cell’s deposition substrate. From geometrical considerations

an absorption enhancement limit of almost 50 was predicted by Yablonovitch for a direction-

ally completely randomized electromagnetic field with respect to a single perpendicular pass

through the silicon absorber layer [Yab82]. It is unlikely that a complete randomization of the

field can be reached for thin film cells and only moderate absorption enhancement has been

shown experimentally [Ber+06]. A texture optimization for specific thin film structuresis nec-

essary to obtain best results. Computer simulations have already been used for that purpose for
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more than a decade now. The most widespread simulation method is based on statistical ray

tracing [LPS94; KST02; Křc+03; Krč+04; SPV04; Spr+05; Lan+11; J̈ag+11]. In recent years

rigorous optical simulation tools have also been increasinglyused for analysis and optimiza-

tion of solar cell designs with random interface textures [Roc+07; Bit+08; Agr+10; Roc+10;

Jan+10; Loc+11; Lac+11].

An even higher enhancement than the geometrical limit predicted by Yablonovitch was re-

cently derived by Yu in the wave optical picture [YF11]. He computed a possible light path

enhancement of almost 160 in uniform layers. Yu also demonstrated that this limit could

be reached in optimized grating textures, which have already been studied by optical sim-

ulation for several years. Many design concepts with the possibility for a high absorption

enhancement were proposed [Zen+08; CK+09; AP09; Wei+10; She+11b]. However, due to

constraints in device production few of the designs were brought to application. Especially

for polycrystalline thin film silicon solar cells it was recently demonstrated by Sontheimer that

crystal growth conditions need to be strongly considered for the device texture design [Son11].

This thesis makes contributions to optical simulation of thin film silicon solar cells incor-

porating both random and periodic light management textures. To the field of simulation of

randomly textured solar cells a model error analysis is contributed. Further the rigorous sim-

ulation is compared to an implementation of a partially coherent statistical ray tracer. To the

field of periodically textured solar cells a study of a realistic device structure, suitable for

implementation in polycrystalline thin film silicon solar cells, is contributed. This work was

done accompanying the development of polycrystalline thinfilm silicon layers on periodic

substrates by Sontheimer [Son11]. Best absorption enhancement was found in simulation of

textures with spaced flat silver back reflectors. A different field of application for the same

periodic texturing and silicon deposition methods are planar photonic crystals. In a first study

the band structures obtained from simulation and from experimental measurement were com-

pared.

Thesis outline

Chapter 2 introduces the fundamental conepts and the methodsused throughout this thesis.

A brief overview on silicon thin film photovoltaics is given in section 2.1. The optical and

geometrical modeling techniques which were applied in the simulations are presented in the

sections 2.2.1 and 2.4.2. The Monte Carlo sampling techniqueapplied for rough surface sim-

ulation is introduced in section 2.3.

Chapter 3 contains the results of simulations on solar cells with rough interface textures. A
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1. Introduction

characterization of a rough surface synthesization methodwith respect to experimental sur-

faces is presented in section 3.2. The chapter continues with an analyzation of possible model

errors in space discretized rigorous modeling of rough surfaces in 2D and 3D in the sections

3.4 and 3.5. Cell efficiencies resulting from the simulation of 1D and 2D rough surfaces are

compared in section 3.5.2. Finally a commonly employed statistical ray tracing algorithm is

compared to rigorous simulation for a pessimistic test casein section 3.6.

Chapter 4 contains an analysis of a realistic periodic light trapping texture. An experimental

comparison is presented in section 4.2.5. Possible improvements on light trapping by texture

period variation and application of different back reflector designs are presented in sections

4.2.7 and 4.2.8.

Chapter 5 contains the results from a comparison of experimentally measured and simulated

band structures for a periodically patterned silicon thin film. The applied measurement method

is discussed with respect to comparable simulations in section 5.2. The resulting bandstruc-

tures are discussed in section 5.3.

14



2. Fundamentals and methods

This chapter elaborates the fundamentals of thin film silicon solar cell optics and introduces the

numerical concepts used for optical simulation. It furtherexplains the Monte Carlo sampling

and the techniques applied for geometrical modeling of the solar cell devices.

2.1. Thin film silicon solar cells

This section starts with a short review of the working principle of single–junction silicon

solar cells and the spectral properties of the sun. Then it introduces the device structure of

the polycrystalline thin film silicon devices fabricated atHelmholtz–Zentrum Berlin, which

were in the focus of the optical modeling throughout this thesis. A suitably simplified device

structure was used for the optical simulations and is depicted in Fig. 2.3.

2.1.1. Photovoltaic energy conversion

The working principle of semiconductor solar cells is very well covered by corresponding text

books as “Physics of Solar Cells” by Peter Würfel [Wür05]. This section therefore only gives

a brief introduction of the single–junction device principle for which optical designs were

simulated.

Two conditions are required to build a working solar cell. First the field energy of the inci-

dent electromagnetic field has to be converted into electro–chemical energy. This mechanism

is provided in a semiconductor by excitation of an electron from the valence band into the con-

duction band by absorption of a photon of sufficiently high energy, as depicted schematically

in red in Fig. 2.1(a). Secondly a charge separation towards the contacts of the photovoltaic

device has to be achieved to make the chemical energy useableas electrical energy. This is

achieved by insertion of electron and hole filters to both sides of the solar cell’s absorber layer.

An idealized depth profile of a single–junction solar cell isdepicted in Fig. 2.1, (a). The intro-

duced filter layers are n– and p–doped with respect to the absorber layer for electron and hole

extraction, respectively. In the idealized layout the dopings realize a one–directional increase

15



2. Fundamentals and methods

Figure 2.1.:Depth profiles of the electrical energy. Diagrams as in [Wür05, chap.6].
(a) Ideal working principle of a semiconductor solar cell. The potential structure
is visualized under equilibrium conditions. Illumination leads to a splitting of the
Fermi levels of conduction and valence bands. The red inset symbolizes an ab-
sorption process.(b) Realistic bandstructure at a pn–junction under equilibrium
conditions. The red region marks the contact region in which the depletion of
semiconductor majority carrier concentrations by diffusion processes leads to a
band bending.

of the band gap, thus resulting in a reduction of hole or electron density in the layers. The band

shifts of valence and conduction band act like barriers for the charge carriers in the absorber

layer. Under these conditions illumination leads to a Fermilevel splitting, as visualized in the

diagram, and to charge separation towards the contacts of the cell. An electric circuit can now

be powered by the solar cell, which can yield a maximum voltage equivalent to the splitting

of the Fermi levels at the contacts.

In the idealized layout the enlarged band gaps in the filter layers reduce absorption with

respect to the absorber layer. This is generally not ideallyrealized by realistic pn–junctions

between differently doped semiconductor material. A typical depth profile of the electrical

energy at a pn–junction, between two differently doped semiconductors of the same kind, is

shown in Fig. 2.1, (b). Charge carrier diffusion and recombination in the contact zone leads

to a depletion of majority carriers in each doping region. The same process builds up an

electric field, which acts opposed to the diffusion current. Under steady state conditions with

a constant Fermi level, both valence and conduction bands bend accross the pn–junction. An

energy barrier is realized but the band gap remains similar to the band gap of the absorber

material.
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2.1. Thin film silicon solar cells

2.1.2. Quantum efficiency

Linear processes dominate in optical absorption in conventional solar cells. Thermalization

of excited charge carriers further happens on a shorter timescale than extraction. Therefore a

maximum of one charge carrier pair can be created by absorption of a photon, independent of

the photon’s excess energy beyond the band gap energy difference.

The figure of merit for solar cell optimization is the external quantum efficiency, often de-

noted as EQE. This quantity measures the probability of a an incident photon of a certain

energy to be converted into a charge carrier pair separated at the contacts. In contrast the inter-

nal quantum efficiency (IQE) measures the probability of an absorbed photonto be converted

into a charge carrier pair separated at the contacts.

From optical simulation the cell absorptance can be computed. In the solar cell model

described above the absorptance fraction of the absorber layer equals the EQE of a cell under

the assumption of perfect carrier extraction, i.e. neglecting all electrical loss mechanisms.

2.1.3. Spectral properties of the sun

The solar spectrum above the atmosphere is to a good approximation the spectrum generated

by a black body at a temperature ofTeff, sun ≈5777K1. In earth’s atmosphere the sunlight is

subject to absorption and scattering. For the purpose of experimental comparison a standard

spectrum has been defined in the norm IEC 60904-3, named “AM1.5g”. This spectrum is

depicted in Fig. 2.2 along with the spectrum above the atmosphere in spectral irradiance units

and additionally in photon numbers. It means to represent standard conditions in mid latitudes,

with an “air mass” (AM) factor of 1.5 which corresponds to a zenith incidence at 48.2◦. The

suffix “g”, for “global”, indicates that both direct as well as indirect sunlight have been taken

into account. Narrow bands visible in the spectrum are due tomolecular absorption. Scattering

in air mostly happens on molecules and has a wavelength dependent cross section ofQR ∝
1/λ4 (Rayleigh scattering [Bat84]). Due to this effect, the maximum of the solar spectrum is

blue shifted in regions where the diffuse part of radiation is more important than the direct part,

as for example in northern Europe. The AM1.5g spectrum is mostly useful for comparison

of solar systems within one technology. The amount of diffused light due to cloud coverage

and the large range in local solar irradiance, see table 2.1,makes it necessary to adapt the

photovoltaic technology to local conditions.

Photovoltaic energy conversion in a single absorber material is, due to the rapid thermaliza-

tion of “hot” carriers to the band edge mentioned in the previous section, rather dependent on

1NASA sun factsheet:http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/sunfact.html
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2. Fundamentals and methods

Figure 2.2.:Spectral irradiance of the sun above the atmosphere (AM0, full black line) and
at AM1.5g standard terrestrial conditions (dashed black line). The solar photon
flux spectral density at AM1.5g conditions is included as a dashed red line.

the spectral photon flux than on the energy flux. The photon fluxin the spectral region relevant

to silicon photovoltaics is depicted as a dotted line in Fig.2.2. Its maximum is around 600 nm

wavelength and it does not decrease as steeply as the spectral irradiance. Therefore, a high

contribution to the photocurrent can come from near IR light.

2.1.4. Polycrystalline thin film silicon devices

In contrast to monocrystalline or multicrystalline wafer cells, thin film silicon devices are cre-

ated by material deposition on a substrate. As a result the grown layers only feature small

crystallites which can be annealed up to the micrometer or even millimeter range, depending

on the crystallization method. The SPC method employed for creating the experimental refer-

ence textures in chapter 4 typically creates crystals in themicrometer range. Depending on the

amorphous fraction the silicon is referred to as “amorphoussilicon” (a–Si), “microcrystalline

country annual irradiation range/ kWh m−2 Year−1

Germany 1000–1500
USA (mainland) 1350–2500

Spain 1300–2000

Table 2.1.:Annual irradiance ranges in different regions (source: irradiance maps by the
NREL GIS group, http://www.nrel.gov/gis/mapsearch.html).
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2.1. Thin film silicon solar cells

silicon” (µc–Si) or “polycrystalline silicon” (poly–Si). In polycrystalline silicon only a very

low fraction of amorphous material is present.

The amorphous and crystalline phases of silicon have distinctly different optical and elec-

trical properties. The absorption of amorphous silicon is strongly determinded by the location

of its mobility edge. It absorbs better than crystalline silicon in most of the spectral region

below 800 nm wavelength. For higher wavelengths amorphous silicon is almost transparent.

Solar cells based on amorphous silicon material suffer from a light–induced degradation of

their initial efficiency, the Staebler–Wronski effect [Kol04]. This effect is less pronounced for

thin layers and limits the cell thickness of amorphous silicon solar cells to a few hundred

nanometers. The Staebler–Wronski effect can also be stabilized in a mixed phase material of

crystalline grains in an amorphous tissue. The so–called microcrystalline or nanocrystalline

silicon has crystallite sizes in the nanometer range and canbe deposited at considerably higher

layer thickness than amorphous silicon [Mei+94; Rec+03]. Nanocrystalline silicon absorbs up

to the band gap of crystalline silicon at 1100 nm wavelength.Due to their only partially over-

lapping absorption spectra, a–Si andµc–Si cells are often combined to tandem cells in a stack

layout, to obtain a higher cell efficiency [SCB07].

Polycrystalline material is not yet employed much in industrial solar cell production. Its

optical properties match closely with the properties of monocrystalline silicon. The band gap

is about 1.12 eV which corresponds to a wavelength of light ofapproximately 1100 nm. Elec-

trical properties allow deposition of several micrometersof polycrystalline material without

considerable losses. However, deposition quality is highly dependent on the used deposition

substrate [Son11].

Current cell efficiency records reported by Green [Gre+12] are 10.1% for a–Si, 10.1% for

µc–Si, 12.3% for a–Si/ µc–Si tandem and 10.5% for poly–Si cell layouts.

Device structure and optical properties of the modeled devices

The solar cell layout employed in the experimental fabrication of the polycrystalline silicon

solar cells modeled in this thesis is depicted in Fig. 2.3 andfurther described in the references

[Gal+09; Son11]. It consists of a highly doped n+ emitter layer, a weakly positively doped

p− base layer and a back surface field p+ with strong positive doping. All silicon layers

are deposited by electron beam evaporation and subsequently thermally annealed by SPC to

obtain polycrystalline material. The fabricated cells arein the “superstrate” layout, i.e. the

cells are illuminated through their deposition substrate and the back reflector is deposited as

the last layer. Front contacting of the cells is made by a highly transparent conductive oxide

(TCO), aluminum doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al, AZO). The back contact is made by a very thin
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Figure 2.3.:Vertical device structure of a polycrystalline thin film silicon solar cell in super-
strate configuration.

ZnO:Al layer and the silver reflector. The thin back TCO layer improves the reflectivity of the

back reflector.

To reduce the computational effort, especially in 3D simulations, p+– and n+–doped layers

are omitted in the optical layout, as depicted schematically in Fig. 2.3. Omitting the highly

doped front layer might be a crude approximation for the high–frequency part of the solar

spectrum in a case where an absolute estimation of cell efficiency is sought, due to parasitic

absorption which does not contribute to photocurrent generation. But as the layer’s material

properties are very similar to the silicon absorber material they do not represent an additional

optical element and can be safely omitted for characterization purposes and relative compari-

son of different light trapping textures.

For a brief discussion of the optical properties of the simulated devices the absorptance

path length of 90% absorption is depicted in Fig. 2.4, left, and a comparison of the absorption

coefficients of crystalline silicon and the ZnO:Al material data used for simulation is depicted

in the same Figure, right. The requirement for a high efficiency of the solar cells is a good

absorption throughout the whole wavelength range up to the indirect band gap of silicon.

This is difficult to achieve in silicon as silicon is an indirect semiconductor in the operating

wavelength range of the photovoltaic device. Its absorption coefficient decreases over about

six decadic orders of magnitude from the direct band edge in the UV to the indirect band edge

in the near infrared. The path length of 90% absorption diagram shows that for high efficiency

an absorption path length of at least a few hundred micrometers has to be reached close to the
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Figure 2.4.: Left: Pathlength of 90% absorption in crystalline silicon.Right: Comparison of
the absorption coefficients of silicon and ZnO:Al.

band edge. This path length can be attained either by material thickness or by light trapping

effects. In thin film silicon solar cell technology light trapping is of an extreme importance

for device efficiency. Good light trapping schemes, as the one presented inchapter 4 of this

thesis, allow to reach effective path lengths of hundreds of micrometers at an absorber layer

thickness of only a few micrometer.

The AZO material employed as TCO in the simulations of this thesis has a high free carrier

absorption in the near infrared. Consequently its absorption is larger in that wavelength range

than for silicon. The used data set does have high absorptioncoefficient throughout the whole

wavelength range compared to other data sets available to the author. It was not exchanged

during the simulations of this thesis for reasons of consistency.

The complete set of material data used for the simulations inthis thesis is included in ap-

pendix A.
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2. Fundamentals and methods

2.2. Optical modeling

Thin film silicon solar cells are complex material systems with dimensions in the wavelength

range of visible and near infrared light. This wavelength range is also their operating regime

as an opto–electronic device. Sharp interfaces between thematerials with different refractive

index and periodic texturing can bring the optical responseto a near resonance condition for

certain wavelengths. Interference effects are also visible in the spectral response of thin film

devices with statistical interface textures. Statisticalray tracing solvers need to include inter-

ference effects for a good approximation of the thin film optical systems[KST02; Spr+05].

Pure geometrical optics based ray tracing does not approximate these systems well in most of

the spectral range [Sch09].

The studies presented in this thesis target a predictive ab initio modeling of the optics of PV

devices. Given that the dimensions of the physical systems are on the order of the wavelength

of light this objective can only be reached by rigorous simulation of Maxwell’s equations.

For optical modeling of 2D and 3D material distributions theauthor used the finite element

softwareJCMsuite. The software was used with a custom Python package for 3D grid gener-

ation, described in section 2.4.2, and a Matlab based toolbox for pre– and post–processing of

numerical results. A transfer matrix based algorithm implemented in Matlab was used for 1D

simulations and the incoherent superstrate coupling described in section 2.2.3.

This section provides information about the finite element and transfer matrix implemen-

tations. It further discusses the sun as a light source on earth and justifies its representation

by a polarized plane wave in rigorous simulation. The incoherent superstrate coupling used in

the simulations within this thesis to obtain experimental comparability is discussed in section

2.2.3. Finally section 2.2.4 discusses the measurement of numerical errors in optical simula-

tions used throughout this thesis.

2.2.1. Rigorous optical modeling

Maxwell’s equations

Maxwell’s equations describe the optical response of a system’s interaction with a high num-

ber of photons based on linear macroscopic material laws. This is the correct model for the

simulation of conventional solar cells where non–linear optical effects are negligible. All rig-

orous simulation methods used in this thesis are based on a solution of the time harmonic

Maxwell’s equations, i.e. the steady state response of the physical system at a single wave-

length.
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2.2. Optical modeling

Maxwell’s equations in their differential form can be written as [Jac99]

∇ · D(r , t) = ̺(r ) (2.1)

∇ × E(r , t) = −∂tB(r , t) (2.2)

∇ · B(r , t) = 0 (2.3)

∇ × H(r , t) = j (r , t) + ∂tD(r , t) (2.4)

with the constituting material laws

D(r , t) = ε(r )E(r , t) (2.5)

B(r , t) = µ(r )H(r , t) (2.6)

j (r , t) = σ(r )E(r , t) + j impressed. (2.7)

which describe the linear relations of the electric and magnetic field and the macroscopic

material properties. HereE is the electric field andD the displacement,H the magnetic field

andB the magnetic flux density.j labels the local electric current which is divided into a

response to the local electric field dependent on the local conductivity σ and an externally

impressed currentj impressed. The permittivityε and the permeabilityµ (with ε, µ ∈ �) describe

the local electric and magnetic response on the field.̺ is the local net density of charges.

The time harmonic Maxwell’s equations are obtained from these equations by using the

time harmonic ansatz

E(r , t) = ℜ
{

Ê(r , ω)e−iωt
}

H(r , t) = ℜ
{

Ĥ(r , ω)e−iωt
} (2.8)

which separates the spatial variation of the fields and a harmonic oscillation in time with

frequencyω/2π. A complex field representation will be used in the following. The physical

solution is obtained as the real part of the introduced complex fields.

If further the complex permittivity is defined as

ε̂(r , ω) = ε0εr(r , ω) = ε + i
σ

ω
(2.9)

and the law of conservation of charges is reformulated in terms of time harmonic quantities

∇ · j impressed(r , t) + ∂t̺(r , t) = 0 ,

∇ · ĵ impressed(r , ω) − iω ˆ̺(r , ω) = 0
(2.10)
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2. Fundamentals and methods

Maxwell’s equations can be rewritten as

∇ · ε̂(r , ω)Ê(r , ω) = − i
ω
∇ · ĵ impressed(r , ω) (2.11)

∇ × Ê(r , ω) = iωµ̂(r , ω)Ĥ(r , ω) (2.12)

∇ · µ̂(r , ω)Ĥ(r , ω) = 0 (2.13)

∇ × Ĥ(r , ω) = −iωε̂(r , ω)Ê(r , ω) + ĵ impressed(r , ω) (2.14)

In this formulation the system of equations for the fieldsE andH can be fully decoupled and

solved separately: The time harmonic Maxwell’s equations for the electric field are obtained

by substituting eq. 2.12 into eq. 2.14. In all following equations the hats denoting the quantities

of the time harmonic formulation will be omitted. The time harmonic Maxwell’s equations

for the electric field are

∇ × µ−1∇ × E(r ) − ω2εE(r ) = iωj impressed(r ) . (2.15)

From the solution of the electric field the magnetic field can be derived as

H(r ) =
1

iωµ(r )
∇ × E(r ) . (2.16)

The transfer matrix method

For some simulations presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5 a transfer matrix implementation was

used to obtain solutions of Maxwell’s equations for the electric field in 1D material stacks. A

stack of material layers with plane normals parallel to thez–axis is assumed in the following.

As the material distribution is homogeneous in thexy–plane no field discontinuities are present

in these directions and the electric field can be representedby its Fourier integral,

E(r , ω) =
1

(2π)2

∫

�2
u(kx, ky)e

i(kxx+kyy+kz(kx,ky)z)dkxdky (2.17)

which is an expansion into plane waves with coefficientsu. kz is defined by the refractive index

n, the vacuum wavelength of lightλ0 and the propagation direction of the Fourier component

along±z by

k±z (kx, ky) = ±
√

(k0n)2 − k2
x − k2

y , (2.18)

wherek0 =
2π
λ0

is the absolute value of the wave vector in vacuum.

The individual Fourier components in eq. 2.17 are not coupled by the stack of material
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Figure 2.5.:Field, layer and interface labeling of the transfer matrix method implementation
described in the text

layers. Therefore the solution can be obtained by solving a coupled system of boundary value

problems for each Fourier component separately.

The stack numbering and field description depicted in Fig. 2.5 will be used in the following.

The field inside every layer is decomposed into two counter–propagating components as

um(r ) = u+m(r ) + u−m(r )

= ũ+mei(kxx+kyy+k+z (kx,ky)(z−z+0,m))
+ ũ−mei(kxx+kyy+k−z (kx,ky)(z−z−0,m)) .

(2.19)

The zero phase point ofu±m in the stack normal direction isx = 0, y = 0, z= z±0,m. The positions

z±0,m are marked with dots in Fig. 2.5 and chosen such that fields arealways decreasing in

absorbing internal layers at propagation to the opposite layer interface. In every layer 6 degrees

of freedom have to be fixed which in the numbering of Fig. 2.5 sums up to 6(N+2) = 6N+12.

From Maxwell’s first equation, eq. 2.11 and the assumption ofno impressed currents, we

obtain the condition that inside every layer

∇ · um(r ) = ∇ · u+m(r ) + ∇ · u−m(r )

= k+ · u+m(r ) + k− · u−m(r ) = 0
(2.20)

wherek± = [kx, ky, k±z ]T . The condition has to hold for every positionr and hence

k± · u±m(r ) = 0 . (2.21)

These conditions are applied to all fields of the finite layersand the outgoing fields in the

infinite layers. The incoming fields in the infinite layers areset as incoming fields on the right
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2. Fundamentals and methods

hand side.

From eq. 2.21 (2N + 2) conditions are set for the fields inside the layers. Including the

incoming fields (2N + 8) conditions are set and (4N + 4) conditions remain open. These can

be fixed by relating the fields by 4 conditions at each of the (N + 1) layer interfaces. The full

set of boundary conditions which has to hold at the plane interface between the two adjacent

layersm, m+ 1 is [Jac99]

(εmum− εm+1um+1) · n = 0 (2.22)

(∇ × um− ∇ × um+1) · n = 0 (2.23)

(um− um+1) × n = 0 (2.24)

(µ−1
m ∇ × um− µ−1

m+1∇ × um+1) × n = 0 (2.25)

wheren is the stack normal vector. In the considered case of non–magnetic materials we have

µm = µ, m = 0, . . .N + 1, whereµ is the vacuum permeability. From eq. 2.24 and eq. 2.25

we obtain 4 conditions per interface that relate the fields atboth sides of the interface These

conditions complete the set of equations required to solve the scattering problem of a plane

wave from the layer stack.

Properties of the finite element method and description the used software packag e

Finite element theory in general and for Maxwell’s equations is covered in corresponding

textbooks [Bra92; Mon03] and will not be derived here. In a brief summary, the finite element

method allows to discretize and solve differential equations. First, the differential equation is

integrated after multiplication with a test function. The application of the differential operator

can subsequently be shifted to the test function by partial integration. Derivatives defined in

such an integral sense can be shown to be unique if they exist,under the proper conditions

for the test function space. A choice of test functions on compact carriers, which overlap in

a neighbourhood, leads to a the transformation of the globalproblem, which is to compute

the solution of a partial differential equation inside a computational domain under certain

boundary conditions, into a system of coupled local problems. Usually the computational

domain is discretized into geometric elements like triangles or tetrahedra. Local polynomials

of a chosen degree, which are non-zero only within certain neighbouring elements, can then

be used to build the test function space. In case of Maxwell’sequations, a local integration

of the partial differential equation leads to a linear system of coupling conditions between the

localized test functions and to the boundary conditions at the computational domain boundary.

This linear system can be solved by standard numerical methods and yields an approximation
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to the solution of the partial differential equation, which converges to the analytic solution

with refinement of the discretization and optionally the increase of the polynomial degree of

the ansatz functions.

When the geometric discretization error of a material distribution is ignored, the most im-

portant quantity for error analysis is related to the polynomial degreep of the ansatz functions

of the test space and a measure (length) of the finesse of the spacial discretization,h. The

theory is covered e.g. by Braess [Bra92]. Convergence behaviour is dependent on many fac-

tors, as for example the chosen error norm. In an energy norm and for Maxwell’s equations,

the typically observed convergence behaviour, given by theinterpolation of the solution by a

piecewise polynomial, is

error≤ c · hp+1 , (2.26)

with a positive constantc. This means that, given a fixed discretization and polynomial degree

which already capture properties the physical problem, exponential convergence of the solu-

tion is expected with increasing finite element polynomial degree. The above property is used

for error measurement and quality assurance of the simulations in this thesis.

The finite element implementation used in all simulations within this thesis with complex

2D and 3D material distributions is developed as part of the finite element suiteJCMsuiteat

the Zuse Institute Berlin. This finite element package focusses on simulation of linear optics in

the high–frequency regime by solving the time–harmonic Maxwell’s equations, eq. 2.15. Ad-

ditional solvers are implemented in the package for linear elasticity and heat equations. The

software is commercially distributed by the spin–off companyJCMwave2. Main programmers

of the implementation are Lin Zschiedrich and Jan Pomplun. The finite element implemen-

tation for solving Maxwell’s equations in 3D is based on Néd́elecs elements [Ńed80] which

prevent the existence of unphysical solutions in the interior domain. Details about the im-

plementation can be found in reference [Pom+07] and in the PhD thesis of Lin Zschiedrich

[Zsc09] and Jan Pomplun [Pom10]. The linear solver used internally for solving the finite

element system is the direct sparse solver PARDISO [SG04].

In JCMsuite, transparent boundaries are implemented by an optionally adaptive PML method

which ensures exponential damping of scattered fields in theexterior domain. The imple-

mentation is based on the work of Lin Zschiedrich [Zsc09] andallows the use of multiply

structured exterior domains. Other available boundary conditions are periodic boundaries and

Dirichlet boundary conditions for the electric and magnetic components of the field which

can be used as mirror boundary conditions in cases of specialsymmetry of the geometry and

incoming field.

2www.jcmwave.com
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The specific features of the finite element solver used for this thesis were:

• Solution of scattering problems for Maxwell’s equations on2D and 3D computational

domains with transparent and periodic boundaries.

• Solution of the eigenvalue problem forω2, E of Maxwell’s equations in 3D on twofold

periodic domains with transparent boundaries in the third dimension.

• Weighted superposition of previously computed fields.

• Post–processing capabilities. Typical functionals like the computation of volume inte-

grals of the field energy or the surface integrals of the surface normal component of the

Poynting vector were used. Further the built–in Fourier transform was used to obtain

the Fourier spectra of reflected and transmitted fields in scattering simulations.

Calculation of the absorption inside a sub-volume of the computational domain

For the evaluation of absorptance, optical quantum efficiency and current generation of a so-

lar cell it is necessary to calculate the absorption inside of sub–volumes of the computational

domain. Physically this means that the work done by the electric field on the material distri-

bution per unit time needs to be calculated. For a single chargeq the electric force acting on

the charge is the Lorentz forceF = q(E + v
c × B) and the work rate on a charge at velocity

v is P = qv · F = qv · E. The work rate by an electric fieldE on a static impressed current

distributionj can therefore be defined by [Jac99]

∫

V
j · E dV (2.27)

In the time harmonic context where a complex field notation isused for convenience the real

part of the complex quantities needs to be taken before multiplication. A product of quantities

A(r , t) = Ã(r )e−iωt, B(r , t) = B̃(r )e−iωt therefore needs to be expanded as

A · B ≡ 1
4

[Ã(x)e−iωt + Ã∗(x)eiωt] · [B̃(x)e−iωt + B̃∗(x)eiωt]

=
1
2
ℜ(Ã∗(x) · B̃(x) + Ã(x) · B̃(x)e−2iωt)

(2.28)

to obtain the physically correct quantity. In the case of a high frequency field the typical

quantity of interest is the time average over one characteristic period. This reduces equation

(2.28) toA · B = 1
2ℜ(A∗(x) · B(x)).
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Using Amp̀ere’s law for time harmonic fields, cf. eq. 2.14, to substitute the current distri-

bution and the vector identity∇ · (A × B) = B · (∇ × A) − A · (∇ × B) to transform the work

integral 2.27, we obtain

1
2

∫

V
J∗ · E dV

︸            ︷︷            ︸

I

=
1
2

∫

V
E · [∇ × H∗ − iωD∗] dV

=
1
2

∫

V
[−∇ · (E × H∗)] dV

︸                         ︷︷                         ︸

III

+
1
2

∫

V
[−iω(E · D∗ − B · H∗)] dV

︸                                  ︷︷                                  ︸

II

.

(2.29)

The above equation is the integral representation of Poynting’s theorem of conservation of

energy for time harmonic fields.

With definition of the complex Poynting vector and electric as well as magnetic field energy

densities

S=
1
2

(E × H∗), we =
1
4

(E · D∗), wm =
1
4

(B · H∗)

equation 2.29 can be rewritten as [Jac99]

1
2

∫

V
J∗ · E dV

︸            ︷︷            ︸

I

+2iω
∫

V
(we− wm) dV

︸                    ︷︷                    ︸

II

+

∫

S(V)
S · n da

︸          ︷︷          ︸

III

= 0 . (2.30)

Here, Gauss’s divergence theorem was applied to transform term III into a surface integral.

S(V) is the surface enclosingV andn the surface normal on the infinitesimal surface element

da.

In the case of zero impressed currents term I of equation (2.30) vanishes. The real part of the

two remaining terms represent the conservation of energy inlossy media (i.e. withℑ(ε) , 0

orℑ(µ) , 0). Losses insideV which are represented by term II must equal the negative of the

change of the net energy flux throughS(V) (term III). The absorption inside a volumeV can

thus be calculated from 2.30.II as

(Absorption)V = 2ω
∫

V
(ℑ(we) − ℑ(wm)) dV . (2.31)

In the problems considered within this thesis, no material is magnetically dissipative, i.e.
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ℑ(wm) = 0. Alternatively to 2.31 we can calculate the absorption from term 2.30.III,

(Absorption)V =
∫

S(V)
S · n da (2.32)

=

∫

V
∇ · SdV . (2.33)

Using the surface integral 2.32 should always result in lower resource consumption during

computation. However, if in case of the surface integral thequality of the input data, i.e. the

calculated field values, has to be higher for a comparable error in the computed absorption,

using the volume integral may become the better choice. It should be noted here that whereas

in 2D volume integration and factorization of the FEM matrixhave about the same compu-

tational costs, the quadrature is less computational intensive than the matrix factorization in

the 3D case. It can be seen that we have to expect a loss in precision when calculating the

integrand of the surface integral, rendering this method impractical in 3D cases. Having a

closer look on how the integrands are calculated from the electric field, we see that, in case

of isotropic permittivities, the electric field energy density is simply proportional to the local

permittivity and intensity of the field[Nol90],

we(r ) =
1
4

E(r )∗ · D(r ) (2.34)

=
1
4

E(r )∗ · (εr(r )ε0E(r )) (2.35)

=
1
4
εr(r )ε0I (r ) . (2.36)

The time averaged Poynting vector required to calculate thesurface integral is defined as[Nol90]

S(r ) =
1

2µrµ0
ℜ{E(r ) × B(r )} . (2.37)

As Maxwell’s equations are typically only solved for the electric field, the magnetic field for

computation of eq. 2.37 has to be derived from eq. 2.16. The derivative that has to be taken

in this step leads to a loss of one order in the polynomial representation of theH field. No

precision is lost, when computing the absorption from the field energy in eq. 2.36. Another

factor that makes the use of the surface integral, eq. 2.32, unattractive is that regions with high

local errors are often found at material interfaces. In cases where absorption is more a volume

effect than a localized effect close to interface boundaries we can expect the volume integral

to converge much quicker to a satisfying error level than thesurface integral representation.

The difference in the convergence of the two absorption integral representations can be
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made clear by a very simple example. The inset in Fig. 2.6 shows the computational domain

which is centered at the interface between a half space of airand a half space of crystalline

silicon. For a few exemplary wavelengths between 300 nm and 1100 nm the electric field

was computed using an edge length≤ 0.5 wavelengths and polynomial degrees from 1 up

to 8. The absorption inside the silicon volume enclosed by the computational domain was

calculated using eqs. 2.31 and 2.32 for all field solutions. Errors of the individual results

with respect to analytic values are shown in Fig. 2.6. It is evident that the volume integral

converges faster and moreover already has a smaller error atlow finite element degrees. For

geometries with field singularities at the interfaces between materials the difference between

the two processing methods gets more pronounced than in thiswell-behaved case. Eq. 2.31

was chosen to obtain absorption values in all simulations inthis thesis.

2.2.2. Justification of a plane wave model light source

The sun is an extended, spatially–incoherent thermal lightsource. In rigorous simulation

of solar cells it is usually modeled by an incoming plane wavewhich which is completely

coherent and has a well–defined polarization. The followingsubsections motivate why the

plane wave model is justified for modeling of thin film solar cell optics.

The first subsection shows how to obtain polarization incoherence in rigorous simulation.
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The following subsections discuss the spatial coherence properties of spectrally filtered sun-

light on earth. This is done along with an introduction into the optical coherence theory of

wave fields mainly developed by Emil Wolf and Leonard Mandel.

Scattering of an unpolarized plane wave

Scattering of a totally unpolarized plane wave, i.e. an incoherent average of plane waves of

all possible states of polarization, can easily be achievedin rigorous simulation of Maxwell’s

equations. We start by decomposing the incoming plane wave into two perpendicular fields,

Einc(r ) = Einc
1 (r ) + Einc

2 (r )

Einc
1 (r ) · Einc

2 (r ) = 0 .
(2.38)

The scattered field can then be written in a similar form,

Esc(r ) = Esc
1 (r ) + Esc

2 (r ) , (2.39)

only that the fieldsEsc
1 (r ), Esc

2 (r ) can not be assumed generally perpendicular any more.

Hence, the intensity of the scattered field is

I sc(r ) = |Esc(r )|2 = |Esc
1 (r )|2 + |Esc

2 (r )|2

+ 2
[ℜ(Esc

1 (r ))ℜ(Esc
2 (r )) + ℑ(Esc

1 (r ))ℑ(Esc
2 (r ))

]

︸                                                      ︷︷                                                      ︸

,0 in general

(2.40)

whereℜ andℑ denote real and imaginary part, respectively.

To obtain an incoherent average over all possible states of polarization, we assume the fields

Einc
1 (r ), Einc

2 (r ) to be normalized and define the incoming field

Einc(r ;ϕ) = a(sinϕEinc
1 (r ) + cosϕEinc

2 (r )) , (2.41)

with a complex amplitudea, and average the intensity 2.40 of the scattered field overϕ,

〈I sc(r )〉ϕ =
1
2π
|a|2

∫ 2π

0

{

sin2ϕ|Esc
1 (r )|2 + cos2 ϕ|Esc

2 (r )|2 (2.42)

+2 sinϕ cosϕ
[ℜ(Esc

1 (r ))ℜ(Esc
2 (r )) + ℑ(Esc

1 (r ))ℑ(Esc
2 (r ))

]}

dϕ (2.43)

=
1
2
|a|2(|Esc

1 (r )|2 + |Esc
2 (r )|2) . (2.44)

So the incoherent average over all possible states of polarization may be obtained simply by
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computing the incoherent average for any two perpendicularpolarizations of the incoming

plane wave, for any geometry. This can also be shown by the addition property of coherency

matrices [Won05, p. 101].

In certain cases the incoherent averaging over perpendicularly polarized incoming sources

is not necessary:

• If the geometry is isotropic like a rough surface and the electromagnetic field is normally

incident, a change of polarization direction does not change the result.

• If the geometry is periodic with a four–fold mirror symmetric unit cell and the electro-

magnetic field is normally incident, then the solution is symmetric with respect to a 90◦

rotation of the polarization of the incoming light.

These are the two cases which were encountered throughout the simulations done for the work

of this thesis.

Quantification of optical coherence and propagation laws

For further discussion of coherence properties in experimental settings it is useful to introduce

a mathematical quantification of coherence by means of a correlation of signals. This theory

was developed mainly by Emil Wolf and Leonard Mandel. It is briefly introduced in this

section as the results will be used for discussion in the following subsections. The derivation

included hereunder is described in more detail in [BW59, p. 500; MW65, p. 237].

A two point correlation which quantifies the coherence of twocomplex signals can be de-

rived from the double slit experiment, depicted schematically in Fig. 2.7. We assume the

field V(r , t) to be a physical solution of the Helmholtz equation at a point r at time t. The

field is created by two disturbances at the pointsr1, r2. Due to the superposition principle the

instantaneous field atrd can be written as

V(rd, t) = K1V(r1, t − t1) + K2V(r2, t − t2)

whereV denotes the primary field andKi , i = 1,2, are factors combining the deterministic

disturbance atr1, r2 and the translation of the field to the pointrd. The two time constants

t1, t2 are the communication times of the signals to the detector point rd. A homogenous non–

dispersive medium with a speed of lightc will be assumed in the following. The propagation

times are then dependent only on spatial distance and not position. V is further assumed to
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inc. field

r1

r2

rd

s1

s2

Figure 2.7.:The double slit interference experiment.

be the complex analytic description of the real field field3. The intensity at pointrd is hence

given by

I (rd, t) =V∗(rd, t)V(rd, t)

=|K1|2I (r1, t − t1) + |K2|2I (r2, t − t2)

+ 2ℜ{K∗1K2V
∗(r1, t − t1)V(r2, t − t2)} ,

(2.45)

withℜ denoting the real part. If we now take an ensemble average of different realizations of

the field, denoted by〈·〉e, we obtain

〈I (rd, t)〉e =|K1|2〈I (r1, t − t1)〉e+ |K2|2〈I (r2, t − t2)〉e
+ 2ℜ{K∗1K2Γ(r1, r2, t − t1, t − t2)}

(2.46)

where

Γ(r1, r2, t − t1, t − t2) = 〈V∗(r1, t − t1)V(r2, t − t2)〉e (2.47)

represents the correlation between the field at (r1, t − t1) and (r2, t − t2). We further note that

〈I (r1, t − t1)〉e = Γ(r1, r1, t − t1, t − t1).

Under assumption of statistical stationarity, i.e. independence of the time origin, and ergod-

icity Γ(r1, r2, t1, t2) is only dependent on the time differenceτ = t1 − t2 = (s1 − s2)/c,

Γ(r1, r2, τ) = lim
T→∞

1
2T

∫ T

−T
V∗(r1, t)V(r2, t + τ)dt (2.48)

3 The complex analytic field V(r , t) is defined from the Fourier transform of the real signal
V(r)(r , t) =

∫ ∞
−∞ v(r , ω)e−iωtdω, wherev(r , ω) = v∗(r ,−ω), by omitting the negative frequencies which do not

hold any additional information:V(r , t) =
∫ ∞

0
v(r , ω)e−iωtdω
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2.2. Optical modeling

and the ensemble average is equal to the time average,〈·〉e = 〈·〉t which will further only be

denoted by〈·〉. Eq. 2.46 can thus be rewritten as

〈I (rd, t)〉 =|K1|2〈I (r1, t)〉 + |K2|2〈I (r2, t)〉
+ 2ℜ{K∗1K2Γ(r1, r2, τ)} .

(2.49)

For the sun and in typical measurements on solar cells the simultaneous realization of the

ensemble required for ergodicity and the time independenceof measurement required by sta-

tionarity are provided. Integration times are much longer than the typical time interval of field

fluctuations and are done on stationary states. The functionΓ(r1, r2, τ) was introduced by Wolf

and is commonly known asmutual coherence function. It describes the correlation of signals

from two sources atr1, r2 as a function of the time differenceτ of wave propagation to a point

rd.

By Fourier transform (see also footnote 3 and [MW65, p. 240])

Γ(r1, r2, τ) =
∫ ∞

0
W(r1, r2, ω)e−iωτdω (2.50)

a similar quantityW calledmutual spectral densitycan be defined in frequency space.

The normalized quantity

γ(r1, r2, τ) =
Γ(r1, r2, τ)√

Γ(r1, r1,0)
√
Γ(r2, r2,0)

(2.51)

known as thecomplex degree of coherencemeasures the coherence as a correlation on the

scale between zero and one.

As V has been assumed a solution to a Helmholtz equation,Γ andW are solutions to a set

of two Helmholtz equations. These take the most simple form for themutual spectral density

W [MW95, p. 183]. The propagation of themutual spectral densityfrom a plane into a half

space can be solved as a Dirichlet boundary value problem to the Helmholtz equation using

the Green’s function. The calculation is given in [MW95, p. 185] and yields the propagation

integral

W(r1, r2, ω) =

(

k
2π

)2 ∫

z=0

∫

z=0
W(r ′1, r

′
2, ω)

[

1+
i
k

(

1
R2
− 1

R1

)

+
1
k2

1
R1R2

]

× eik(R2−R1)

R1R2
cosθ1 cosθ2 d2r ′1d

2r ′2 ,

Ri = |r i − r ′i |, i = 1,2,

(2.52)
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r ′1

r ′2

r1

r2

R1

R2

θ1

θ2

z= 0

z

Figure 2.8.:Propagation of mutual coherence from plane z= 0 to two pointsr ′1,2 in an adja-
cent half space.

for the case depicted in Fig. 2.8.

When the coherence information is transferred to a plane far from z= 0, i.e. the separation

of the two planes is large compared to the wavelengthλ = c
ω

and henceRi ≫ λ, i = 1,2 or
1
Ri
≪ k, i = 1,2. Equation 2.52 can then be approximated by

W(r1, r2, ω) ≈
(

k
2π

)2 ∫

z=0

∫

z=0
W(r ′1, r

′
2, ω)

eik(R2−R1)

R1R2
cosθ1 cosθ2 d2r ′1d

2r ′2 . (2.53)

The propagation integral for themutual coherence functioncan be derived from equation

2.52 by applying the definition 2.50. The terms within the rectangular braces in 2.52 can be

transformed into time derivatives. After interchanging the order of the frequency integral and

the time derivatives and a second application of 2.50, we obtain (cf. again [MW95, p. 185])

Γ(r1, r2, τ) =

(

1
2π

)2 ∫

z=0

∫

z=0

cosθ1 cosθ2
(R1R2)2

DΓ

(

r ′1, r
′
2, τ −

R2 − R1

c

)

d2r ′1d
2r ′2 , (2.54)

with the differential operatorD = (1 + R2−R1
c

∂
∂τ
− R2R1

c2
∂2

∂τ2
). In case of the approximation for

large distances, only the second time derivative is taken into account.

Further simplifications can be applied for light with a narrow bandwith as provided by a

bandfilter, like a monochromator. The integral eq. 2.50 can be rewritten in the form

Γ(r1, r2, τ) =
∫ ∞

−ω0

W̃(r1, r2, µ)e
−iµτdµ (2.55)
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with µ = ω − ω0. In the case of a limited bandwidth∆ω aroundω0, W̃(r1, r2, µ) will only

take significant values aroundµ = 0, i.e. for low frequenciesµ < ∆ω. If ∆ω/ω ≪ 1,

Γ(r1, r2, τ) = Γ̃(r1, r2, τ)e−iω0τ is the product of a slowly varying part and a rapidly oscillating

part at frequencyω0. An electromagnetic field which satisfies∆ω/ω ≪ 1 is calledquasi–

monochromatic.

In the following we assume the source to be quasi–monochromatic with a central frequency

ω0. We further assume two different sourcepoints to be totally uncorrelated. Under these

assumptions themutual coherence functionof the primary source may be written as [MW65,

p. 255f]

Γ(r1, r2, τ) ∼ I (r1)δ(r1 − r2)e
−iω0τ (2.56)

whereI (r ) is the average radiant intensity of the source pointr . The large distance condition

for the simplified version of the propagation of themutual spectral density2.53 is assumed to

be fulfilled. We further assume a homogenous circular light source and

ρ

R
≪ 1 ,

whereρ andRare radius of and distance to the light source, respectively. The cosine in eq. 2.54

can then be approximated as cosθi = R2

R2+ρ2
= 1

1+(ρ/R)2 ≈ 1, i = 1,2,. We further consider only

time arguments much smaller than the coherence time|τ− (R2−R1)/c| ≪ 2π/∆ω. Under these

assumptions eq. 2.54 can be approximated by

Γ(r1, r2, τ) ∼
(

k0

2π

)2

e−iω0τ

∫

σ

I (r ′)
(R1R2)2

e−ik0(R2−R1) d2r ′ (2.57)

whereRi = |r i − r ′|, i = 1,2, and the radiating area in the source plane isσ. Eq. 2.57 is known

as thevan Cittert-Zernike theorem. A further simplification can be applied to eq. 2.57 in the

case of normal incidence, which is most interesting in case of the simulations for photovoltaic

applications. If the pointsr1, r2 are located in a plane parallel toσ at distanceR from the

primary source plane and small differences|r1 − r |/R≪ 1 and a uniform and circular source

of radiusρ are assumed, thecomplex degree of coherenceis given by the Bessel function of

the first kind and the first order,

γ(r1, r2, τ) = [2J1(v)/v]ei(Ψ−ω0τ), |τ| ≪ 2π/∆ω , (2.58)

with Ψ = k0[(x2
2 + y2

2) − (x2
1 + y2

1)]/2R andv = (k0ρ/R)
√

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2.

In instrumental optics|γ| > 0.88 is regarded as fully coherent which equals the condition
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v < 1 or

|r1 − r2| < 0.16λ0
R
ρ
. (2.59)

This result and eq. 2.57 will be used for further discussion.

Thermal light sources

Thermal light sources are usually assumed to have a Gaussianprobability distribution of the

field amplitude (not meaning the spectral distribution, butthe amplitude distribution for a sin-

gle wavelength). As the field amplitude at any point in space is composed from contributions

of many independent random radiators, a Gaussian joint probability distribution is suggested

by application of the central limit theorem, cf. eq. 2.92. For black body radiation the Gaussian

distribution can also be derived from quantum mechanical considerations[MW65, p. 249].

Gaussian probability distributions have specific properties. All odd-order moments are zero.

The highest cumulant is of second order and all even order moments are functions of the mean

value and the second order moment only. So the coherence phenomena of thermal light are

effectively fully described by the two point correlation function Γ derived above.

The sun as a light source on earth

The above result for the lateral coherence of spectrally filtered light, which is not completely

coherent also for arbitrarily small spectral width due to the spatial incoherence of the source,

can be straightforward applied to the sun.

The sun lies at a distance ofR= 1.496· 1011m from the earth. Its radius isρ = 0.5 · (1.392·
106m). The lateral length scale at which light can interact in the photovoltaic applications

considered here is mainly limited by the absorption of silicon which should be almost complete

to the order of 10−2 m (cf. Fig. 2.4). This is also the distance at which multiple reflections

within a millimeter thick superstrate would relate surfaceareas of the solar cell. The vertical

deviation of the wave front of light of a point source at the distance to the sun

∆z(∆xy) = R−
√

R2 − ∆2
xy ≈

1
2

x2

R
(2.60)

at this typical distance is

∆z(10−2 m) < 10−6 nm. (2.61)

This result is very small compared to the wavelength of light. A plane wave front can therefore

be assumed to be a good approximation.
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Considering the lateral coherence the requirements for application of the van Cittert–Zernike

theorem, eq. 2.57, can be seen as provided as

ρ/R≈ 1.392· 106m/2
1.496· 1011m

≈ 4.7 · 10−6 ≪ 1 .

From relation 2.59 and at a wavelength ofλ0 = 800 nm we can assume points in a lateral

distance up to

δlateral, limit = 2.7 cm (2.62)

as strongly correlated.

Considering the longitudinal coherence it is obvious from the time argument in the integrand

of eq. 2.54 that the longitudinal coherence interval shouldbe larger than the lateral interval.

To approximate the longitudinal coherence interval we again assume a circular and uniform

source to make eq. 2.57 applicable. We now consider two points along the normal direction

through the center of the source with

R1 =
√

ρ2 + d2 (2.63)

R2 =
√

ρ2 + (d + ∆d)2 (2.64)

whereρ is the radial coordinate from the source center andd, (d + ∆d) the normal distances

of the two source points to the source. We defineρ′ =
√

1+ ρ
2

d2 ≥ 1 and rewrite the above as

R1 = dρ′ (2.65)

R2 = d

√

ρ′2 +
2∆d

d
+

(

∆d
d

)2

. (2.66)

Under the assumption that∆d
d ≪ 1 we obtain

R2 ≈ dρ′ +
∆d
ρ′
+O

(

∆d
d

)

(2.67)

and are able to evaluate

R2 − R1 ≈
∆d
ρ′
, (2.68)

d2

R1R2
≈ 1

ρ′2 + ∆d
d

(2.69)
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where we again neglect the term of∆d
d in the denominator. In the following we want to relate

two secondary sources at their respective positions, i.e. given the situationτ = ∆d
c . With

the assumption of a circular homogenous source and the relations ρ(ρ′) = d
√

ρ′2 − 1 and
∂ρ

∂ρ′ =
ρ′d√
ρ′2−1

we can approximate the integrand in eq. 2.57 as

Γ(r1, r2, τ) ∝
∫ ρsun

0
ρ

1
R1R2

e−ik0(R2−R1) dρ (2.70)

=

∫
√

1+(ρsun/d)2

1

1
ρ′

e−iω0τ
1
ρ′ dρ′ . (2.71)

The above formulation was evaluated numerically using Gauss–Kronrod quadrature rule. The

resulting curve|γ| is of a similar shape as eq. 2.58. Applying the coherence interval condition

|γ| = 0.88 from instrumental optics the longitudinal coherence interval evaluates to

δlongitudinal, limit ≈ 20 km (2.72)

for light at a wavelength ofλ = 800 nm. This interval is far longer than the vertical or lateral

dimension of the solar cell.

Conclusion: No special limit on spectral width was taken into account to compute the

results on lateral and longitudinal coherence. The resultsare dependent only on the spatial

incoherence of the source and geometric parameters. From the above considerations a plane

wave is a suitable source model for rigorous simulation which is close to the conditions gener-

ated by spectrally filtered sunlight. Spatial coherence properties of the primary source do not

need to be considered any further. When required by the simulated geometry, incoherence of

the polarization can easily be modeled by incoherent averaging of two perpendicular states of

polarization.

2.2.3. Incoherent superstrate coupling

The polycrystalline solar cells which where of interest during the work on this thesis are

suitable for deposition in the superstrate layout, cf. section 2.1.4. In this case the illumination

takes place through the millimeter thick glass layer on which the thin film solar cells were

deposited. Total internal reflection of light at the glass/air interface leads to a superstrate light

trapping effect which may result in additional absorption and hence a higher current generation

in the solar cell. The superstrate is by far too thick to be included in the finite element domain.

It is further only 1D structured and can therefore be represented by a transfer matrix solver,
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as described in section 2.2.1. This 1D problem was coupled tothe finite element problem of

the textured solar cell in an iterative way. As described in section 2.2.2 the rigorous solution

of the solar cell system for incoming sunlight with a very narrow bandwidth filter also needs

to include all interference effects caused by the resonances within the glass superstrate.The

typical measurement setup employs a larger bandwidth and isdiscussed hereunder.

The superstrate coupling implemented for the simulations in this thesis does not represent a

completely incoherent coupling of the superstrate. This choice had to be made for reasons of

computational effort. The implemented coupling algorithm will be dicussed inmore detail in

the following subsections. However, also a completely incoherent coupling will not describe

the experimental case correctly. The only way of computing the experimental result is by

using a fine wavelength sampling and incoherent averaging over the experimental bandwidth.

A thick planar resonator in view of a typical monochromator bandwidth

If the bandwidth of thermal light employed for measurement is not very narrow the rigorous

solution at a single wavelength is still valid but an incoherent averaging needs to be carried

out over a characteristic ensemble of states to obtain results which are comparable to the

experiment. This can be achieved by computing an incoherentaverage over the wavelength

range of the measurement device. Typical measurement setups use monochromators with a

finite bandwidth of at least a few nanometers in the visible and near–infrared range. The

employed light sources are usually high pressure gas lamps which emit a broad thermal light

spectrum and hence need to be treated as incoherent light sources.

We first consider a planar resonator as the superstrate model. The interferometric free spec-

tral range of a planar resonator is defined as

∆λ(λ, θ) ≈ λ2

2nl cos(θ)
(2.73)

whereθ is the propagation angle,n the refractive index andl the thickness of the superstrate

layer. The free spectral range is larger for higher wavelength and propagation angle. Assum-

ing a glass superstrate thickness ofl = 1 mm, λ = 1100 nm,θ = 85◦ and n=1.52 the free

spectral range is still∆λ < 5 nm. For propagation anglesθ < 60◦ we have∆λ < 0.8 nm.

Modes propagating under large angles are only highly occupied in rare cases. If we assume

a wavelength independent typical bandwidth of∆λmonochromator= 5 nm of the light passing the

monochromator also light propagating under very high propagation angles is averaged over

more than one period of the interference pattern. In the following the coherent coupling will
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first be explained. Then the incoherent coupling conditions, which result from wavelength

averaging, will be derived and discussed.

Coherent coupling of two sub–domains

Coherent coupling of two sub–domains can be achieved iteratively using an additive Schwarz

iteration [Bjø88; Sch+07]. In the two domain case the iteration is started from the decoupled

case and keeps adding scattered fields of the subdomains to the incoming field of the respective

other subdomain until a desired level of convergence is reached. In the following the two

subdomains will be denoted by subscripts 1, 2, iterations will be denoted by superscripts in

braces. The two linear operators calculating the scatteredfield of a subdomain towards the

other subdomain will be denoted byA1,2. The initially incoming fields are denoted byi1,2 and

the scattered fields in iterationn by u(n)
1,2. The iteration is initialized by

u(0)
1 = A1i1 (2.74)

u(0)
2 = A2i2 (2.75)

and then carried out as

u(n+1)
1 = A1(i1 + u(n)

2 ) (2.76)

u(n+1)
2 = A2(i2 + u(n)

1 ) (2.77)

until the convergence level is reached. In the case wherei2 = 0 then-th iteration reflected field

from domain 1 can be written as

u(n)
1 =




1+

n−1∑

j=1

(A1A2)
j




u(1)

1 . (2.78)
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Using this form the integrated intensityI (n)
1 of the fieldu(n)

1 is

I (n)
1 = u(n)

1

∗
u(n)

1 (2.79)

= u(1)
1

∗



1+

n−1∑

j=1

(A∗2A∗1)
j








1+

n−1∑

j=1

(A1A2)
j




u(1)

1 (2.80)

= u(1)
1

∗



1 (2.81)

+

n−1∑

j=1

(A∗2A∗1)
j +

n−1∑

k=1

(A1A2)
k (2.82)

+

n−1∑

l=1

n−1∑

m=1
l,m

(A∗2A∗1)
l(A1A2)

m (2.83)

+

n−1∑

l=1

(A∗2A∗1)
l(A1A2)

l



 u(1)
1 (2.84)

where·∗ denotes the complex conjugate transpose.

Incoherent averaging under the condition of a separation of scales

In case of the solar cell we assume a very narrow free spectralrange for the superstrate, as

already discussed above. For incoherent decoupling the textured solar cell is assumed to have a

wavelength independent response in a sufficiently large wavelength interval around the central

wavelength. We denote the operator of this wavelength independent domain by subscript·1 and

the wavelength dependent operator representing the superstrate by·2. Wavelength integrating

eq. 2.79 over the interval∆λsourcearoundλsourcewe get

1
∆λsource

∫ λsource+∆λsource/2

λsource−∆λsource/2
I (n)
1 (λ)dλ =

∣
∣
∣u(1)

1

∣
∣
∣
2

︸︷︷︸

I

+
1

∆λsource

∫ λsource+∆λsource/2

λsource−∆λsource/2





n−1∑

k=1

∣
∣
∣(A1A2(λ))

ku(1)
1

∣
∣
∣
2


 dλ

︸                                                           ︷︷                                                           ︸

II

(2.85)

for a suitable∆λsourcewhich is a typical common period of the oscillating parts of eq. 2.79. The

terms 2.82 and 2.83 which consist of sums of complex conjugate addends have zero average

contribution to 2.85. In case of a solar cell the term (I) in eq. 2.85 holds the contribution

from the first pass through the cell and term (II) holds the contribution from superstrate light
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trapping. The latter term is now considered for two separatecases.

In the specific geometry considered here the operatorA2(λ) is supposed to represent a trans-

fer matrix system. The operatorsA1, A2 hold the scattering information in terms of Fourier

modes. A discrete spectrum as in case of a periodic geometry is assumed. The field quan-

tity u(1)
1 holds the Fourier coefficients of the field. In this basisA2(λ) is diagonal as it doesn’t

correlate different Fourier modes. The operator can be written in the form of a product,

A2(λ) = BΦ(λ) , (2.86)

whereB represents the absolute backscattered amplitudes andΦ(λ) the matrix of phase factors.

We assumeB constant within the integration interval. If furtherA1 does not correlate different

Fourier modes this operator is also diagonal and exchanges with B andΦ. This is the case

if A1 also represents a 1D structured domain with planes parallelto the superstrate interface.

In that case we can writeA1 = CΨ, whereC is the matrix of absolute amplitudes andΨ the

matrix of phase factors, and get

1
∆λsource

∫ λsource+∆λsource/2

λsource−∆λsource/2
I (n)
1 (λ)dλ =

∣
∣
∣u(1)

1

∣
∣
∣
2
+

n−1∑

k=1

∣
∣
∣(CB)ku(1)

1

∣
∣
∣
2

(2.87)

which adds up intensities from subsequent iterations and iscommonly used for incoherent

coupling in 1D systems.

If A1 is not diagonal, i.e. the operator correlates the different Fourier modes as in case of a

2D or 3D textured scatterer, a wavelength dependent interference pattern will also be created

from the superstrate light trapping term in eq. 2.85. Generally all addends in the integrand

can be written in the form of a wavelength independent contribution and an interference term.

The difference in the matrix elements of the operators is only in phase factors. The incoherent

average over a common charactistic wavelength interval of all phase factors decouples the

different Fourier modes and allows to incoherently add up the intensities of all Fourier modes

within each iteration.

Discussion of the incoherent averaging with respect to the solar cell layout

In case of a solar cell the operatorsA1, A2 are both lossy due to absorption or reflection out of

the system. Higher order terms in eq. 2.79 therefore contribute decreasing amounts of energy

to the solution. The lowest order coupling terms in eq. 2.79 have phase factors as discussed on

eq. 2.73 and should vanish when integrating over the monochromator bandwidth. The second
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order term
n−1∑

k=1

∣
∣
∣(A1A2(λ))

ku(1)
1

∣
∣
∣
2
=

n−1∑

k=1

∣
∣
∣(A1BΦ(λ))ku(1)

1

∣
∣
∣
2

(2.88)

does have contributions which oscillate at the difference frequency of phase factors. Crucially

low difference frequencies can occur between Fourier modes which propagate at low angles

to the stack normal. However the loss by transmission through the superstrate/air interface is

very high for these modes so that their contribution are not expected to be very important.

Generally the validity of the incoherent coupling described above is dependent on the con-

dition thatA1 andB are independent of the wavelength over the integration range. This as-

sumption can be violated at steep flanks of resonances. In most cases of the light trapping

concepts discussed within this thesis resonances are not ofa very high quality and do not

show steep flanks. In some cases isolated narrow resonances occur, but their contribution to

the wavelength integrated cell absorptance, which is the most interesting quantity for photo-

voltaic application, is low. In case of the back reflection operatorB, large changes in narrow

wavelength intervals occur in conditions when a Fourier mode is close to the angle of total

internal reflection.

For a rigorous simulation of the domain coupling also in critical wavelength ranges the

incoherent averaging needs to be carried out explicitly. The computational effort of this is

very high as the finite element solution needs to be computed at a large number of wavelength

evaluation points.

Details and discussion of the implemented algorithm

The domain coupling is implemented in an iterative way. In each iteration incoherent target

quantities like absorption and reflected intensity are calculated and summed up with results

from previous iterations. The finite element method is especially suitable for this type of

coupling as the LU decomposition of the finite element matrixneeds to be calculated only

once and can then be used to solve many different source configurations.

It was found that, employing the incoherent coupling as described in eq. 2.85 with com-

pletely incoherent Fourier modes, a major bottleneck in simulation consisted in evaluating the

post–processing functionals for absorptance calculation. Considering a 3D computational do-

main of 2µm domain width, for example, 45 volume integrals over the computational domain

need to be calculated atλ = 800 nm to obtain the absorptance matrices required for incoherent

coupling. It was therefore decided not to implement the completely incoherent transfer. In-

stead we decouple incoherently between iterations and not between the Fourier modes within

one iteration. This means that, in the form of the incoherentresponse given in eq. 2.85, the
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wavelength integration was not carried out,

Isimulated(λ) =
∣
∣
∣u(1)

1 (λ)
∣
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2
+

n−1∑

k=1

∣
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∣(A1(λ)B(λ)Φ(λ))ku(1)

1

∣
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∣
2
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Due to reflection and absorption losses this form required only a few iteration steps in all

cases, usually 3 to 5, for a convergence to an energy error of less than 1%. The required

computational costs of this implementation are considerably lower compared to the complete

decoupling of the Fourier modes. This kind of superstrate coupling was therefore found suit-

able for 3D simulation as well. The required post–processing was parallelized in Matlab using

the package MatlabMPI4.

The implemented superstrate coupling is clearly an approximation to the incoherent super-

strate response but the simulations presented in this thesis demonstrate that superstrate light

trapping effects need to be integrated in solar cell simulation. For computational reasons this

could only be done in the presented way. It should further be noted that the wavelength inte-

gration of this solution for a fine wavelength sampling should again yield the rigorous result

if the separation of scales, which was discussed above, is applicable.

2.2.4. A note on error measurement in the optical simulations

Integral values of absorptance, transmittance and reflectance are the quantities of interest in

solar cell simulation. These quantities measure the proportion of the incoming power ab-

sorbed, transmitted or reflected on a scale between zero and one. In the convergence studies in

this thesis the computational error is measured as the absorptance error within the individual

absorbing layers of the solar cell. Usually, relative errormeasures with respect to an analytic

or high quality numerical solutionAreference

relative absorptance error :=
‖A− Areference‖
‖Areference‖

(2.90)

are used in numerical analysis. However, the use of a relative error measure can be misleading

in the interpretation of absorptance errors. In cases of a low absorption coefficient or very

small material volume the relative error can be very high forsome material’s sub–volume of

the computational domain, as an effect of a very smallAreference. The global error may instead

be very small already.

4http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/isr/matlabmpi/matlabmpi.html
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2.3. Monte Carlo simulation

Layer resolved error analysis was used for convergence analysis in this thesis to ensure the

validity of the conclusions on different sub–volumina drawn from the simulations. The applied

error measure for most simulations is the absolute absorptance scale, i.e. errors are measured

as

absorptance error := ‖A− Areference‖ . (2.91)

In many cases the relative error is also presented for reference.

For solar cell efficiency calculation, integral values of the absorptance over the working

spectral range of the device are the most important output quantity. Their accurate compu-

tation does not require high precision at wavelengths whereabsorptance is low. Also for

experimental comparison a very high spectrally resolved precision is not necessary. Absolute

errors of 0.01 on the absorptance scale were used as desired error threshold in most cases.

2.3. Monte Carlo simulation

In Monte Carlo type simulations with random samples the convergence of integral averages is

given by the central limit theorem. We consider a random sample of k identically distributed

random variatesXi , i = 1, . . . , k with a common expectation valueµ and varianceσ2, which

can be assumed in case of a Monte Carlo experiment. The centrallimit theorem states [Wei11;

Gey92] that the variate

Sk =
1
k

k∑

i=1

Xi (2.92)

approximates the gaussian normal distribution with mean valueµ and

σSk =
σ√
k
. (2.93)

A convergence behaviour of1√
k

is therefore expected for the tolerance interval of sample

averages in the Monte Carlo experiment. Given a required error tolerance for the result of

the experiment an appropriate sample sizek can be determined fromσ. In this thesis the

standard error intervalσSk of the sample average is estimated by using a finite random setof

representations to estimateσ for the whole population.
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2. Fundamentals and methods

2.4. Modeling of the device geometry

2.4.1. Characterization and synthesization of random surfaces

The statistical measure predominantly used for rough surface characterization in photovoltaics

is the root mean square roughnessδrms, i.e. the standard deviation of the height. Correlations

of haze andδrms as well as between haze and light trapping properties have been shown exper-

imentally within several TCO (transparent conductive oxide) technologies [LGH04; Dau+06].

Daudrix [Dau+06] also investigated whether the correlation betweenδrms and haze was given

across different TCO technologies and found that this was not the case. The root mean

square roughness provides no information about lateral correlation properties of the height

data. Other characterization quantities for rough surfaces used in photovoltaic research are the

distribution of local angles [Sch09; Agr+10] and the height autocorrelation function (ACF) or

power spectral density (PSD) [Dom+10]. In view of random rough surface synthesization the

height ACF is particularly easy to handle and therefore was used as the main surface charac-

terization quantity within this thesis.

Surface height distribution and autocorrelation

The height distribution of the rough surfaces considered inthis thesis are unimodal distribu-

tions around their mean values. In dependence on the manufacturing process, the distributions

can be symmetric or have a skewness, as depicted in Fig. 2.9. The skewness can also be seen

in the height autocorrelation [Whi97].

height difference from mean value

a
m

o
u

n
t

1. 2.

1.

2.

Figure 2.9.:Schematic of height distributions (left). Skewness of the distribution may be a
result of a characteristic manufacturing process (right).
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2.4. Modeling of the device geometry

Height autocorrelation functions provide information about the height correlation of two

points as a function of their distance. The 2D spatial autocorrelation function of a real valued

signal f (r ), r ∈ �2, is defined as

ACF( f ; d) =
∫

�2
f (r ) f (r + d) d2r

/

σ2 (2.94)

whith d ∈ �2 and the varianceσ2 of f . This definition can be rewritten in Fourier space,

provided f has a Fourier representation,

ACF( f ; d) =
∫

�2
f̂ ∗(k) f̂ (k)eik·d d2k

/

σ2

=

∫

�2

(∣
∣
∣ f̂ (k)

∣
∣
∣
2 /

σ2
)

eik·d d2k

=

∫

�2
PSD(k)eik·d d2k .

(2.95)

where a hat denotes the Fourier transform and an asterisk thecomplex conjugate. The auto-

correlation of a signal is the Fourier transform of the signals power spectral density.

If the signal is periodic or periodified the termcircular ACF is often used instead ofACF.

Within this thesis all ACF data is generated as periodic data using the fast Fourier transform

and the term circular will not be used as no distinction is necessary. Surface height data is

usually provided in the form of AFM scans on a cartesian grid,with extents of 6µm × 6µm

to 18µm × 18µm. From such a data set the circular autocorrelation function can be rapidly

calculated using FFT. The determination of the non-periodic autocorrelation function [Wu00]

would require more surface data and a longer time for computation.

If the surface texturing does not have a preferential direction the 2D ACF is isotropic and

can be represented by a radial ACF. A schematic of a radial ACF with typical characteristics

for the surfaces discussed in the chapter about rough surface light trapping is depicted in

Fig. 2.10. A few characteristic points have been marked within the drawing:

A The shape of the autocorrelation function in the vicinity ofzero determines the sharpness

of events [Whi97].

B In the context of spatial autocorrelation data the termautocorrelation lengthoften ap-

pears as characteristic measure of the width of the distribution. It has, however, no

natural definition. Exponential autocorrelation functions are often defined as

ACF(d) = exp

[

−3

(

d
lAC

)ν]

(2.96)
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so that ACF(lAC) = 0.05 [Abr97]. For the simulations within this thesis a gaussian

distribution in the common form

ACF(d) = exp



−
1
2

(

d
σAC

)2
 (2.97)

was chosen. The autocorrelation length was computed from the definition above as

lAC =
√

6σAC . (2.98)

C Negative values and oscillations of the autocorrelation function can be related to pro-

cessing or growth characteristics [Whi97].

distance

A
C
F

A

B

C

Figure 2.10.:Schematic of the typical form of a 2D isotropic height autocorrelation function.
Characteristic points marked with letters are explained within the text.

ACF based random surface synthesization

An ACF based random surface synthesization method was implemented relying only on Fourier

transform and random phase generation. Using the definitionfor the PSD given in equation

2.95 a single periodic rough surface representation is computed by applying the inverse Fourier

transform on the product of the surface standard deviationσrms, the square root of the PSD

and a sample of random phase factors [Wu00]:

Zrand(x, y) = IFFT




σrms

√

PSD(kx, ky) eiφrand(kx,ky)
︸     ︷︷     ︸

random phase sample




(2.99)
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2.4. Modeling of the device geometry

The only constraint on the choice of phase factors is that theobtained signal needs to be real.

For this reason phase factors can not be chosen completely atrandom but have to be symmetric

when taking the complex conjugate and point inverting at theorigin.

The synthesization procedure from height ACF data describedby equation 2.99 effectively

assumes that phases in Fourier space are completely uncorrelated. If the characteristic fin-

gerprints of the manufacturing process of an experimental surface are strong it is unlikely

that phases are completely uncorrelated and a random choiceof phases might not produce the

desired result.

Surface angle distribution

Due to the loss of phase correlation the height ACF does not provide knowledge about the

local angle distribution on the original surface with respect to a reference direction. Agrawal

recently suggested to use both the height distribution and the local angle distribution as de-

scribing distributions for rough surfaces in photovoltaics [Agr+10]. Within this thesis the local

angle distribution is used as additional quantity to characterize synthesized surfaces.

The local local angle with respect to a reference direction can be calculated from the local

normal vector as follows. For a scalar fieldF(x, y, z) in three space dimensions, the gradient

points in the direction of the greatest increase of the field.Given a height distribution in the

form

z= f (x, y) (2.100)

the implicit function

F±(x, y, z) = ±(z− f (x, y)) (2.101)

can be defined which is zero on every point on the surface and nonzero in its vicinity. The

local normal vector of the surface can thus be computed as

n(x, y) =
∇F±(x, y, z)
‖∇F±(x, y, z)‖

. (2.102)

The surface angle to the reference directionz is then given by

θ(x, y) = arccos

(

z · ∇F±(x, y, z)
‖∇F±(x, y, z)‖

)

. (2.103)

Within this thesis the sign ofF±(x, y, z) is chosen such thatz · n(x, y) is one if the surface is

locally parallel to thexy–plane.
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Open CASCADE

CAD library

pythonocc

interface

SMESH library

for meshing

Open CASCADE

models

netgen meshing

library (nglib)

non-planar modeling

and surface meshing

hash-based mesh class

implements union

difference and

intersection operations

3D meshing

surface mesh extrusion

and tetrahedral

division

surface mesh shelling

and tetrahedral

division

tetgen interface

Polygon library

import and poly-

gonalization of 

Bezier paths from

SVG files

triangle interface

planar modeling

and surface meshing

mesh export class

- adds PML layers and

  boundary markers to mesh

- writes .jcm export file for

  JCMwave solver

Figure 2.11.:Main elements of the python based geometric modeling and grid generation
toolbox. Public domain sofware included in the toolbox is marked by italic
letters.

2.4.2. 3D CAD modeling and unstructured grid creation

In contrast to 2D where a geometrical description for a spaceresolved simulation can usually

be easily found on the basis of a polygonalization of objectsthe representation of 3D objects

and an efficient grid generation based on this description is far more complicated. This section

describes the grid generation toolbox used for the 3D simulations of solar cells with rough

surfaces in section 3.5 and the simulations of periodic textures in chapters 4 and 5.

The grid generator implementation was especially targetedtowards periodic mesh genera-

tion for layered media stacks with arbitrary interface texture. A divide–and–conquer strategy

was employed to build a robust mesher. A stack of layers is defined in a first step. Each layer is

then meshed separately with an appropriate algorithm. Shared interfaces are propagated from
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2.4. Modeling of the device geometry

meshed layers to adjacent unmeshed layers. In rare cases of matching errors at the shared

boundaries due to point insertion during volume meshing theerrors are fixed and the layers

are remeshed if necessary. Specific implementations were done for layers with inclusions and

very thin layers which commonly lead to very poor grids when a3D grid generator liketetgen

or netgenis naively used. The periodic boundaries required by the finite element solver are en-

forced by boundary mesh projection from a primary boundary face to its opponent secondary

face.

The scripting language “python” was used for implementation. The package makes ex-

tensive use of other public domain packages for geometric modeling and meshing. Its main

components are depicted schematically in Fig. 2.11:

• A hash–based grid implementation serves as an interface between the different grid

generators. It stores geometrical elements according to a hash value computed from

their point coordinates. The hash value is obtained from a string representation of the

coordinates with a user–defined precision of the representation. Hashing errors can

possibly occur due to known problems of floating point representation when using this

hashing algorithm. No errors were detected during use so far. The grid representation

implements union, difference and intersection operations. Each mesh element can be

assigned with arbitrary data attributes, e.g. material data.

• The pythonOCC [Pyt] interface to theOpen CASCADE[OCS01] package and the Net-

gen [Sch97] package was used for geometrical representation and meshing of curved

3D surfaces.

• For creation of complex 2D models with curved interfaces andtracing of curves in im-

ages a SVG parser was implemented. The parser reads control points of B́ezier paths

from the SVG which are transformed into an internal Bézier representation which uses

an implementation of de Casteljau’s algorithm. The bezier representation is polygonal-

ized using a segment length constraint for further use. Thisimplementation was used

for reconstruction of the unit cell of a periodic texture from TEM data in section 4.2.2.

• The Polygonpython interface to the polygon clipping librarygpc5 was used for set

operations on polygons in 2D.

• The 2D grid generator Triangle [She96] was used for meshing of all planar surfaces.

5http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/˜toby/alan/software/
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• Tetgen [Si09] was used for tetrahedral volume meshing of allvolumes except for thin

layers.

• Thin layers were volume–meshed using a custom implementation which employs a sim-

ple extrusion algorithm and subsequent tetrahedralization. Two different cases of extru-

sion were implemented:

– Vertical extrusion in±z–direction.

– Shelling of a surface in the direction of the surface normal to ensure a constant

normal thickness of a curved layer. Boundary points of the domain are vertically

shifted in this algorithm. Depending on the parent grid thisalgorithm can fail as

surface triangles may collapse or generated tetrahedrons may intersect with each

other.

• A mesh export interface into theJCMwavemesh format adds PML boundary layers and

periodic or domain boundary markers before exporting the mesh.
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3. Random surfaces for light

management in thin film silicon solar

cells

This chapter presents optical simulations of crystalline thin film silicon solar cells with rough

interface textures. The key contribution of this thesis on simulation of solar cells with statisti-

cally rough interfaces lies in the characterization of the simulation itself. In contrast to many

of the commonly used simulation approaches a rigorous solution of Maxwell’s equations on

space discretized simulation domains is employed. Rigorousmodeling of layered systems

with rough interfaces has become increasingly popular onlyduring the last few years. Despite

of the use of a discretized geometry and rigorous simulationa few model error sources need

to be considered. To establish a clear identification of model error sources we generated and

applied synthesized rough surface data.

The analyzed model error are introduced in section 3.3.2. A detailed error analysis on sim-

ulation of 1D rough surface slices can be found in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. A characterization

of the same errors for simulation of 2D rough surfaces can be found in section 3.5.1. In section

3.5.2 the results of the simulation of solar cells with 2D rough surfaces and of identical cells

with 1D rough surface slices are compared. Further a comparative study was done between

rigorous simulation and the implementation of an approximate solver based on statistical scat-

tering and 1D simulation. The results of this study are presented in section 3.6.

3.1. Introduction

3.1.1. Prior work

The Yablonovitch limit

Rough surfaces have been playing a major role in the light management of light absorbing

and emitting semiconductor devices for a few decades already. Attention was drawn to them
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3. Random surfaces for light management in thin film silicon solar cells

through the predicition of theoretical limits, initiated by the work of Yablonovitch on sta-

tistical ray optics [Yab82]. In his initial paper he used theargument that for a material vol-

ume bounded by randomizing surfaces in one direction a perfect directional randomization

of the radiation inside the volume could be achieved, provided the escape probability was

low enough. Yablonovitch stated that if that condition holds a few total internal reflections

would be sufficient to completely randomize the field. A small escape cone can be realized by

high refractive index materials like silicon. Using the assumption of complete randomization

Yablonovitch predicted an absorption enhancement of 4n2 for bulk absorption, wheren is the

real part of the refractive index. The limit is valid only under conditions of weak absorption

as e.g. close to the indirect band edge of silicon. Yablonovitch achieved a good comparability

between his predictions and the measured reflection from a 250µm thick crystalline silicon

wafer with rough surfaces. Deckman provided further experimental results for 0.85µm thick

amorphous silicon layers [DRY83], i.e. in the thin film regime. He measured an absorption en-

hancement of only 2n2 which he claimed being due to the lack of a rear reflector. On the basis

of Yablonovitch’s theory Tiedje [Tie+84] derived more detailed limit predictions for the limit-

ing efficiency of silicon based solar cells, taking into account radiative recombination, Auger

recombination and free carrier absorption as loss mechanisms. He estimated a limit efficiency

of almost 30% for a 100µm thick crystalline silicon cell with light trapping at Yablonovitch’s

limit and under AM1.5g illumination. Tiedje indicated thatlimit is close to the ideal radiative

recombination limit 32.9% of a solar cell with unit absorption at energies above the indirect

band edge.

Yablonovitch’s theory is a good approximation if the scattering angle upon entry into the

solar cell and subsequent reflection angles are not stronglycorrelated. Due to ratios of texture

feature size and layer thickness of≃1 this is hard to achieve in thin film solar cells. In many

fabrication processes the scattering texture is furthermore replicated from the substrate to all

other interfaces during the deposition process. Thus a fairly small distribution of reflection

angles can be available for an initially scattered beam. It can be doubted that the limit derived

by Yablonovitch [Yab82] under specific assumptions on scattering statistics and in a pure

ray tracing picture holds under these circumstances. Furthermore the estimates obtained in

[Yab82; Tie+84] treat a single finite material layer and assume the incoming and outgoing

flux probabilities through its interfaces to be known. In more complicated setups composed of

a few finite layers, as found in every solar cell, these quantities are usually not straightforward

to obtain. Also the layered system can in general not be decoupled any more between the

different layers which renders analytic approaches difficult.
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Computer simulation

To provide reliable estimations of the absorptance of complete cell designs at low computa-

tional effort, approximate solvers for multilayer geometries with scattering rough interfaces

have been developed in the past decade and were successfullyapplied to solar cell simula-

tion [LPS94; KST02; KST03; Křc+03; Krč+04; SPV04; Lan+11]. They combine coherent

transfer matrix algorithms for flat multilayer stacks and incoherent ray tracing methodswhich

apply a scattering transfer function at every rough interface. During simulation the incoming

power flux is empirically divided into two components, a direct coherent and a scattered in-

coherent component. The two components are then simulated separately and finally summed

up to obtain the partial coherent response of the system. Forthe scattering behaviour at rough

interfaces angular light distributions in the far field are assumed to be valid independent of the

layer thickness. For a long time the availability of far fieldscattering data between all material

pairs in the device has been an issue in the use of these methods, as measurements can usually

only be performed in air. But recently scattering integral based methods have been developed

to directly obtain ARS data from measurements of the surface morphology between arbitrary

material pairs, satisfactorily resolving this issue [JZ09; Dom+10; J̈ag+11]. Experimental com-

parisons such as in [Jäg+11] often show a good comparability to the approximate solutions

but to the knowledge of the author of this thesis no detailed analysis of possible error sources

has been reported yet.

Rigorous Maxwell solvers

The use of rigorous solvers for Maxwell’s equations for optical simulation of solar cells with

rough textures is not as widely spread as the use of approximate solvers. Simulations of com-

plete solar cells with 2D rough textures have been reported by a few groups only. Publications

are known to the author from Fahr and Rockstuhl [Bit+08; FRL08], Jandl [Jan+10; Jan+11],

Agrawal [Agr+10; AF11] and Lacombe [Lac+11]. In surface scattering simulation for radar

sensing applications a similar methodology has been very well developed and characterized

[DB07; HSB95; MLS09; PY04; Sim04; SML09; WC01; ZK00; Bra+00]. For simulation a

Monte Carlo sampling of rough surface patches of finite extentis usually performed to obtain

statistically averaged target quantities. Isolated geometries combined with localized incoming

fields are preferred to periodic geometries to avoid simulation artifacts due to the periodi-

fication. For solar cell simulation a laterally periodic setting with a simple incoming plane

wave is preferential for the interpretation of the various energy fluxes inside the multilayer

cell structure. This is the configuration used by the author and the other groups referenced
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above.

3.1.2. Challenges and contribution of this thesis

The main challenge in rigorous simulation of solar cells with rough interfaces is certainly

the representation of an extended scatterer. At wavelengths above 900 nm, where absorption

coefficients are small and light trapping by the textured surfacesis most important, light can

propagate many micrometers within the layers of the solar cell without substantial damping, as

illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Rigorous simulation of domains withsuch a geometric extent is, at least

in 3D, not possible with current computational resources. Therefore a Monte Carlo sampling

of small surface patches is usually employed. A lateral boundary condition needs to be chosen

for these surface patches which is artificial with respect tothe experimental conditions. An

error may be induced in the simulation result by this choice and the Monte Carlo sampling

may not converge to the same average as found under experimental conditions. The problem

of unknown lateral optical correlation lengths and domain size effects in rigorous solar cell

simulation was briefly discussed by the author of this thesis[Loc+11] and also recently by

Agrawal [AF11] but no consequent analysis of this error source has been published yet. Also,

no results on the typical convergence of the Monte Carlo sampling in these kind of simulations

of solar cells have been published yet.

The work on optical simulation of solar cells with rough interfaces presented in this thesis

is a fundamental characterization necessary for any kind ofreliable predictive simulations in

such complex optical systems. The main points adressed in this work are surface modeling,

characterization of optical simulations and evaluation ofan approximate solver:

• Any kind of texture optimization by simulation requires a geometric modeling. In sec-

tion 3.2 the performane of a height autocorrelation function based surface sythesization

algorithm for rough surface modeling was characterized with respect to two different ex-

perimental TCO roughness types. Modeling surface roughnesscan be preferential when

working with small lateral computational domain sizes. In this thesis the characterized

synthesization was used as a basis for the characterizationof the optical simulations.

• The multilayer geometry of solar cells, material properties and the requirements on out-

put data make it necessary to fully characterize the simulation algorithm before using

it to make any predictions. For this reason an extensive numerical characterization was

done as part of this thesis for 1D and 2D rough surfaces in solar cells. The characteri-

zation for 1D rough surfaces is presented in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 and for 2D rough

surfaces in section 3.5.1.
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• The results of 1D and 2D rough surfaces based on identical cell structures and interface

height distributions are compared in section 3.5.2.

• Most optical simulation of solar cells with rough interfaces textures is still done using

approximate methods. Using the characterized rigorous simulation a direct comparison

between rigorous simulation and a scattering based simulator was performed to obtain

error estimates for an approximate 1D solver and a critical geometry. The results of this

analysis are presented in section 3.6.

3.2. Random surface synthesization

Random surface modeling is generally necessary whenever no measurement data is available.

This may be the case in optimizations of the surface morphology, e.g. with respect to light

trapping properties. Rough surface models have already beenemployed for light trapping op-

timization by Fahr and Rockstuhl [FRL08; Roc+10]. In this thesis, synthesized rough surface

data was applied for a different reason, namely to obtain a clear separation of the different

error sources which influence the simulation result. The requirement for using synthesized

data results from the simulation strategy of computing the average of a sample of small sur-

face representations instead of one large representation (cf. sections 2.3, 3.4.1) and the choice

of lateral boundary conditions which comes along with this.The implemented surface syn-

thesization, according to eq. 2.99, removes an error sourcewhich is present when relying on

experimental data, thus allowing an unbiased characterization of the remaining error sources

of the simulation, which is the main focus of this chapter. This rationale for the choice of

synthetic surface data is detailed in the following:

In the implementation of the optical scattering problem of thin film solar cells with rough inter-

faces, it is preferential to apply periodic boundary conditions at the sides of the computational

domain for different reasons, described in sections 2.2.3 and 3.4.2. When using experimental

data for simulation, the data window can simply be set periodic or the periodification can be

realized using a mirroring technique. These two cases are depicted schematically in Fig. 3.1.

Both methods lead to the creation of geometric features that are not present on the original

experimental surface. In case of the simple periodificationof the data window rims with ver-

tical jumps of the surface data are created at the domain boundaries. In case of the mirroring

method, ridges are usually created at the domain boundaries. These geometrical features can

be a source of artifacts in the optical simulation, especially at metal interfaces where plas-

monic effects can lead to strong field localizations. The artifacts induced by rims or rigdes at
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top view:
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Figure 3.1.:Schematical representation of trivial surface periodification and periodification
by mirroring of the height data. Problems that can occur at the domain bound-
aries are highlighted by sample profile lines.

the domain boundaries are not clearly separable as an error source from the error induced by

the limited domain size and the periodification. For an analysis of the model error induced

by limited domain size and periodic boundaries it is therefore preferential to rely on periodic

surface data which is automatically smooth across the periodic boundary.

In practice the magnitude of the errors induced by rims or rigdes at the domain boundaries

may actually be small enough to allow good comparability to the experimental case. This

mirroring method has recently been used by Jandl for 3D simulation of solar cells from exper-

imental data [Jan+10; Jan+11].

Surface synthesization was performed from height autocorrelation data using the FFT based

algorithm described in section 2.4.1. In view of a possible use for morphology optimization in

the future, the synthesization procedure was tested on two different typical TCO morphologies:

FTO Fluorine doped tin oxide (SnO2:F) substrates with rough surface morphologies have

already been an industry standard rough TCO for the deposition of thin film solar cells

for quite some time [Ben+99]. A commercially available textured TCO sample was used

for the characterization. The AFM data was provided by by Schott.

AZO Aluminum doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al) substrates combine goodtransparency in the

visible range with a low sheet resistance [CT10]. Dependent on the choice of the depo-

sition process and post–deposition etching a large varietyof random surface morpholo-
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gies can be created [Dau+06]. The requirement for rapid deposition on large areas in

PV device production brought sputtered ZnO:Al substrates into the focus of research

during the last decade. A distribution of crater–like conical textures can be created

from these substrates when post–processed by chemical etching. Size and shape dis-

tribution of the texture can be tailored by adjusting deposition and etching parameters

[Klu+04; Ber+07a]. The surface sample used for characterization below was provided

by Forschungszentrum Jülich and was fabricated as described by Kluth [Klu+04].

The chosen FFT based surface modeling algorithm yielded good results in case of the FTO

surface type. The central results of this characterizationof the surface synthesization, which

were used for the further analysis presented in this chapter, are summarized in Fig. 3.5, Fig. 3.6

and Fig. 3.7.

3.2.1. Preprocessing and periodification of surface data

AFM images taken from surface morphologies are not naturally periodic. Steps or ridges

across the boundaries of the surface can lead to artifacts inthe fourier transform used to obtain

the autocorrelation function. To prevent such effects the AFM data was preprocessed using

the following steps:

Background subtraction A linear background is computed and subtracted for AFM image

correction. The surface is readjusted to zero mean value after the periodification step.

Best periodic window detection Within a buffer zone along the boundary of the AFM

image a data window is searched with a best fit of height and slope across the boundaries

in x– andy–direction. A search buffer width of 0.1 times the AFM image width was

allowed for this at each boundary.

Periodification A periodification buffer is then defined along the boundary of the obtained

data window. Within this zone, height data is periodified across the boundary in bothx–

andy–direction to obtain a periodic and mostly ridge–free domain. For periodification,

the unperiodified data of one boundary is mapped accross the boundary to the other side,

weighted by 0.5(1+ cos(d/dmaxπ)), whered is the distance to the boundary anddmax the

buffer width. A small buffer width of 0.03 of the data window defined in the previous

step was chosen for this data periodification.

A sample periodification process of an etched AZO surface together with statistical height and

angle data is shown in Fig. 3.2. Both the height distribution and the angle distribution are only
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weakly affected by the smoothing procedure. The performance of this periodification process

with respect to errors in the height and angle distributionsis better for FTO surfaces than for

the AZO surface presented here.

Comment on the resolution of used AFM images

AFM data is subject to error sources which limit the resolution of the actual samples surface

morphology. First, equally spaced discrete sampling points limit the the lateral resolution

of surface morphology. The evaluation point spacing in the AFM images applied here were

35 nm and 39 nm in both directions of a cartesian grid. The studied FTO surfaces, cf. the

following section, have the smallest studied feature size with about 290 nm autocorrelation

length, measured according to the definition in eq. 2.98. Thelateral resolution of the AFM

images is therefore considered as sufficient.

The second error source AFM data is subject to is finite tip size. Instead of the surface

morphology, which would be mapped using a point-sized tip, the measurement data is always

a convolution of the surface morphology with the AFM tip shape. This error source was not

considered for the work presented in the following.
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Figure 3.2.:Sample periodification of an etched ZnO:Al AFM image provided by
Forschungszentrum Jülich as described in section 3.2.1. A least errordata
window is chosen and smoothed across its boundaries. Height and angle(cf.
eq. 2.103) distributions before and after the periodification are shown for com-
parison.
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Figure 3.3.:False color image of AFM data taken from a rough FTO substrate provided by
Schott (upper left). The original data was periodified for ACF generation as
described in section 3.2.1. The ACF of the image, defined by eq. 2.95, is depicted
to the top right. Height and angle (cf. eq. 2.103) distribution of the surface are
shown in the second row.

3.2.2. Characterization and ACF–based modeling of commercially

available FTO substrates

Characterization

An 18× 18µm AFM scan, with 35 nm data point spacing, of a FTO surface taken at Schott

Solar is depicted in Fig. 3.3, upper left. In contrast to the etched ZnO:Al surface depicted

along with the description of the periodification process above (p. 63) the FTO surface shows

no characteristic elemental pattern. The height autocorrelation function depicted to the right

of the surface is dominated by a sharp isotropic peak around the origin. Two grooves along

the x–axis with sub–zero autocorrelation value can be seen to both sides of the central peak.

These features outside the central peak are of a much lower amplitude than the central region.
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Figure 3.4.:Radially averaged 2D ACF, computed according to eq. 2.95, with gaussianfit (cf.
eq. 2.97) for the FTO surface depicted in Fig. 3.3.

The height distribution of the surface is very symmetric andhas gaussian shape to a high

precision, with an rms error of the gaussian fit of only 7· 10−4. The local angle distribution

has an average around 24◦and is slightly asymmetric with a steep descent to the highervalues

above 35◦. This effect is not caused by the data binning. Binning has been kept consistent

throughout all height and angle histograms in this section to assure a good comparability. 5◦

steps from 0◦ to 90◦ where chosen for angle histograms and 30 bins in the range from -200 nm

to 200 nm for height binning.

The autocorrelation length of about 0.29µm given in table 3.1 was calculated from a fit of

a gaussian model (eq. 2.97) to the radially averaged ACF. The fit is shown together with the

radial ACF in Fig. 3.4. The dominating part of the ACF is not exactly of gaussian shape. Abra-

hamsen [Abr97] suggests to model the radial ACF by the more general exponential function

in eq. 2.96 or by choosing a a Bessel or damped cosine function for integration of the negative

part of the ACF. But this was not done in this work.

Synthesization of 2D surfaces

Synthetic surfaces were generated in the size of the periodified AFM scan both from the origi-

nal 2D autocorrelation function and the gaussian model. Forvisual comparison the periodified

quantity value
lAC (as def. in eq. 2.98) 0.29µm

rms roughness 39 nm
angle to global surface normalmean: 24◦, std. dev.: 10◦

Table 3.1.:Numbers for statistical quantification of the FTO surface shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.5.: Top: FTO surface, periodified as described in sec. 3.2.1.Left column: Synthe-
sized surface generated from the autocorrelation function (cf. eq. 2.95) of the
surface depicted in the center of the top row according to eq. 2.99. The corre-
sponding height and angle (cf. eq. 2.103) distributions are shown in the third
and fourth row.Right column: Identical plots as in the left column, generated
from the gaussian fit to the autocorrelation function of the surface in the top row,
depicted in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.6.:Relative error of angle (cf. eq. 2.103) and height distribution of small synthesized
2D square surfaces with respect to a 20µm large square surface. Distributions
were averaged over at least 100 representations at every domain width.

original surface was plotted along with the synthesized surfaces and the corresponding height

and angle distributions in Fig. 3.5. Noticeable differences in the false color images are a higher

quantity of ridge–like interconnections in the original data compared to the data synthesized

from its autocorrelation function and less high–frequencycomponents in the data synthesized

from the gaussian autocorrelation function. From the comparison of the two isotropic ACFs

in Fig. 3.4 it may be assumed that this lack was caused by the overestimation of the autocor-

relation value for small distances in case of the gaussian shape. The height distributions of

the original data and of the synthesized datasets compared here show no pronounced differ-

ences. The distribution of local angles obtained from the image synthesized using the original

ACF is broadened with respect to the original distribution. Its maximum position is shifted by

about−5◦ but the mean surface angle by only≈ −0.5◦. In case of the synthesization from the

gaussian autocorrelation function the maximum position isshifted by≈ −7.5◦ and the mean

surface angle by≈ −4◦. These shifts were checked with a finer binning and are not dueto the

choice of the binning.

While the local angle distribution deviates stronger from the experimental surface charac-

teristics when using the gaussian ACF than with the original ACF, the fast descent of this

function is beneficial when working with very small surface tiles. As the ACF is defined in

real space, a change in domain width directly affects the data window width of the ACF. In the

3D simulations in section 3.5 only small computational domain widths of only a few autocor-

relation lengths could be used. For a comparison of simulations with different domain sizes

a comparability of the morphology of the rough surfaces needs to be ensured. For the gaus-

sian ACF the relative error of height and angle distributionsof synthesized surfaces at various
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Figure 3.7.:Comparison of height and angle (cf. eq. 2.103) distributions on 2D and 1D
surfaces synthesized from the same gaussian ACF according to eq. 2.99.

domain widths was therefore tested against the distributions of a synthesized 20µm × 20µm

large surface. A sample of at least 100 surface representations was taken at every domain

width to obtain average distributions. The results are depicted in Fig. 3.6. The errors decrease

rapidly to< 10% at a periodicity of twice the autocorrelation length. Atthis domain width

the effective separation of two points is maximally only one autocorrelation length, due to the

periodicity of the surfaces. Following this rapid convergence, angle and height distribtutions

show a saturation behaviour at relative errors of about 0.5%. The saturation may be induced

by round–off errors, insufficient sampling or sampling differences at different domain widths

but was not studied any further.

The actual domain widths used for 3D simulation were compared among each other in more

detail. The results of this comparison can be found in section 3.5.1.

Synthesization of 1D surfaces

The major part of the characterization of optical simulations in this chapter is based on the

simulation of solar cells with 1D rough surfaces. These surfaces were generated from the

same autocorrelation function as the 2D surfaces and have the same statistics as 1D cuts from

2D surfaces. Differences between the angle and height distribution between the 2D and 1D

surfaces are shown in Fig. 3.7. The height distribution doesnot change significantly while the

local angle distribution does not compare well between 1D and 2D surfaces. The amount of

surface parts which are close to horizontally oriented is dominant in case of the 1D surface

and not very large in case of the 2D surface. This difference in the angle distribution results

from the dependence of the two lateral space dimensions in view of the local surface angle.

Resulting differences in light trapping between 1D and 2D rough surfaces are highlighted in
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Figure 3.8.:False color image of AFM data from an etched ZnO:Al surface produced at
Forschungszentrum Jülich (upper left). The original data has been periodified for
ACF generation as described in section 3.2.1. Height and angle (cf. eq. 2.103)
distribution of the surface are shown in the second row.

a comparison of the simulation results of identical solar cells with 1D and 2D rough surfaces

created from the same ACF in section 3.5.2.

3.2.3. Characterization and ACF–based modeling of etched ZnO:Al

substrates

Characterization

A sample ZnO:Al surface measured by AFM, with a data point spacing of 39 nm, is depicted

in Fig. 3.8 together with its height ACF and its height and angle distributions as characterizing

statistical distributions. Characteristic numbers of the surface are provided in table 3.2.

The HCL etching process predominantly created features of a very characteristic elemental
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Figure 3.9.:Radially averaged 2D ACF of the ZnO:Al surface depicted in Fig. 3.8, computed
according to eq. 2.95, and gaussian fit (cf. eq. 2.97).

shape on the ZnO:Al surface depicted in Fig. 3.8, upper left.Isolated conical craters were

etched into the surface with a very well defined opening angleof about 120◦.

The dominating part of the ACF of the surface depicted in Fig. 3.8, upper right, lies at

distances below about 1µm from the origin. This part is approximately isotropic and of a

bell shape. The autocorrelation value drops to≤ 0 at about 1µm distance. Distinct features

are visible in the lower left and mirrored in the upper right quarter, where the autocorrelation

value drops to< −0.15. These features might be due to the two areas in the AFM image

where almost no large cones appear and which lie along the appropriate space direction. A

radial averaged ACF was computed and fitted with a gaussian model. Both the radial ACF and

fit result are depicted in Fig. 3.9. The gaussian fit models theautocorrelation function very

well up to a radius of about 1µm. An autocorrelation length of about 0.83µm was derived

from the fit according to eq. 2.98.

The height distribution of the surface is not symmetric. This is not very surprising as also

the height distribution of a cone is not symmetric. The distribution of angles on the surface

quantity value
lAC (as def. in eq. 2.98) 0.83µm

rms roughness 126 nm
angle to global surface normal mean: 29◦, std. dev.: 10◦

cone opening angle mean: 118◦, std. dev.: 12◦

cone depth max.:≈ 0.65µm (monotonically decreasing distrib. to max.)
nearest neighbour distance mean: 0.8µm, std. dev.: 0.3µm

Table 3.2.:Numbers for statistical quantification of the ZnO:Al surface shown in Fig. 3.8. The
upper section contains quantities derived from the data field whereas the lower
section contains quantities on detected cones only.
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Figure 3.10.:Top row: False color image of the AFM data and a synthesized surface gener-
ated, according to eq. 2.99, from the 2D ACF depicted in Fig. 3.8.Bottom row:
Comparison of height and angle (cf. eq. 2.103) distributions of the experimental
and the synthesized surface.

has a pronounced maximum around 30◦ which matches the angle towards the global surface

normal of the surface of a cone with 120◦ opening angle. Within the naming scheme of Kluth

[Klu+04] the considered surface would be of type “B”.

Synthesization of 2D surfaces

Surface synthesization was performed for this surface withthe ACF method described in sec-

tion 3.2. The original 2D autocorrelation data depicted in Fig. 3.8, upper right, was used for

this purpose. Not regarding lateral and height dimensions the synthesized surface depicted in

Fig. 3.10 is morphologically similar to the synthesizationof the FTO surface depicted in the

previous section. It does not show the characteristic shapes of the original surface.

A comparison of the generated height distribution to the original height distribution is de-
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picted in Fig. 3.10, bottom left. The generated height distribution does not show the skewness

found in the experimental data. A similar comparison of the local angle distribution with

respect to the global surface normal is depicted in Fig. 3.10, bottom right. While the an-

gle distribution of the synthesized surface is relatively broad the experimental data shows a

pronounced maximum at the surface angle corresponding to the cone opening angle.

3.2.4. Conclusion

The FFT based synthesization algorithm for periodic rough surfaces described in section 2.4.1

showed a good performance in case of the FTO roughness type but not in case of the AZO

roughness type. The employed algorithm is not considered a good approach for modeling

the AZO surfaces. In this case other synthesization methodsneed to be developed, which

reproduce the characteristic conical shapes of the surfaceetchings.

As the roughness model for further use in this chapter the gaussian ACF model for the FTO

surface roughness was chosen. This choice was made mainly inview of the limited domain

size in 3D simulation, to be able to do a series of simulationsat several domain widths. Note

that the simulated material system is a polycrystalline silicon cell, described in section 2.1.4,

with a ZnO:Al front contact.
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3.3. Solar cell simulation

3.3.1. Device layout and simulation algorithm

The solar cells simulated in this chapter are single junction polycrystalline silicon solar cells in

the superstrate layout with a structure suitably simplifiedfor optical simulation, as described

in section 2.1.4. The simplified layout is depicted in Fig. 3.11. Corresponding nominal (flat-

tened volume) material heights are given in table 3.3 and areused for all simulations within

this chapter unless noted otherwise. Transmission through100 nm silver is below 0.4% for

wavelengths in the range 400 nm–1100 nm. Transmittance beyond the back reflector is there-

fore negligible. The set of material parameters used for simulation can be found in appendix

A. To include effects from superstrate light trapping the superstrate and the FEM domain

were decoupled incoherently as described in section 2.2.3.Optical absorption intgrals within

sub–volumes of the finite element domain were calculated from the complex field energy as

described in section 2.2.1).

The simulations in this chapter were all based on synthesized rough surface data. The ap-

plied surface roughness model was the small scale gaussian ACF roughness model, derived

from a tin oxide surface in section 3.2.2. As no model for the thickness dependent change of

the surface morphology was available the surface roughnessof the front TCO layer was propa-

gated to the following surfaces as shown schematically in Fig. 3.11. A Monte Carlo sampling

over rough surface representations was used to obtain average absorptance, reflectance and

transmittance values at a single wavelength.

In 2D simulations averages of s– and p–polarization were used to compute the polarization

incoherent response of the system (cf. section 2.2.2).

layer nominal height in nanometer
glass not relevant (no absorption, incoherent coupling)

front ZnO:Al 500 nm
c–Si 1200 nm

back ZnO:Al 85 nm
silver > 100 nm

Table 3.3.:Volume equivalent flattened cell height structure as used in most simulations in
this chapter.
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Figure 3.11.:Optical cell layout of the solar cells with random interfaces as used in the simu-
lations. For the characterization purposes in this chapter the small scale rough-
ness of the tin oxide surface characterized in section 3.2 was applied to the
ZnO:Al/ silicon interface. The texture is propagated without change to all other
rough interfaces.

3.3.2. Model error sources

Ideally, the space resolved simulation domain for finite element analysis consists of a laterally

very large cell model which completely covers rough surfacestatistics and for which boundary

effects are negligible. But memory and computation time requirements of the FEM simulation

limit the actual domain size to hundreds of micrometers in 2Dand a few micrometers only in

3D. Insufficient statistical information within a single surface representation can be resolved

by a Monte Carlo sampling as described in section 2.3. The sampling always converges but

not necessarily to the averages of the experimental case of an extended rough surface. In a

laterally periodic layout the experimental case should be approximated well if the computa-

tional domain is bigger than twice lateral optical correlation length of geometrical features in

the solar cell. If the computational domain is smaller thereis no natural choice of the lateral

boundary condition to be applied to the computational domain for physical reasons. An error

is possibly introduced by the boundary condition and needs to be characterized.

Possible boundary condition settings with completely different reflection properties at the

domain boundary are periodic boundaries or transparent boundaries to a flat layered medium.

Both cases are schematically depicted in Fig. 3.12. In the periodic setting any energy flux
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Figure 3.12.:Illustration of periodic and isolated boundary conditions for rough surfacemul-
tilayer geometries. See text for details.

through the interfaceB1 into the computational domain corresponds to an energy flux out of

the domain through the interfaceB2 and vice versa. The position of the periodic boundary

is arbitrary and does not make a difference for charge carrier generation at any point in the

domain. In case of the isolated layout charge carrier creation close to the boundary of the

computational domain will on average be different from carrier generation in the center of

the domain because light is scattered only outwards throughthe boundariesB1, B2. If the

simulation domain cannot be chosen very large in case of the isolated problem, a suitable

technique is to evaluate absorption integrals only in a central evaluation region of the isolated

domain, as indicated by the regionER in the schematic. When using this method a higher

number of surface samples may be required for statistical averaging than in the periodic case.

Both periodic and isolated computational domains were extensively characterized and com-

pared in 2D simulations. The results of this analysis are presented in section 3.4.2. In 3D sim-

ulations of solar cells with 2D rough surfaces three different domain widths were compared

with lateral periodic boundary conditions to discuss artifacts introduced by the periodicity.

The results can be found in section 3.5.1.
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3.4. Simulations of 1D rough surfaces

This section presents an extensive characterization in 2D as a basis for a more limited ratio-

nale in 3D where computational restrictions are much higher. Especially the discretization of

surface texture and the finite element solution of Maxwell’sequations can be done at a quality

where their errors can safely be ignored in comparison to theMonte Carlo sampling error and

artificial boundary error to be characterized here. An example convergence for a 200µm wide

2D cell representation with interface texture is depicted in Fig. 3.13. Finite element solutions

of the s–polarized problem where computed up to order 6 whichwas used as quasi–analytic

reference for comparison and normalization. Field values on a cartesian grid slice through

the computational domain where used for error measurement.Field values typically show the

largest errors. Convergence curves for integral quantitiesbased on intensity like field energy

or absorption typically lie below the shown ones by an order of magnitude or more. Memory

consumption stayed below 32GB for all finite element degreesin this analysis.

For all 2D simulations in this chapter finite element solutions with an expected relative

error lower than 10−4 were chosen. The complete characterization of the following sections

was done on polarization averaged target quantities. Difference between s– and p–polarization

are mainly due to plasmonic absorption in the back reflector and are quantified in section 3.4.3

where the cell results are presented.
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3.4.1. Characterization of the Monte Carlo sampling

Monte Carlo convergence analyis was performed on the solar cell layout as defined above

(p. 74) excluding the superstrate/air interface, i.e. for the finite element domain embedded

between two half spaces of glass and air. Periodic boundary conditions were applied as lateral

boundary conditions of the computational domain. The convergence analysis was performed

on the absorption integrals of the cell’s layers for domain widths between 5µm and 80µm.

A total of n = 90 random surface representations was simulated at each domain width. The

standard deviationσ was calculated from the obtained distributions of absorptance in the

different layers of the solar cell.

Wavelength resolved plots of the standard deviation of samples at all domain sizes are de-

picted in Fig. 3.14. Estimations on required sample sizek at a chosen error threshold were

computed from the inverse square root law of the central limit theorem (see also section 2.3),

k =





(

σ

σSk

)2


, (3.1)

whereσSk < σ is the desired tolerance level. The resulting sample sizes are depicted in

Fig. 3.15 in an order corresponding to the Fig. 3.14. The exact value of an extrapolation to

smallσSk may be questionable but the resulting sample sizes should beuseable as an order of

magnitude estimate. To highlight layer dependencies and the unfavorable convergence prop-

erties of the Monte Carlo method for obtaining low relative errors the standard deviation of the

absorptance weighted with the mean value of the absorptancewas used to calculate the values

in the first column of the diagrams. The absolute absorptancedeviation is more interesting for

experimental comparison and solar cell performance, as discussed in section 2.2.4, and was

used in the second column of the diagrams. To generate the sample size estimates in Fig. 3.15

a threshold of 0.01 was used on both scales.

On the relative scale in the left column of Fig.3.14 the main difference can be noted be-

tween the front TCO layer and all other absorbing layers of thedevice. The relative standard

deviation of the absorptance shows no strong wavelength dependency whereas the values of

silicon span more than one order of magnitude. The back TCO andsilver layers also show

a strong wavelength dependency of the relative standard deviation with a correlation to the

curves of the silicon absorber for wavelengths above 600 nm.Below 600 nm absorptance in

silicon is very high and not much light reaches the rear layers. The wavelength depencency of

the curves mirrors the variation of the absorption coefficents of silicon and ZnO:Al which are

depicted in appendix A. The absorption coefficient of silicon drops by more than an order of

magnitude between 600 nm and 1000 nm wavelength whereas the variation in the absorption
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3. Random surfaces for light management in thin film silicon solar cells

coefficient of ZnO:Al is smaller in that range.

On the absorptance scale in the right column of Fig.3.14 the error is clearly dominated by

silicon at wavelengths below 800 nm and by ZnO:Al above 800 nmfor larger domain pitches.

The standard deviation of the absorptance is highest in silicon at wavelengths around 750 nm

where the absorptance gain from light trapping is largest. Similarly the increasing absorptance

gain in the front TCO can be found in the diagram for that material in the right column.

Deacreasing absorptance in silicon leads to an increase of absorptance in the front TCO, i.e.

the absorption properties of silicon are reflected in the standard deviation of absorptance in

the front TCO. The standard deviations in the back TCO and silver layers are not important

on that scale.

The curve shapes in Fig. 3.14 are mirrored in Fig. 3.15 where required sample sizes for

reaching a 0.01 tolerance level on either scale are shown. With a dependency on the domain

size large sample sizes are required to reach a low relative error in the high wavelength range.

The obtained sample sizes in the low refractive index range of silicon match with the sam-

ple sizes reported to be used in radar scattering simulations [HSB95] with surfaces of rms

roughness and correlation length equal in wavelength unitsto the etched ZnO:Al surface type

described in section 3.2.3. As low absorptance values at isolated wavelengths do not give a

high contribution to the cell current the sample sizes depicted in the right columns of Fig. 3.15

are more meaningful for the simulation of a PV device. A maximum number of 20 samples is

sufficient for a 5µm large computational domain to obtain a standard deviationof 0.01 on the

absorptance scale.

For the surface generation it is expected that the number of samples required to reach a

fixed tolerance level in the statistical distributions reduces to half when the domain width is

doubled. An according behaviour was found for the optical response of the silicon, back TCO

and silver layers but not in case of the front TCO layer.

3.4.2. Characterization of the boundary conditions

Description

In the previous section the convergence of the Monte Carlo averaging was studied at different

computational domain sizes but it was not shown that the solutions converge to the same

average value. In experimental measurements areas of a few square millimeters or even square

centimeters are usually illuminated on the sample. Domain widths used in simulation are

smaller than the experimental extent of illuminated areas and much smaller than the actual

sample size. Influences of limited sample size and the chosenlateral boundary conditions
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fixed evaluation region

B1 B2

textured extendable buffer regions

Figure 3.16.:Schematic of the implemented radius of influence analysis for boundary condi-
tion testing.

therefore need to be characterized. From the path length of 90% absorption in silicon depicted

in Fig. 2.4 it can be assumed that with a few hundred micrometer wide computational domains

these boundary effects may be safely ignored. The solution should then become avery good

approximation to the experimental conditions in the centerof the computational domain for

all boundary types. Computational domains of that width can be simulated in 2D but in 3D

the domain width is usually limited to a few micrometer.

The objective of the study presented in this section was to provide an estimate for the wave-

length dependent domain size required to keep boundary effects below a certain error threshold

as well as the best boundary condition to be applied for minimal computational domain size.

Therefore a comparison of periodic and isolated boundary conditions was performed. Similar

studies have been done for optical proximity correction modeling in optical lithography and

are known as “radius of influence” analysis [PDW07].

For both applied boundary conditions the domain variant with a central evaluation domain

as described in section 3.3.2 was used. The basic idea of the analysis is depicted in Fig. 3.16.

The width of the central evaluation domain was chosen to be 10µm. For the analysis of av-

erage disturbances it is necessary to do a statistical sampling over surface representations as

described in the previous section. To keep the boundary condition analysis clear of the ef-

fects of error distributions in Monte Carlo averaging and to monitor only the influence of the

additional disturbance when going to a larger domain width the simulations for all domain

widths were done using the same sample of rough surfaces. Forthis purpose a sample of 50

large rough surfaces of 200µm width was created and stored. For simulation of a specific do-

main width below 200µm a corresponding part of each surface was cut from the sample. To

meet the requirements for the isolated domain layout to extend to a flat layered system and for

the periodic layout to have identical height values at the boundary the surface roughness was

smoothly damped to its mean value in a 2µm interval at both boundaries (B1, B2 in Fig. 3.16).

This interval was also chosen as the minimum buffer size. The texture sample within the eval-

uation domain is always identical. When comparing two representations at different domain
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3. Random surfaces for light management in thin film silicon solar cells

widths the geometric disturbance creating the difference in the scattered fields lies between

the inner smoothing boundaries of the smaller domain and therespective domain boundaries

of the larger domain. As experimental rough surfaces are notperiodic the evaluation has been

done not only within the set of domain widths of one chosen boundary condition but also of

the periodic set to the isolated set.

The solar cell structure used for the simulations in this sections is as described in section

3.3.1 without considering the superstrate light trapping.The light source used for the simula-

tions is a plane wave at normal incidence on the solar cell stack from a glass half space.

Results

The front TCO and silicon layers were considered for discussion in this section because the

absorptance in the back TCO and silver layers was comparatively low. These layers had been

also been seen dependent on the silicon layer in the analysisof the Monte Carlo averaging

presented in the previous section.

Absolute differences of the average absorptance computed in the evaluation domain with

reference to a 200µm wide computational domain are depicted in Fig. 3.17 for thetwo differ-

ent boundary conditions. For both considered materials larger computational domains are re-

quired in the long wavelength range to reach a chosen error threshold. This can be attributed to

the variation of the absorption coefficient of silicon over several orders of magnitude between

450 nm and 1000 nm. The coefficient of ZnO:Al does not vary considerably in that range.

Propagation inside the silicon layer therefore also seems to strongly influence absorption in

the front TCO layer at large distances. As a consequence errors due to distant disturbances

on the absorptance scale (cf. section 2.2.4) are more important in the front TCO layer in the

high wavelength range. The difference between the convergence behaviour of the two lateral

boundary conditions is not large in case of the front TCO at buffer sizes of 20µm and above.

For the silicon absorber the absorptance deviation from thereference case lies at values below

10−2 already at the smallest buffer size when applying periodic boundary conditions. When

applying transparent boundaries to a flat layered medium a buffer size of less than ten microm-

eter to obtain an equally small error. The convergence behaviour with increasing domain size

was found to be smooth and monotonic only with the periodic boundary condition in case of

the front TCO and with the isolated boundary condition in caseof the silicon. With the iso-

lated boundary condition curves are also smooth in case of the front TCO but errors increase

at low buffer sizes before convergence towards the reference case starts. There is no smooth

convergence behaviour for the absorptance in the silicon layer with increasing domain size

and periodic boundary conditions. This might be due to artifacts of the periodicity.
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Figure 3.17.:Plots of the absolute absorptance difference over buffer width in the silicon and
front TCO layers. The buffer is applied to both sides of the evaluation domain as
depicted in Fig. 3.16. Computational domains were enlarged until the relative
absorptance difference with respect to the largest simulated domain size was
below 1% for the second and third widest domains.

For the radius of influence analysis a 0.01 deviation threshold was chosen on a relative and

on an absolute absorptance scale, as in case of the Monte Carlosampling. A relatively simple

algorithm has been used for computation of the radius of influence:

• For each boundary condition as well as for the periodic against the reference of the

isolated boundary condition and each wavelength, do:

– Find the last pair of values of which the first is>= 10−2 and the second is< 10−2

and interpolate the buffer width at the 10−2 threshold linearly between the two

values on a logarithmic scale.

– If all values are< 10−2 attribute 0 to the buffer width at the threshold value.

The results of this evaluation are depicted in Fig. 3.18. In the first column where absorption
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Figure 3.18.:Buffer width for 1% influence in absorptance relative to the reference solution
(left column) and on the absolute scale (right column) for the silicon absorber
and the front TCO layers. The buffer is applied to both sides of the evaluation
domain as depicted in Fig. 3.16. The initial 2µm buffer at the two sides of 10µm
wide evaluation region of the computational domain are not included.

differences to the largest domain reference solution at each wavelength are scaled by the ref-

erence solution the required buffer size increases steeply at above 800 nm for both materials.

This is the region where the absorption coefficient of silicon gets very low and light trapping

effects become important for the solar cell. The comparison on this scale also reveals that the

reference solutions for periodic and isolated boundary conditions seem to be very similar al-

ready at low buffer size for silicon and at buffer sizes above 20µm for ZnO:Al. When scaling

differences to the incoming power the increase in required buffer size is less dramatic at high

wavelengths. For the silicon absorber the choice of a 10µm large evaluation domain already

seems to be sufficiently large whereas in the case of the front TCO required additional buffer

size decreases to about 0.5 of the value on the other scale. While for the ZnO:Al the domain

size requirements of the isolated and the periodic layout donot differ by much the difference
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Figure 3.19.:Left: Comparison of the silicon and silver absorptance for s– and p–
polarization. Right: Polarization averaged fractions of the total device ab-
sorptance, absorbed in the individual device layers.

is more pronounced in case of the silicon absorber where an isolated layout requires a larger

buffer size for wavelengths above 600 nm.

The above results slightly favour the use of periodic boundary conditions for light trapping

simulation which have the additional advantage that absorption integrals can be evaluated over

the whole computational domain and not just its center, as done in this study for reasons of

comparability only. This outcome is also favourable in the view of 3D simulations.

3.4.3. Quantum efficiency and losses for 1D rough surfaces

Using the characterization results of the previous sections a solar cell as described on page

73 with a 1D roughness synthesized from the gaussian fit to theFTO autocorrelation function

described in section 3.2.2) was computed. Sample sizes and domain widths were chosen

such that statistical standard errors are expected to be smaller than 1% of the average value

and boundary influences are expected to be below 0.01 in absorptance diagrams. Initial back

reflection and superstrate light trapping effects were included in the simulation as described in

section 2.2.3.

The results of the computations are depicted in Fig. 3.19. Inthe left diagram the difference

between s– and p–polarized incoming light is shown. The right diagram summarizes polariza-

tion averaged absorptance fractions of all materials. In the comparison of polarizations a small

difference between the two polarizations opens up at wavelengths above 500 nm. The absorp-

tance fraction of silicon decreases for p–polarized light with respect to s–polarized light. At

the same time the absorptance fraction of silver increases by about the same amount. This

additional loss can be explained by enhanced plasmonic absorption as propagating polariton
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3. Random surfaces for light management in thin film silicon solar cells

solutions to Maxwell’s equations at a flat interface exist only for the p–polarized case [NH06].

As incoming light is generally unpolarized and the local angle distribution on rough surfaces

is further isotropic the average of s– and p–polarization has been chosen for the diagram in

Fig. 3.19, right. Despite of the scattering surfaces a pronounced interference pattern can still

be observed. This is also seen in experimental results for weakly etched ZnO:Al surfaces,

as measured by Lechner [LGH04]. Overall the decay in siliconabsorptance and reflectance

of the simulation agrees well with the least etched TCO from Lechner’s series up to 800 nm

wavelength.

3.5. Simulations of 2D rough surfaces

Simulations of solar cells with 2D rough surfaces were performed using the same materials,

height structure and roughness generating autocorrelation function as for the 1D rough sur-

faces described in the previous section. Geometric models of small 3D patches of the solar

cell were created using the custom 3D grid generation software described in section 2.4.2.

An example 3D unstructed grid with 1.5µm period as used for the computations is depicted

in Fig. 3.20, left. Available computational resources withup to 256 GB of RAM would have

allowed to use representations of more than 2µm × 2µm area in principal but the required

spectral and statistical sampling of rough surface representations lead to the decision to only

simulate domain sizes up to 1.5µm × 1.5µm. Samples at 0.75µm, 1µm and 1.5µm domain

width in both lateral dimensions were simulated for comparative study. Periodic boundary

conditions were applied to the lateral boundaries of the computational domain. A plane wave

propagating in the direction of the solar cell stack normal was used as incident field for all

simulations. The wavelength range of the simulations wasλ = 500. . . 1100 nm for 0.75µm

and 1µm domain pitch andλ = 600. . . 1100 nm for 1.5µm domain pitch. Except for the

finite element convergence results presented below memory consumption of all simulations

was under 60GB.

3.5.1. Characterization

Numerical convergence for a single surface representation

A finite element degree based error analysis was done on a single rough surface surface rep-

resentation of 1µm domain width. The complete solver including the incoherent superstrate

coupling was used for this test. This was done to include the possibility of increasing error

due to insufficient quality of the solution for certain sources on the Blochperiodic grid of
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for a random representation of 1µm domain period. See p. 26 for expectations
on finite element convergence behaviour.

sources (see section 2.2.3). Errors were computed for the absorbed field energy with refer-

ence to solutions with a finite element degree one order higher than the highest degree plotted

for all wavelengths respectively. The also experimentallymeaningful absorptance scale was

used to measure errors, for a discussion see section 2.2.4. The convergence test was done

for wavelengths between 400 nm and 1100 nm with a spacing of 100 nm. A subset of results

was chosen for presentation in Fig. 3.20, right. The complete set can be found in reference

[Loc+11]. A fixed discretization was used at every wavelength. Thethin silver layer at the

silver/ZnO:Al interface which is highlighted in the grid visualization in Fig. 3.20, left, had

shown to significantly improve convergence in a prior study.In case ofλ = 500 nm only two

data points could be obtained as a fourth order solution was not possible due to RAM limita-

tions. The error for the silicon absorber is around 0.02 for the silicon absorber in comparison

between degrees 2 and 3. The convergence curve for the front TCO atλ = 1000 nm shows an

unexpected increase in error between finite element degree 3and 4. This artifact might have

been caused by the iterative coupling between the glass superstrate and the thin film device

and be visible only in the front TCO due to the low absorption insilicon at that wavelength.

The convergence analysis showed that solutions with sufficiently small errors could be ob-

tained throughout the whole wavelength range. For the following results an error below 0.02

was targeted on the absorptance scale between 500 nm and 600 nm wavelength and below 0.01
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Figure 3.21.:Comparison of the height and angle distributions of the generated rough sur-
faces at domain widths of 0.75µm, 1µm and 1.5µm used in the 3D simulations.

for higher wavelengths.

Statistical sampling

Averaged absorptance and reflectance results were obtainedby sampling over a set of rep-

resentations of the three different domain widths. The smallest domain size was chosen to

be 0.75µm, which is a little larger than twice the autocorrelation length of the ACF used

for surface generation. Domain pitches of 1µm and 1.5µm were simulated for comparison.

The local angle and height distributions at the three different surface periods are depicted in

Fig. 3.21. The distributions were averaged over 500 representations each and are quantita-

tively very similar. Relative differences in comparison to the largest domain period are below

3.8% for the height distribution and below 3.7% for the angledistribution.

For the 0.75µm, 1µm and 1.5µm domain pitches 40, 20 and 10 surface representations were

simulated, respectively. A wavelength resolved Monte Carloerror estimation was done from

the obtained data, identical to the analysis performed for 2D results in section 3.4.1. As in 2D

the main differences were seen between front TCO and absorber layer. The presented results

were therefore restricted to these two layers. The relativestandard deviations of absorptance

in the two layers are depicted in Fig. 3.22. These estimates of the standard deviation of the

total population might not be as good as in the 2D case as the sample sizes were smaller. The

obtained standard deviations have a similar shape and wavelength dependency as the 5µm

wide sampling in the 2D case.

Wave length dependent standard error estimates at the full sample size were computed from

the standard deviations depicted in Fig. 3.22 using eq. 3.1.The estimates were included in
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Figure 3.22.:Wavelength resolved relative standard deviation of the absorptance in silicon
(left) and the front TCO (right). 40, 20 and 10 surface representations were
used for 0.75µm, 1µm and 1.5µm domain width respectively. Comparable
plots can be found in the analysis of 1D rough surfaces in Fig. 3.14.

Fig. 3.23 as error bars to the silicon and front TCO absorptance1.

Domain size effects

A good separation of the statistical sampling from domain size effects as presented in section

3.4.2 for the 2D case could not be done in 3D. Also no referencecase at a very large do-

main width could be computed. The evaluation was therefore based on a visual comparison

of the results at the three different domain pitches of 0.75µm, 1µm and 1.5µm. The absorp-

tance of the silicon layer and the front TCO layer are depictedin Fig. 3.23. The diagrams

in the first row show the total absorptance. In the second row of diagrams the absorptance

due to superstrate light trapping is shown. The error bars inthe graphs are estimations of the

standard deviation for the sample size calculated at every wavelength and for every material

individually. A finite element error estimation was not obtained and averaged for the separate

samples. From the above error analysis it is expected to be 0.02 on the absorptance scale

between 500 nm and 600 nm wavelength and 0.01 for higher wavelengths. These error esti-

mations were not considered in the diagrams. The statistical error is in the same order as the

expected error of the primary solution for most wavelengthsand higher for some. Generally

expected computational errors are smaller than the differences between the absorptance curves

for the different domain pitches.

1An error in the interval calculation in the corresponding paper [Loc+11] has been corrected in Fig. 3.23.
The standard deviation intervals computed previously for the publication were much too high.
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In visual comparison the most notable differences between the 0.75µm domain pitch and

the other series appear above 700 nm wavelength for silicon and above 850 nm wavelength

for the front TCO. The deviations between the absorptance curves could be partially traced

back to the discrete Fourier spectrum of reflected light and the limitation to very few vertically

propagating orders in the glass superstrate. Propagation angles of the first non–zero diffraction

orders for the three different domain periods are depicted in Fig. 3.24. In case of 0.75µm

domain period all light is defracted into zero order and firstorder modes at wavelengths above

800 nm. At wavelengths above 750 nm reflection in to the first order modes is at angles above

the limiting angle for total internal reflection at the superstrate/air interface in case of this

domain period. Visible differences between the absorptance curves as seen in the first row

of diagrams in Fig. 3.23 are very similar to the differences in the superstrate light trapping

contributions depicted in the second row. The large absorptance increase for the 0.75µm wide

computational domain in silicon for the wavelength range between 750 nm and 925 nm can be

attributed to the increased superstrate light trapping efficiency in that spectral range. In case

of the 1µm wide layout the first diffraction order is internally reflected at 1000 nm wavelength

and above. When comparing to the 1.5µm wide layout the most prominent differences can be

seen in that wavelength range in the superstrate light trapping contribution of the front TCO

in Fig 3.23, bottom right. Additional isolated deviations of about 0.1 are visible at 850 nm

and at 950 nm in the absorptance in silicon for these two series. They are not an artifact of the

superstrate light trapping but might still be due to the periodic boundary conditions as errors

of the statistical distributions on the surfaces and Monte Carlo standard errors were found

smaller in magnitude.

3.5.2. Quantum efficiency and losses for 2D rough surfaces

The absorptance fractions of the different layers of the solar cell for 1µm wide computational

domains are depicted in Fig. 3.25, left. Losses in the reflector layers, back TCO and silver, are

moderate throughout the whole wavelength range. At wavelengths below 900 nm the same

holds for the front TCO layer. Above 950 nm absorption in this layer clearly dominates all

other losses. This correlates with the increase of the absorption coefficient of the used ZnO:Al

material parameter set in that wavelength range.

The absorptance fraction in silicon still shows interference fringes. Interference visibility is

not supposed to vanish completely at the low surface roughness used for the simulations. Ex-

perimental quantum efficiencies from cells with a similar structure and low surfaceroughness

show comparable visibility of fringes [LGH04].
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Figure 3.25.:Left: Material fractions of the total cell absorptance, simulated with1µm do-
main width.Right: Comparison of results from simulation of 1D and 2D rough
surfaces.

In Fig. 3.25, right, absorptance fractions in the front TCO and silicon as well as the total

absorptance of the cell are compared between the 2D rough surface results for 1µm domain

width and the 1D rough surface results presented in section 3.4.3. No pronounced differences

in absorptance exist below 600 nm wavelength. Between 600 nm and 900 nm the absorptance

in silicon begins to form a convex “hump” in case of the 2D rough surface which can also be

seen in experimental results for solar cells with light trapping. The 1D rough surface results

show a more or less linear decrease in the same wavelength range when averaging through the

interference fringes. Fringes are more pronounced in 1D roughness as in the 2D roughness

case. The results for the front TCO layer do not differ by much up to 900 nm wavelength.
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3.6. Rigorous evaluation of a far field data based

approximate method

Introduction

Approximate solvers are commonly used to solve multilayer problems incorporating layer

interfaces with a random texture in academic and industrialresearch. For the simulation of

wafer cells, where the scattering textures and the wavelength of light are much smaller than

the layer thickness, the use of one–dimensional incoherentray tracing models is adequate and

leads to the same results as Yablonovitch’s theory [Yab82] for small absorption coefficients

[LPS94]. These models, e.g. as described by Schropp and Zeman [SZ98], use measured an-

gular distributions of scattered light or assumptions fromscattering theory and geometrical

measures of surface roughness to describe light transfer into different angular channels at an

interface. Measurement of these distributions is usually done against air which is not the ad-

jacent material inside the photovoltaic device. Especially for interfaces from and to materials

with a high refractive index a measurement against air can not be assumed sufficiently close

to the light scattering inside the device. Further only information about a limited range of

scattering angles inside a highly refractive medium can be deduced when measuring against

air. To resolve this issue, several groups recently startedapplying diffraction integrals like the

Rayleigh–Sommerfeld integral to calculate reflection and transmission between arbitrary ma-

terials [JZ09; J̈ag+11; Dom+10]. These scattering integrals are rigorous solutions to the scalar

scattering equations for 2D scatterers in a plane. They can be solved rapidly applying Fourier

transformation of the scattering structure. The common approach to transform a surface pro-

file into a plane phase shifting mask using the local height coordinate. This procedure assumes

that secondary scattering events can savely be ignored and is known as Rayleigh’s hypothesis

or Born’s first order approximation. This approach is also valid in a mathematical sense if the

height of the textures is only a fraction of the lateral feature size [BF79]. The rough surfaces

used for light trapping are certainly not within this regimebut second order scattering effects

should not be prominent in the scattered field at some distance. The scattering integrals are

also only used to derive far field intensity data as input to the ray tracing models. Recently a

simple scattering model for computation of the angular diffraction on rough surfaces as used

in solar cells was validated against rigorous simulations by Rockstuhl [Roc+11].

For thin film solar cells coherence effects can generally not be neglected any more. To re-

solve this issue models with an added coherent channel have been developed, e.g. by Leblanc

[LPS94], Křc [KST02; Křc+03; KST03; Křc+04; ZK08], Springer [SPV04; Spr+05] and re-
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3. Random surfaces for light management in thin film silicon solar cells

cently Lanz [Lan+11]. These solvers were applied for solar cell simulation inmany cases and

show good comparability between numerical results and experimental quantum efficiencies.

They base on the assumption that on reflection or transmission by a randomizing interface

only the specular part can carry phase information leading to visible interference effects. This

can be motivated by the translational symmetry of the rough surface which also needs to hold

for the scattered field and thus does not allow coherent information at non–specular angles

[DG09]. Therefore, these simulators assume a low geometrical correlation between two fac-

ing randomizing surfaces so that the translational symmetry argument holds between them. In

thin film photovoltaics where textures are propagated from one interface to another by direc-

tional or conformal growth mechanisms and texture feature sizes are of the same dimension as

the layer thickness this is not necessarily true any more. Itis therefore interesting to measure

how these algorithms perform in comparison to a rigorous simulation with increasing layer

thickness.

In the study presented here an approximate solver implementation was compared to Monte

Carlo averages of rigorous simulations. The input far field data required by the approximate

solver was calculated from rigorous simulations. The studied geometry was a finite layer of

silicon with the FTO interface roughness described in section 3.2.2 between two half spaces

of air.

Implementation of the approximate solver

There is no general rule on how to introduce phase information into the ray tracing system but

for the requirement that energy has to be conserved. The easiest way to ensure conservation

of energy is to represent the partially coherent response ofthe system as the incoherent sum of

a completely coherent system and a completely incoherent system. This algorithmic approach

is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.26 and used by many implementations of such solvers. The

flat multilayer system is calculated using a transfer matrixformalism (see sec. 2.2.1) and the

rough multilayer system using ray tracing based on prescribed scattering transfer functions

for intensities. The field distribution shown at the bottom of the schematic motivates that

this substitutory system might be a good choice at least for some configurations. There is

a basic requirement for this kind of splitting to be without error at a single rough interface:

In the specular direction the reflected and transmitted power in both systems must be equal

(cf. Schropp and Zemans assumptions, [SZ98]). However, this will not always be the case

as shown in the right diagram in Fig. 3.26. In this diagram therigorous polarization averaged

power splitting at a 1D rough interface for a 10µm wide computational domain computed for

light incident from crystalline silicon into air and from air into crystalline silicon is compared
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lems with rough interfaces.Right: R

T at 90◦ incidence for flat and rough layers
in the test case.

to the flat layout. The diagram shows the ratio of reflected andtransmitted power fluxes. The

specular fluxes of the rough layout and the flat layout alone donot fulfill the requirement. In

case of the total flux the equal splitting requirement is holds quite well for the case where the

field is incident in air and transmitted into silicon but not for light incident from the silicon

side. The reflection is much higher in this latter case compared to the flat layout. This can

be understood recalling that total internal reflection occurs when going from silicon into air

already at angles below 17◦ which leads to a much higher reflection in case of the rough surface

of which about half of the surface angles are higher than thatlimiting angle. The implications

of this finding on solar cell simulation using the above algorithm are that errors might be

introduced if layer interfaces between materials of high and low refractive index are present, in

that order. As the first pass of light can be considered the most important such interfaces occur

in single junction layouts only at the backside of the solar cell, where a high quality reflector

is present anyway. One therefore can expect that this setting is unproblematic. In tandem

cells the situation is different at the intermediate reflector after which a second absorber block

follows. The simulation layout studied in this section models the very pessimistic case of a

low index dielectric back side material.

Even though the simulatorSunShinewhich was developed at the University of Ljubljana
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[Kr č+03] was available to the author a Matlab based variant of the described algorithm was

implemented. The purpose of this was to not further modify the rigorously computed power

transfer matrices by interpolation or renormalization. The scalar scattering models inSunShine

did not allow this data to be passed without further assumptions, even though these probably

would not have a large impact. For building the scattering transfer systems a sufficiently large

sample of 10µm wide periodic interface representations was simulated rigorously for specular

incidence in air and for incidence on the 1D grid of Fourier modes with Bloch vector 0 and a

non–zero real part of the wave–vector in vertical directionin silicon. For all sources reflection

and transmission matrices were built including all modes with vertical propagation. Only the

real part of the silicon refractive index was taken into account in this computation but low

wavelength results presented in Fig. 3.27 suggest this is a valid assumption for the complete

wavelength range. This procedure was repeated at every wavelength.

Rigorous results of the three–layer layout air/ silicon/air with the same roughness profile

on both interfaces and nonzero absorption coefficient in silicon where further computed for

various vertical interface distances between 0.05µm . . . 3µm.

Results

For the approximate simulation a decision had to be made on how the incoming power flux was

distributed into the two systems. As the separation is artificial no rigorous criterion is available

for this. One choice consisted in using the remaining initial specular reflection, transmission

and absorption after two inner reflections of the ray tracingsystem. Contributions to the spec-

ular channel from secondary scattering where consequentlyignored. The energy splitting

hardly changes when more reflections are considered. This choice was labeled“implementa-

tion 2” in the graphs of Fig. 3.27. A large contribution to the coherent channel in the described

splitting is due to the primary reflection on the air/silicon interface. For testing purposes this

contribution was not added to the coherent but to the incoherent channel and labeled“imple-

mentation 1”. As a third choice a completely incoherent ray tracing with scattering interfaces

was added to the analysis and marked“incoh. ray tracing”. The flat coherent system was

included in the spectrally resolved diagrams as a second reference for interference positions

besides the rigorous solution of the interface textured layout.

A comparison of the spectrally resolved absorptance computed with the described algo-

rithms is shown for two silicon layer thicknesses in the top row diagrams in Fig. 3.27. The

examplarily chosen layer thicknesses show the typical offsets found for low layer thickness

of a few hundred nanometers or less and high layer thickness of 1 µm and above. Pure ray

tracing overestimated the absorptance in all cases. It matched only with the rigorous solution
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Figure 3.27.:Top: Results of rigorous solution, approximate models with two types of co-
herency splitting and the completely incoherent ray tracing case. Solutionsof
the flat multilayer system are included for comparison. Details on the two par-
tially coherent implementations can be found in the text of the “Results” section,
on page 96.Bottom left: Convergence of the three approximate models against
the rigorous solution.Bottom right: Convergence of a test case compared to
the simulator SunShine, version 1.2.

at low wavelengths where almost complete absorption is expected at the first pass of light. As

the initial energy transfer at the top interface was computed rigorously and the equal split-

ting requirement of the coherent and incoherent channels isapproximately fulfilled for energy

transmission from air to silicon (cf. Fig. 3.26, right) all approximate algorithms performed

well in that wavelength range. The partial coherent ray tracing solutions approximated the

rigorous solution much better than the incoherent ray tracing but consequently underestimated

the absorptance at layer thickness higher than a few hunder nanometers in the long wave-

length range. A considerable amount of light is expected to reach the rear interface in that

wavelength range for all tested layer thicknesses. The empiric choice labeled“partially co-

herent 2”reproduced the visible interference pattern well at largerlayer thickness. The second

empirically chosen energy splitting labeled“partially coherent 1” with less energy attributed

to the coherent channel approximated the absorptance of therigorous solution better at high
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layer thickness but reduced the visibility of interferencepatterns considerably. Both partially

coherent models underestimated the amplitude of the interference fringes in case of small layer

thickness. Most significantly in the graphs for 0.3µm but also for 1µm layer thickness the po-

sitions of the interference pattern of the flat layout and therigorously computed rough layout

do not match. Hence the flat layout is not an ideal choice to approximate the interference

pattern.

The relative integral error of all three approximate algorithms against the rigorous solution

was computed using trapezoidal integration over the wavelength range. Results are depicted

in Fig. 3.27, bottom left. The convergence of all algorithmswith increasing layer thickness

was found to be rapid up to about 0.5µm layer thickness and considerably slower above. That

shape of the convergence curves could be strongly determined by the absorptance properties

of silicon and hence the normalization integral. Purely incoherent ray tracing showed an

error of still 20% at a silicon layer thickness of 1.5µm. The intuitive splitting of incoming

power“partially coherent 2” provided the best approximation already at low layer thickness

but converged only to about 14% deviation at 400 nm layer thickness . The non–intuitive

partitioning“partially coherent 1” lead to a better approximation of about 7% at 1µm layer

thickness.

A similar convergence study was done using the simulatorSunShineinstead of the matlab

implementation. The version of SunShineSunShineprovided by the University of Ljubljana

did not allow to completely stay within the diffraction intensities obtained by rigorous simu-

lation. Part of the scattering model used assumptions from scalar scattering theory to evaluate

angular distribution of light when scattering at interfaces. The layer structure used for this

comparison is depicted in the inset of Fig. 3.27, bottom right. It differs somewhat from the

layout discussed above, as the light is incident from a glasshalf space, not from air.SunShine

also provides a switch triggering completely coherent simulation for very thin layers. For the

simulations presented here this switch had been activated for layers thinner than 100 nm. Apart

from the low thickness region whereSunShineperformed better the convergence to a rigorous

solution was found to be comparable to the results obtained with the Matlab implementation.

Conclusion

The monitored convergence against the rigorous solution incase of the test layout, which

lacks a back reflector, is clearly not sufficient at the typical layer thickness of silicon solar

cells. Literature comparisons to experimental EQE data suggest that the semi–coherent ray

tracing method performs well in presence of a back reflector.The simulation results included

here suggest that care should be taken in application of the empirical algorithm if layers of low
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refractive index follow layers of high refractive index in the solar cell layout, as for example

in case of intermediate reflectors. An extension of this analysis to layouts including a back

reflector and optionally an intermediate reflector are planned for future work.
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3.7. Summary

The synthesization of rough surfaces from height autocorrelation data presented in section

3.2 yielded good results for modeling of FTO surfaces but didnot perform well in case of

etched ZnO:Al surfaces. It can therefore not be regarded as agenerally applicable method

and requires an individual characterization for each TCO type. The results for the etched

ZnO:Al surfaces suggest that the method might also not perform well for other TCO surface

morphologies with strong fabrication fingerprints, such asLPCVD deposited ZnO:Al surfaces,

which consist of randomly grown triangular pyramids. Placing characteristic shapes at random

positions according to density and to a size distributions extracted from AFM data might be

the method of choice to synthesize these characteristic ZnO:Al surface morphologies. This

was recently also suggested by Agrawal [AF11].

The main result of the simulations presented in this chapterwas a quantification of possible

model errors. The most important requirement on the surfacesynthesization method was

to yield statistically identical surfaces over a wide rangeof domain sizes. The ACF based

synthesization approach was found to maintain the surface statistics to a high degree also

for very small domain widths. The automatic periodicity of the surface tiles and smooth

continuation over the domain edges provides a further advantage for characterization purposes

as compared to mirrored surface cuts from large aperiodic surfaces.

The detailed characterization of the Monte Carlo averaging and the boundary influences

for 1D rough surfaces, in section 3.4, showed that low relative errors are hard to obtain for

wavelengths above 900 nm. A few tenths of geometry representations of over 100µm do-

main width had to be averaged to reach 1% relative error at these wavelengths. The large

domain width was seen to be a requirement of the errors introduced by the artifial lateral do-

main boundaries, which do not approximate well the experimental case of an extended rough

interface. For efficiency prediction in photovoltaic application absolute errors on the absorp-

tance scale are more important than relative errors. On thatscale errors smaller than 1% of

the incoming power could be assured already for a few geometry samples of moderate size.

Periodic boundary conditions are preferential for small domain widths as compared to isolated

boundary conditions in the radius of influence analysis.

The Monte Carlo sampling required for simulation of solar cells with 2D rough surfaces

yielded comparable standard deviations of the absorptanceas in case of the lowest domain

size tested for the 1D rough surfaces. Domain size limitations in 3D simulations indicate that

small relative errors can not be reached in simulation of 2D rough surfaces. Generally it can

be assumed that domain boundary induced errors converge faster with increasing domain size
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in case of 2D rough surfaces, where the intensity of trapped light decays as 1/r within the

layer where it is trapped, withr being the distance to the disturbance and without considering

absorption. For 1D rough surfaces the intensity of trapped light does not decay with increas-

ing distance. Without damping through absorption or by escape from the trapping layer the

threshold based radius of influence may become infinity in that case. The convergence of the

errors induced by domain size limitation with increasing domain size for 1D rough surfaces is

therefore a pessimistic estimate for the case of 2D rough surfaces, which is only based on loss

mechanisms and not on distance effects. In 2D rough surface simulation, the absorptances in

silicon and the front TCO yielded a good comparability already between domain sizes of 1µm

and 1.5µm.

Simulated cells incorporating 2D rough surfaces and 1D rough surface slices were com-

pared in section 3.5.2. Surface slices have an equal height but different angle distribution as

compared to 2D rough surfaces. The results yielded a good comparability of the total absorp-

tance and the absorptance in silicon for wavelengths below 600 nm. This can be explained by

considering the results for transmission through a low refractive index into a high refractive

index medium presented in section 3.6. The total power fraction transmitted through the rough

interface should be comparable to the flat layout and most of the light is absorbed before reach-

ing the back reflector in that wavelength region. The height and angle distribution therefore

do not have a substantial influence on the absorptance results and the computed values from

1D and 2D roughness are comparable. Above 600 nm wavelength,where light trapping effects

become important, the computed silicon absorptances for the 1D and 2D rough surfaces dif-

fered considerably. The high absorptance contribution by superstrate light trapping depicted

in Fig. 3.23 which was approximated using the incoherent coupling described in section 2.2.3

suggests that this contribution can not be ignored in the prediction of cell the efficiency at

wavelengths above 600 nm.

A simple three layer layout,{air or glass} / silicon/air, was chosen for the comparison be-

tween rigorous and approximate methods in section 3.6. A notable difference in total re-

flectance was shown between reflection from the rough and the flat silicon/ air interface at

normal incidence. As early scattering events make the highest contributions to absorptance,

transmittance and reflectance, the reflectorless layout wasclearly not a favorable choice in

view of the implementation of the approximate solver. The performance of the partially co-

herent ray tracing system was found to be much better than of the flat layer solution or the

purely incoherent ray tracing with far field angular scattering data. In the simulations with the

custom solver implementation, deviations of 14% in an integral norm to a rigorous solution

were reached at a few hundred nanometer layer thickness. Forthinner layers the error in-
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creased considerably. Employing the far field scattering distributions is clearly not applicable

in case of very thin layers. A special treatment of thin layers, as applied in the simulations

with the solverSunShine, allowed for a much lower error in that range of layer thicknesses.

For layer thicknesses above a few hundred micrometers convergence with increasing layer

thickness against the rigorous solution was found to be slowfor both solver implementations

in the tested case.

3.8. Conclusion

A surface synthesization method was characterized with respect to experimental rough sur-

faces. The synthesization method was found to be suitable for the generation of typical FTO

substrate morphologies. The convergence of a Monte Carlo sampling of small rough surface

patches and the artifacts introduced by the artificially chosen lateral domain boundaries were

studied for 1D and 2D rough interfaces. The detailed analysis on 1D rough interfaces reveiled

that sufficient convergence for experimental comparison could be reached for sampling over

less than 20 surface realizations at a very small domain width. Periodic boundary condi-

tions were found to be a better choice than isolated boundaryconditions in combination with

buffer regions for representing the experimental case of an extended rough surface. At high

wavelengths, domain sizes of up to a several ten micrometerswere necessary for sufficient

convergence of the sample average absorptance to the case ofextended 1D rough interfaces.

A comparison of three domain sizes for cells with 2D rough interfaces revealed simula-

tion artifacts introduced by the limited simulation domainsize and laterally applied periodic

boundary conditions. However, a good comparability of silicon absorptance was reached al-

ready for domain widths of 1µm and 1.5µm. The required Monte Carlo sample size was

found to be comparable to the sample sizes required for 1D rough surfaces.

Simulations of single junction thin film silicon solar cellswith 1D and 2D rough interfaces

yielded comparable results in the low wavelength region where silicon has a high absorption

coefficient. However, in the spectral region above 600 nm wavelength, where light trapping

effects become important, the silicon absorptance was seen to be significantly higher in case of

the 2D rough surface. Hence, 3D simulations seem to be necessary in that wavelength range

for a correct prediction of cell efficiencies.

Using the characterized rigorous simulation of 1D rough surfaces, the performance of an

approximate statistical ray tracing solver with an optionally coupled coherent transfer system

was evaluated. The performance of a partially coherent approximate solver was found to be

much better than of a purely incoherent ray tracing system. However, no satisfying low error
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level could be reached at typical layer thicknesses of solarcells. The bad convergence against

the rigorous solution is attributed mostly to the lack of a back reflector in the tested layout.

Many results reported in literature have shown that the semi–empirical statistical ray tracing

methods can give a good insight into the multilayer optics ofabsorbing systems with rough

interfaces. The availability of good approximations to angular resolved scattering between

arbitrary materials through computationally inexpensivemodels makes them applicable from

surface topography and refractive index measurements only. But the comparison done within

this thesis suggest that a characterization needs to be madefor the studied layer system and that

care has to be taken in the evaluation of results from these methods for reflectorless layouts or

if intermediate reflectors are present. A special treatmentof very thin layers, as implemented

in SunShine, is regarded as necessary.
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4. Periodic scatterers for light

management in thin film silicon solar

cells

This chapter presents optical simulations of the novel periodic light management textures

developed at Helmholtz–Zentrum Berlin. The chapter begins with a summary of prior work on

light trapping in periodic geometries, available patterning methods suitable for photovoltaic

device manufacturing and a discussion of the possible advantages of periodic texturing in

section 4.1. In section 4.2 the contribution of this thesis is presented in detail. Simulations

of periodic light trapping textures were done along with an experimental realization of one

of the simulated textures. Section 4.2.2 presents the experimentally realized texture and its

geometrical reconstruction. A verification of the optical simulation of the reconstructed model

with an absorptance measurement can be found in section 4.2.5. The experimentally realized

textures were scaled and tested with various back reflector concepts in the simulations to find

an optimal light trapping layout. The results of these variations are presented in sections 4.2.6,

4.2.7 and 4.2.8. They suggest that the experimentally realized texture in combination with a

flat back reflector or possibly a detached back reflector layout could allow a light trapping

for polycrystalline thin film absorbers, which is beyond thelevel achieved in microcrystalline

thin film silicon solar cells with etched AZO random textures. The chapter concludes with a

discussion of the performed simulations.

4.1. Introduction

4.1.1. Prior work

Periodic scatterers for light management in solar cells have been a topic of research already

for geometrical light trapping in wafer cells for over twenty years. Campbell and Green stud-

ied the influence of V–groove textures as well as regular and shifted pyramidal grids on cell
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absorption by ray tracing analysis [CG87]. They concluded that substrates with an optimized

regular patterning on the front and back side could outreachthe efficiency gain of a lamber-

tian randomizing front surface for a wide range of incident angles. Other groups extended the

ray tracing analysis for wafer cells, e.g. by considering hexagonal grids and varying unit cell

textures [HZW10]. Sizes of the textures considered for wafercells range typically from ten to

a few ten microns. The thickness of wafer cells of about 200µm allows for such texture sizes

for which ray tracing analysis compares very well to experimental results [YUF06; HZW10].

Identical textures as used for wafer cells were subsequently also proposed for implementa-

tion in thin film solar cells using a conformal growth of the thin film structure on the regular

light trapping super–pattern. Thorp [TCW96] simulated V–shaped grooves, reaching cell cur-

rents close to idealized lambertian light trapping for thinfilm silicon solar cells with 10µm

effective thickness when using asymmetric gratings and tapered films. However such film

geometries would be very difficult to fabricate. Generally conformal thin film textures de-

posited on large surface currogations benefit almost exclusively from multiple geometrical

passes through the cell as the possibility for light to be trapped at angles below the escape

cone within the active layer is very low. Such kind of trapping is achieved with the micrometer

scale random texture presented in the previous chapter of this thesis. However, even experi-

mentally optimized random textures do not perform as well for thin film silicon solar cells as

predicted by the geometrical limits. Instead of the predicted light path length improvement

factors of almost 50 at the band edge of silicon, LPIF values of less than 20 have been deter-

mined for microcrystalline thin film silicon solar cells [Ber+06]. Thorp [TCW96] suggested

a combination of a periodic super–texture with lambertian light trapping, which according to

his estimations would yield a good light trapping performance also for non–ideal lambertian

light trapping.

In recent years most approaches to light trapping improvement in thin film solar cells are

based on diffraction into guided modes of the thin film device. This requires a planar device

layout with small surface currogations of the interfaces which make the coupling of incident

light into guided modes possible. Sub–micron scale periodic patterns have shown to be a

good competitor to random surface texturing for this purpose [HS07]. Generally, periodic

interface patterns can always be regarded as a diffraction grating, scattering into a discrete

set of modes of the absorber bulk. The unit cell shape determines the modal structure of

guided modes and the scattering potential into each mode. Recently, Yu developed a theory

predicting wave–optical limits for light trapping based ona statistical energy distribution into

the modal structure of a uniform absorber layer [YRF10a; YRF10b]. In his papers he proposed

1D and 2D grating layouts with band–edge absorptions beyondthe geometrical limits. His
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propositions were not based on actual solar cell structuresas no low index front layer was

present. Haug et al. [Hau+11] experimentally verified the excitation of guided modes in

grating structures. They further provided a more conservative estimate of limiting efficiency

for thin film solar cells with TCO layers of non–negligible thickness and absorption, 4(n2
Si −

n2
TCO), which evaluates to less than 40 at the band edge of silicon.

Periodic textures have further been proposed and implemented as dielectric back reflectors

[Ber+07b; Zen+08] and photonic crystal intermediate reflectors for stacked multi–junction

layouts [Bie+08; Bie+09] and anti–reflection coatings [Tse+11].

4.1.2. Deterministic surface nano–patterning techniques in

photovoltaic research

Due to the strong economic constraints imposed in thin film solar cell production not many

of the proposed periodic designs were brought to application until now. Elaborated patterning

techniques like optical lithography or writing with focused particle beams have processing

times and costs which are far beyond the requirements to be fulfilled for inclusion into pro-

duction lines. In recent years, nano–patterning methods capable of creating both, random and

periodic surface textures, have been brought to industrialapplication and are now a subject

of research also for photovoltaic application. Simple, economic and scalable patterning tech-

niques include colloidal lithography [OY01; ISA08; Nun+10; Wan+09] and nano–imprint

lithography [Guo04; Li+03; RV+09; Son+11a]. Colloidal lithography is very easy to ap-

ply but limited to shape factors provided by the thus deposited particles, usually spheres in

the sub–micron and micron range which assemble to layers with a dense packing structure

[ISA08; Nun+10; Wan+09]. Better control of texture shape requires the use of deposition

masks [OY01]. The colloids can also be used as a mask for subsequent deposition and etching

steps, thus forming e.g. spherical voids or U–shaped craters which may have application as

selective photonic crystal reflector [Ber+07b; Bie+08; Bie+09], scattering interface [Zhu+08]

or ARC [Tse+11]. Other methods of self–assembly suitable for photovoltaics work with self–

ordered metallic structures which can be implemented as back reflector layer [Sai+08; SK09]

or used as deposition masks [She+11a]. Further columnar material growth is gaining popular-

ity in thin film solar cell design as it provides a combinationof properties of electrically very

thin devices with optically sufficiently thick devices [GY10; KAL05; Kel+10; Kel+11; Li+09;

Siv+09; Van+11]. These methods allow to realize many different surface textures. However,

the use of self–assembled systems limits the design parameters to the geometry provided by

the characteristic shape and assembly. Fine-grained control is possible through the use of de-
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Figure 4.1.: (a) k-space grid of discrete Fourier modes. The dependent third dimension has
been omitted.(b) Propagation angles of various modes in the glass superstrate
of a cell patterned with1µm square periodic texture.

position masks which reduces the assembly to the replication of a master, thus cancelling the

benefit of cost efficient self–assembly.

In contrast to colloidal lithography nano–imprint methodsare completely replica–based. A

reuseable negative stamp is impressed into a soft substratewhich is subsequently hardened.

This lithographic technique allows creation of high–aspect textures with high aspect ratios

[Guo04; Li+03]. Feature sizes as small as a few hundred nanometers can beimprinted on

larger areas than with optical lithography and at a considerably lower cost. Large–area im-

prints are currently readily available on plastic substrates and have already been implemented

in a–Si/µc–Si solar cells using low temperature deposition techniques [S̈od09; S̈od+10]. The

use of solgel–based imprinting on rigid substrates as glasshas been suggested for produc-

tion of light management textures already a while ago by Brendel [Bre+97]. Currently, the

solgel imprint method is being transferred to large–area coating of glass substrates. Modern

solgels also survive the deposition and crystallization steps involved in the fabrication of thin

film silicon solar cells. The properties of silicon deposition and crystallization to polycrys-

talline material on solgel textures have been studied by Sontheimer et al. [Son+09; Son+10;

Son+11b; Son11; Son+11a]. The use of solgel based replicas for random and periodic tex-

turing of thin film solar cell substrates was also reported byother groups [Hei+08; Wei+10;

Bat+11a; Bat+11b; RV+09].

4.1.3. Advantages of periodic scatterers for light management

The discrete modal structure can generally be seen as the advantage of periodic textures over

random textures as it allows a tayloring of light trapping properties to specific wavelength
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regions. Often the same argument is used to promote random textures as beneficial in compar-

ison to periodic textures as they provide good light trapping properties over a large wavelength

range and for all incident angles. Practically and especially for polycrystalline thin film sil-

icon solar cells, which can be deposited a few microns thick without substantial electrical

losses, the wavelength range where efficient light trapping is needed is only about half of the

complete absorption spectrum. Already moderate path length enhancement leads to good ab-

sorption characteristics below 750 nm wavelength, e.g. in [Ber+06]. Agrawal [AP09] showed

that a combination of scattering elements and planar waveguides of different effective refrac-

tive index could lead to a very good light trapping in amorphous silicon cells.

Additionally to the single–pass light trapping propertiesof the texture an optimal choice

of the texture period can lead to additional light trapping by total internal reflection at planar

interfaces, e.g. the superstrate–air interface. From the horizontal wave vector component

k||(mx,my) =
2π
L

√

m2
x +m2

y , (4.1)

wheremx, my are the indices of the diffraction order as shown in the left diagram in Fig. 4.1

andL is the unit cell pitch, the angle of propagation of a periodicfield with zero Bloch vector

in a material with refractive indexn is defined by

θ(mx,my) = arcsin

(

k||
k0n

)

. (4.2)

Herek0 is the norm of the vacuum wave vector. The limit wavelength for total internal re-

flection at the interface to a material of refractive indexn of a diffraction order for a square

periodic grid is given byk|| = k0n which yields

λ(mx,my) =
Ln

√

m2
x +m2

y

. (4.3)

Fig. 4.1, right, shows the propagation angles of various discrete diffraction orders of normally

incident light inside the glass superstrate for a texture period of 1µm. The angle of total

internal reflection was included in the diagram as a horizontal line. A beneficial effect of total

internal reflection to light trapping has already been seen as an artifact in the 3D simulations of

rough surfaces in the previous chapter (p. 86) for the 750 nm periodic cell layout. This gain by

multiple passes through the solar cell had a sufficient band width to cover most of the spectral

region where light trapping is important. Possible gains byinternal reflection are studied for

a specific periodic texture in a later section (4.2.7) of thischapter. Random textures do not
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easily allow such kind of spectral tuning.

Optimizations of 1D and 2D grating textures have been performed by many groups already

[CK+09; Wei+10; Zen+08; HS07; Isa+; Pae+11a; She+11b; She+11a]. Most of the designs

that were studied for implementation in micro–crystallineand crystalline thin film silicon de-

vices did not exceed the state-of-the-art light trapping provided by a random texturing of the

front TCO interface, given e.g. in [Ber+06; LGH04]. Some have very good light trapping

properties but were not designed with fabrication and electrical properties in mind, as the

one proposed by Agrawal [Agr08; AP09]. For amorphous silicon solar cells a recent develop-

ment has been made through the use of substrates with cones ona hexagonal lattice [Zhu+09;

Zhu+08; Zhu+10]. Material growth on the substrates did not lead to a shifted replication of the

underlying texture but to growth of dome–like silicon surfaces on the pointy cones of the sub-

strate. The solar cells showed very good light trapping properties with no strong dependence

on the incident angle.

In case of polycrystalline silicon, which is regarded as thebase material for solar cells

throughout this thesis, deposition and growth characteristics are further constraints imposed

on the optical design. Sontheimer [Son11; Son+11b] showed that for electron–beam evap-

orated and solid–phase crystallized silicon compact polycrystalline growth was possible on

mildly textured substrates only. Strong texturing lead to creation of porous regions after crys-

tallization which results in a considerable degradation ofthe electrical properties of the cell.

A better control of crystal growth was found on periodic substrates withheight
period–ratios of more

than 0.5. Still porous and amorphous regions existed as in the case of high–aspect random tex-

turing but their deterministic distribution allowed a removal by selective etching process. The

remainder of the etching process was grid of high–quality crystalline material. The process

could be scaled to over 4µm material thickness on a substrate with a rectangular periodic grid

with 2µm pitch. The underlying substrate has features which are close to the cones described

above, which provided high quality light trapping for amorphous silicon cells. In polycrys-

talline thin film silicon technology the most important advantage of periodic patterning lies

in the combination of a good light trapping texture with highquality material growth charac-

teristics. The optical properties of the textures producedexperimentally by Sontheimer were

studied by simulation by the author of this thesis and are presented throughout the rest of this

chapter.
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Figure 4.2.: Top left: Schematic of a solgel imprint process. A stamp with the negative of the
desired texture is pressed into the solgel which is subsequently hardenedby UV
exposure.Top right: TEM of a 1.4µm thick silicon layer deposited on a textured
solgel and crystallized by SPC. The material at the flanks which is highlighted re-
mains amorphous to a high degree whereas the other regions where transformed
into crystal grains.Bottom: SEM view of the deposited silicon before and after
selective etching of amorphous parts.

4.2. Nanodomes – a realistic texture for light trapping

created by a nano–imprint technique

4.2.1. Experimental fabrication and characteristics of silicon dome

structures on solgel substrates

Nano–imprint lithography textures are created by a stamping procedure. The top left schematic

in Fig. 4.2 depicts the solgel based imprint process. After deformation of the solgel surface

by the stamp the solgel is hardened by UV light. Then the stampis removed from the textured

solgel. The cross–sectional TEM image on the top right of Fig. 4.2 demonstrates for a 2µm

square periodic texture that substrate textures with high aspect ratios can be produced using

this technique. On top of the solgel, which is colored light gray in the image, an amorphous

silicon film, colored in darker gray, was deposited by electron beam evaporation and then

crystallized by SPC. The resulting material featured crystallites on top of the conical substrate

texture and a grid of high qualitity polycrystalline material in the valleys. Only at the flanks of

the texture a columnar growth of amorphous material was found, marked by a white border in
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the TEM image. In a selective etching step following the crystallization these amorphous parts

were entirely removed without destruction of the crystalline parts. The remaining crystalline

texture consists of a silicon grid and isolated cone–shapedcrystals on the tips of the solgel

substrate. Details of the fabrication process and of the material characterization can be found

in Tobias Sontheimer’s thesis [Son11] and corresponding papers [Son+11a; Son+11b].

4.2.2. 3D reconstruction of the periodic unit cell from TEM images

Due to the high aspect ratio of the solgel and silicon surfaces a direct measurement of the

3D textures by AFM was not possible. The similarity of the grating unit cell to the function

z(x, y) = cos2(x) + cos2(y) suggested a scaling of this function with radial power functions to

fit the shape to the experimental geometry. Unfortunately, the actual geometry was deviating

too much from this model function and no satisfactory results could be obtained by scaling.

Therefore a more general approach for 3D geometry reconstruction was developed based on

experimental TEM data.

Reconstruction procedure

The best available data was a cross–sectional TEM image of the 2µm periodic solgel substrate

with a nominally 1.94µm thick silicon layer showing a cut plane through many unit cells. A

small sector of the TEM image is depicted in Fig. 4.3, (a), andmarked as “vertical TEM cut”.

The schematic on the left side of the Figure visualizes the reconstruction procedure applied

for 3D geometry reconstruction from the cross–sectional TEM data:

Imperfect alignment of the sample lead to a cut direction notcollinear to the grid vectors as

visualized by the red line in the SEM top view marked “top view”. The TEM image was more

than 100µm large and contained a few sweeps through the complete unit cell. Over about half

of the image spline curves were traced manually to the solgeland silicon interfaces, visible as

pink and yellow lines in the TEM sector depicted in Fig. 4.3, (a). The obtained curves were

polygonalized and mapped to a quarter of the unit cell using an inital guess for the propagation

angleα of the TEM cut. The propagation angle was subsequently fittedto about 2.38◦. The

resulting surface morphologies of the reconstruction process are depicted in the bottom left

box of Fig. 4.3.

Adaption of the model to different silicon heights

Silicon growth using electron beam evaporation as deposition method was found not to be

strictly in normal direction. Hence surface morphology of the silicon top surface changes
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Figure 4.3.: (a) Schematic of the 3D recovery process of the unit cell texture from a cross–
sectional TEM image. Nominal silicon height was 1.94µm. Only a small part of
the TEM image used for reconstruction is shown here. Details about the recon-
struction are given in the text.(b) Reconstructed unit cells for different silicon
deposition heights. The shape of the reconstructed silicon surfaces shown in (a)
was adapted to the cross–sectional SEM images shown side by side with the com-
putational models. Bottom and top surface of the silicon layer are visualized in
yellow. The actual silicon volume was removed for interface visualization andis
schematically superimposed as an area shaded in light red.
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with layer thickness. No reconstruction based on the procedure described above was done to

obtain 3D models of these surfaces. Instead cross–sectional SEM images were used to de-

fine a radial shifting function mapping from the cross–section of the reconstructed surface at

1.94µm nominal silicon height to the surfaces at 1.4µm, 2.4µm and 4.1µm nominal height.

The obtained shifting functions were linearly extrapolated to higher radii and applied to the

reconstructed 3D data set. The resulting geometric models are shown on the right side of

Fig. 4.3 in a side–by–side comparison to the SEM image used asdata source. A small correc-

tion was also applied to the reconstructed solgel surface from the comparison to the images

of the etched texture depicted in Fig. 4.4 as flanks had been found to be steeper than in the

original reconstruction.

The volume between lower and upper curved surfaces in the geometric models have been

adjusted to the nominal heights measured on untextured reference samples. Evaporation is

a physical deposition method, thus the amount of material deposited on a surface per unit

area should not be strongly dependent on the morphology. As the models with known silicon

volumes compare well with the SEM images this can be assumed as justified.

Modeling of the selective etching process

Etching of the amorphous silicon parts at the flanks of the solgel peaks created a circular

groove around the peak with bounding silicon surfaces that were found to be close to a conical

shape. A cross–sectional SEM image of the result of etching asample with 2.4µm nominal

silicon thickness is depicted in Fig. 4.4. The inner and outer conical surface have approxi-

mately the same opening angleθ. From an average over a few cones of a SEM image this

angle was found to be approximately 20◦ with only very small deviations. The horizontal ra-

dial distance between inner and outer surface was measured as approximately 0.34µm. In the

geometrical model conical surfaces were used to represent the material interfaces created by

the etching process.

4.2.3. Cell layout and material parameters

For the solar cell simulations in this chapter a model devicestructure very similar to the one

for rough surfaces described in section 3.3.1 of the previous chapter was used. The solar cells

where assumed to be illuminated through their glass superstrate. As no exact set of material

data was available for the solgel it was assumed to be non–absorptive with the same refractive

index as glass. A vertical surface shift was used to create a front TCO layer which had a

vertical thickness of 300 nm unless indicated otherwise. The layer can be seen in Fig. 4.4
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Figure 4.4.: Left: Cross–sectional SEM image of the 2.4µm thick silicon layer before and
after the etching process. The cone opening angle was evaluated toθ ≈ 20◦. The
distance between the inner and outer conical surfaces delimiting the amorphous
material region has been measured as d≈ 0.34µm. Right: Computational model
of the unit cell with conical etchings.

in yellow below the silicon absorber, colored light red. In simulations of etched structures

the conical cuts into the silicon were assumed to be filled with air1. At the back side of

the silicon absorber different reflector layouts are used throughout this section. Incase of

the conformal ZnO:Al/ silver reflector a local surface normal growth direction of the ZnO:Al

layer was assumed to avoid very thin layer thickness at steepflanks. The normal thickness was

assumed to be 85 nm. Material parameters of the different materials as used for the simulations

are given in appendix A.

4.2.4. Numerical convergence

Numerical convergence was tested for a complete solar cell layout. The reconstructed etched

silicon absorber of 2.4µm nominal height before etching, depicted in Fig. 4.4, was therefore

completed with a conformal ZnO:Al/ silver back reflector. The cross–sectional view of the

computational domain is shown along with the convergence diagrams in Fig. 4.5. A plane

wave normally incident from the glass half space was used as the incident field. As in case of

the rough surfaces in the previous chapter both the relativeerror and the absolute error of the

1When building an actual PV device of these etched textures a filling of these gaps with material might be
required.
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Figure 4.5.:Relative and absolute absorptance error are plotted versus the finite element
degree for the absorptive layers in the device. The discretization of the computa-
tional domain was kept fixed at every wavelength. Solutions of one order higher
than the highest displayed order were used as reference solutions. Seep. 26 for
expectations on finite element convergence behaviour.
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computed absorptance in the different material regions were monitored to obtain the compu-

tational settings for the following simulations. For evaluation of the results and experimental

comparison a high relative precision is not needed in materials with a very low absorptance.

Considering the absolute absorptance error for the choice ofnumerical settings while having

the relative error in mind allows for a good trade–off between quality of the solution and com-

putational costs. In case of the dome–like structures with athin front TCO layer deposited

on the textured substrate, absorptance is quite low in all layers except for the silicon absorber.

Thus silicon dominates the choice of the finite element degree for most wavelengths. For all

following simulations a choice of computational settings was made which satisfied a 1% ab-

sorptance error threshold in this error analysis. At wavelengths between 850 nm and 1000 nm

4th–order elements were used to ensure a very good quality of thesolution in that wavelength

range. Maximum edge lengths in the unstructured grids were enforced by the grid refinement

routine of the finite element solver prior to computation.
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Figure 4.6.:Comparison of experimental absorptance measurement and simulatedabsorp-
tance for a nominal silicon height of 2.4µm deposited on a textured substrate.
Measurement and simulation were done for the geometry obtained after etching
of amorphous residues. A schematical cross section of the geometrical model
is depicted in the inset. A thin layer of ZrO2 is present between glass (bottom)
and silicon (top) domains. Additionally to the 3D simulation, a 1D simulation
based on nominal material heights was included for comparison. Details onthe
marked region between 3D simulation and experimental spectrum are given in
the text.

4.2.5. Experimental verification of the computed absorptance

An experimental absorptance measurement was made available to the author by Tobias Son-

theimer. For the measurement an integrating Ulbricht sphere with a reference beam and a

sample holder placed inside the sphere was used. In contrastto the reflection–transmission se-

tups often used this setup should produce much smaller artifacts in case of scattering samples,

as no light can be scattered out of the entrance cone of the Ulbricht sphere. The absorption

measurement was performed on etched samples of 2.4µm nominal silicon height and no back

reflector, as depicted in Fig. 4.4. An intermediate layer of about 70 nm ZrO2 was present in

between the solgel and the silicon parts of the measured sample. The sample absorptance was

measured for light incident through the sample substrate, at a very small inclination of 10◦

between the substrate normal and the incident beam.

Simulations of a cell model corresponding to the experimental sample were performed for

normally incident light. The experimental and computed results are compared in Fig. 4.6. A

schematic cross–sectional view of the simulation domain, with enlarged intermediate ZrO2
layer thickness, is included in the diagram. The full geometrical model of this cross section is

depicted in Fig. 4.4. Both the 1D and the 3D simulation included in Fig. 4.6 were performed

including multiple reflection between the superstrate/air interface and the solar cell model

using the algorithm described in section 2.2.3. The 1D calculation of the flat layout was done
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using the nominal material heights computed from the 3D model. The material parameters

used for simulation can be found in appendix A.

Correspondence between simulated and measured curves is very good for the wavelength

range between 500 nm and 920 nm. Both absorptance curves, from3D simulation and mea-

surement, lie considerably above the 1D simulation with same material volume. This high-

lights the strong light trapping achieved by our corrugatedsilicon surface already by total

internal reflection from the back surface, which happens at angles above about 17◦ at sili-

con/air interfaces and was the motivation for the detached reflector design studied in section

4.2.8. For wavelengths above 920 nm, the simulated absorptance rapidly converges to zero

towards the band edge of crystalline silicon. The experimental absorptance, in contrast, lev-

els off to about 20% at wavelengths above the silicon band edge, resulting in the region of

high difference between model and measurement which is marked as a gray area in Fig. 4.6.

The same high absorptance in that spectral range was also measured independently using the

PDS method [Son11] and therefore is not considered an experimental artifact. This high sub

band gap absorptance should not be present for a crystallinesilicon absorber and may arise

from absorption by defects in the non-optimized experimental polycrystalline absorber mate-

rial. As defect absorption is not included in our simulationmodel, a defect free experimental

absorber should show a similarly reduced high wavelength absorption as present in the simula-

tion. Comparability of simulation and experiment is therefore not good close to the band edge.

However, the very good correspondence in the lower wavelength region, where experimental

optical material properties should be close to crystallinesilicon, verifies the high quality of

our model.

The results of this experimental comparison also highlights the importance of taking the

superstrate light trapping into account to be able to accurately predict absorptance for optical

systems coupled to a substrate, like solar cells in superstrate configuration.

4.2.6. Incoupling of light into silicon

Using the reconstructed solgel surface morphology depicted in Fig.4.3, bottom left, an anal-

ysis of the transmittance through the front layers of the solar cell into a silicon half space2

was simulated for several variations of the interface texture. The vertical device layout in

these simulations consisted of three layers, two infinite half spaces of glass and silicon and an

intermediate ZnO:Al layer. Both interfaces of the intermediate layer had the morphology of

the reconstructed solgel interface. The vertical layer thickness chosen for the ZnO:Al layer

2The word “incoupling” is used in this context to describe thetransmittance through the front layers into a
silicon half space. This should not be confused with coupling into guided modes.
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Figure 4.7.: Top row: Transmittance from a glass half space into a silicon half space through
a textured glass interface and an intermediate 200 nm thick ZnO:Al layer. The
solgel interface texture was scaled in all directions (left) and only in the vertical
direction (right). Bottom left: Absorptance of the silicon layer in simulated solar
cells with a nominally2µm thick silicon layer and a ZnO:Al/ silver back reflector,
at identical interface texture scalings as in the diagram above. Nominal material
heights were kept constant at all scalings.

was 200 nm. The transmittance into silicon was calculated byevaluating the real part of the

normal energy flux through the ZnO:Al/silicon interface, as defined in term III of eq. 2.30. As

discussed in the fundamentals chapter (see Fig. 2.6 and corresponding text) the convergence

of this surface integral is usually not as good as for the volume integrals. The finite element

degree was therefore set to at least one order higher than defined by the 1% thresholds in

section 4.2.4.

The transmittance into silicon was evaluated for two different simulation series. In one se-

ries the interface was scaled in all directions, thus changing the height distribution but not the

angle distribution. In the other series a scale factor was applied in the vertical direction only,

changing both the height and the angle distribution. The vertical thickness of the intermediate

layer was left unchanged so that the material volume of ZnO:Al per unit area was constant.
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4.2. Nanodomes – a realistic texture for light trapping created by a nano–imprint technique

The results of the simulations are presented in Fig. 4.7, toprow. In case of equal scaling in

all three space directions, which is shown in the left diagram, no pronounced changes in the

transmittance are observed. Light incoupling into the silicon absorber is very good with val-

ues around 94% of the incoming light in glass. The curves for the three tested scalings with

unit cell periods of 2µm, 1µm and 0.68µm coincide in most of the tested spectral range. Dif-

ferences exist in the wavelength range from 500 nm to 700 nm where an interference pattern

is visible. This interference gets more pronounced with decreasing unit cell size. Maximum

deviations of less than 3% can be found in that wavelength region. In case of exclusive height

scaling which alters the angle distribution of the surface acontinuous reduction of transmit-

tance towards the transmittance of the flat layout can be monitored for scale factors smaller

than one. Transmittance was reduced by about 10% when the surface texture was scaled to

about half of the original height. Thus the angle distribution of the unit cell seems to be of

much higher importance than the period and the height distribution regarding light incoupling.

In case of the considered periodic texture this statement does obviously not hold for light trap-

ping effects as can be seen from Fig. 4.7, bottom left. The solar cell structure considered for

this computation consisted of effectively 200 nm of front ZnO:Al, 2000 nm of silicon, 85 nm

of back ZnO:Al and a silver reflector. At both interfaces delimiting the front TCO the solgel

texture was applied whereas at both interfaces delimiting the back TCO the reconstructed sil-

icon top interface for 1.94µm nominal silicon height was applied. Nominal material heights

were kept constant at all scalings. A plane wave normally incident from a glass half space was

used as light source. The silicon absorptance plotted in thediagram does not show pronounced

differences at wavelengths below 700 nm. However, at larger wavelengths, where light trap-

ping becomes important, the two samples with larger featuresize clearly show a superior light

trapping compared to the smallest feature size. In that wavelength range the transmittance into

silicon did only show minor differences.

4.2.7. Influence of the texture period on light trapping

The whole experimental fabrication process of imprinting and material deposition is scalable

to a high degree, as demonstrated by the TEM image of a 300 nm periodic solgel texture with

nominally 270 nm of silicon deposited on top depicted in Fig.5.1 on page 137. The amorphous

material growth emerging from the flanks of the solgel texture as described in section 4.2.2

limits the material height of high quality silicon which canbe effectively deposited on the

textures. For solar cell optimization it was therefore of interest whether a better light trapping

could be achieved at smaller domain pitches with correspondigly lower amounts of absorber

material deposited on the substrates. The computational model used for this simulation series
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4. Periodic scatterers for light management in thin film silicon solar cells

consisted of the solgel with 300 nm of ZnO:Al and nominally 2.4µm of silicon deposited

before the etching process. As for the experimental comparison in section 4.2.5 the etched

unit cell layout was used. For this analysis the model depicted in Fig. 4.4 was completed

with a back reflector consisting of 85 nm of ZnO:Al grown in thesurface normal direction

and a silver layer of a minimal thickness of 100 nm. A cross–sectional view of this layout is

shown in the center of Fig. 4.8. In the scaling process the whole unit cell was scaled in all

dimensions, so that all layer thicknesses decrease accordingly. This assures best conformance

with the fabrication process although it may be criticized that no working solar cells can be

built from the resulting specifications in case of very smalldomain periods.

Superstrate light trapping can be optimized to a selectablewavelength region in case of

periodic layouts. The first diffraction order in the superstrate just depasses the criticalangle for

total internal reflection on the superstrate/air interface when the vacuum wavelength equals

the texture domain period, as described by eq. 4.3. Over a range of vacuum wavelengths larger

than the domain period a second pass through the solar cell isthen assured for light reflected

into the first diffraction order. In case of normally incident light one would therefore suspect

the best choice of the domain period for gains by superstratelight trapping to lie between

700 nm and 900 nm. An example diagram of propagation angles over wavelength is depicted

in Fig. 4.1 on page 108 for a domain period of 1µm.

Simulations for optimization of single pass absorptance ofa solar cell using periodic grating

textures have already been made by many research groups. Oneoptimal pitch for single pass

light trapping under normal incidence which was repeatedlyreported in literature lies around

800–900 nm texture period. A second pitch groups frequentlyreported is around 450–500 nm

texture period. Weiss [Wei+10] and Zeng [Zen+08] reported periods of 833 nm and 500 nm

respectively for 1D rectangular gratings and crystalline silicon absorbers.Čampa [CK+09]

found optimal texture periods of 600–750 nm for sinusoidal 1D gratings with different grating

heights andµc–Si single junction cells. His best results stay at a high level also at texture

perdiods up to 900 nm. Sheng [She+11b] optimized 1D triangular and saw–tooth shaped

grating textures, reporting an optimal period of 900 nm in both cases. Agrawal [AP09] and

Isabella [Isa+] reported optimal pitches of 450 nm and 500 nm using different grating textures

with material and device stack height parameters of amorphous silicon solar cells. For a

2D periodic pyramidal texture Haase [HS07] reported 850 nm as best texture period. More

recently, Paetzold [Pae+11b; Pae+11a] found an optimal texture period of 500 nm for 2D

periodic plasmonic reflection grating back contacts inµc–Si thin film solar cells.

In all optimization studies mentioned above the device height structure was kept constant.

This is not the case in the scaling analysis presented here. Still the figure of merit for PV
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4.2. Nanodomes – a realistic texture for light trapping created by a nano–imprint technique

Figure 4.8.:Average absorptance in the wavelength range between 600 nm and 1100nm for
the solar cell geometry depicted in the center of the diagrams, scaled in all di-
mensions to various domain periods. Absorptance at the first pass (labeled pri-
mary) and due to multiple passes through the solar cell are presented separately
to visualize the gain by internal reflection at the superstrate/air interface.

application is the absorptance of the silicon layer. For that reason the average absorptance

〈A〉λmin, λmax =
1

λmax− λmin

∫ λmax

λmin

A(λ)dλ (4.4)

was plotted inf Fig. 4.8 for all scalings without considering the different material volumes.

Light path improvement in the various cases will be discussed in the following subsection. The

wavelength interval used for trapezoidal integration wasλmin = 600 nm toλmax = 1100 nm.

For domain periods up to 1000 nm a 10 nm wavelength spacing wasused and a 20 nm spacing

for larger periods. To discriminate light trapping by reflection in the superstrate from light

initially trapped in the textured silicon absorber the normalized fractions from the primary pass

and from subsequent passes were included in Fig. 4.8 and are labeledprimary andmultipass

in the diagrams (red curves). Additionally, the non–normalized primary absorptance and the
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Figure 4.9.:Reflectance from planar silicon/ZnO:Al / silver stacks at normal incidence for
ZnO:Al layer thicknesses corresponding to the domain scalings used in the sim-
ulations within this section.

total computed absorptance (labeledtotal) were included (black curves). All curves were

plotted over the texture period which is proportional to thescale factor applied to the nominal

geometry defined for a 2000 nm periodic substrate. The corresponding wavelength resolved

absorptance spectra of the silicon layer can be found in appendix B.1 for all simulated layouts.

In the diagram for silicon absorptance in Fig. 4.8, upper left, steep slopes are visible below

wavelengths of 500 nm and 850 nm. These can be taken as a sign ofimproved light trapping

at these periods. A small local maxiumum is formed in the total absorptance at 850 nm and

no significant improvement in absorptance happens until 1000 nm domain period where the

nominal silicon thickness is more than 1.6–fold the value at850 nm. The absorptance gain due

to light trapping in the superstrate is largest at periods where only a few propagating orders

exist in glass. The gain by multiple passes is very low at periods below 500 nm where all light

is reflected specularly over almost the complete wavelengthrange. It is highest in the range

from 700 nm to 800 nm domain perdiod where only a few orders propagate at oblique angles

below the escape cone at the superstrate/air interface. The maximum gain by multiple passes

is about 20% of the total absorptance in that range of domain periods. For higher periods the

gain slowly drops to about 10% of the total absorptance. Noneof the scaled down geometries

reached the silicon absorptance values of the largest tested domain size with the highest silicon

volume.

Losses in the front and especially in the back TCO are small at all scalings, ranging from 1%

to about 11% of the incoming power flux. In case of the back TCO, absorptance does not scale

with material volume. Absorptance is highest at low domain periods. This is probably due to

enhanced absorption from localized plasmons at the interface to the neighbouring silver layer,

as in case of the silver reflector layer very large absorptance values were found at low domain
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periods: Absorptance monotonically drops from about 20% ofthe incoming power flux to

about 5% at the largest domain period. The high absorptance at low domain periods cannot be

explained from decreasing reflector quality alone. Fig. 4.9depicts the reflectance properties

of a flat silicon/ZnO:Al / silver stack under normal incidence. The ZnO:Al layer thickness

was adjusted corresponding to the domain period in the scaling analysis. Reflector quality of

the ZnO:Al/ silver stack decreases with decreasing ZnO:Al layer thickness, but only by a few

percent. It is probable that the large absorptance values insilver found at low domain periods

result from an excitation of localized surface plasmons at the silver interface. Potentially the

absorption is further increased due to the decrease in layerthickness of the ZnO:Al spacing

layer as discussed by Haug [Hau+08]. Paetzold [Pae+11a] calculated a very similar curve for

absorptance in the silver reflector when varying the domain period of a square lattice. His

absorptance depasses 20% at 300 nm domain period and decreases to about 10% at 1000 nm

domain period.

Light path improvement at the band edge

Light trapping efficiency at different domain periods is measured by computing light path

improvement factors. The light path improvement is the pathlength in nominal absorber

thicknesses, calculated by equating the absorptance of thesilicon layer to Lambert–Beer ab-

sorptance of the light coupled into an infinite silicon half space,

A(λ) = I (λ)(1− exp(−αLPIF(λ) dnominal)) . (4.5)

HereA is the measured absorptance,I the light coupled through the front layers into an infinite

silicon absorber,α the absorption coefficient of silicon anddnominal the nominal silicon layer

thickness. Solving for the LPIF yields

LPIF(λ) =
− ln(1− A(λ)

I (λ) )

α(λ) dnominal
. (4.6)

Incoupling simulations (cf. section 4.2.6) could not done for this simulation series based on the

etched absorber model, but from the results in Fig. 4.7 it hasbeen seen that the transmittance

into silicon is almost constant at wavelengths between 600 nm and 1000 nm, over a wide

range of domain periods. Therefore a constant incouplingI into silicon was assumed for

this analysis. As a conservative choice all light initiallytransmitted from air into glass was

assumed to be transmitted into silicon, to eliminate the effects of a planar anti-reflection system

which was not applied to the devices simulated here. The nominal thickness of the etched
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Figure 4.10.:Conservative approximations of light path improvement factors in silicon using
an assumption of perfect incoupling of light into the absorber layer. Average
LPIF and absorptance values were computed for wavelengths between 1000 nm
and 1100 nm for all domain periods.Left: LPIF and absorptance including
superstrate light trapping effects.Right: LPIF and absorptance of the first pass
through the solar cell.

silicon absorber on the substrate with 2000 nm period isdnominal = 1.93µm. All computed

wavelength resolved LPIF spectra can be found in the diagrams in appendix B.1.

High LPIF values as predicted by theory [Yab82; YF11] are expected only at the band

edge where the absorption coefficient is sufficiently small. At wavelengths above 1000 nm

isolated LPIF values of over 30 were reached for some domain pitches, due to resonances

lying in that wavelength range. These resonances make it difficult to compare the different

domain scalings. Therefore, average LPIF values were computed for the wavelength range

from 1000 nm to 1100 nm. The average high wavelength results were plotted over the domain

period in Fig. 4.10 together with the average absorptance inthe same wavelength region. The

left diagram shows the LPIF values computed for the total light trapping system, including su-

perstrate light trapping. The LPIF values in the right diagram were computed considering only

absorption from the first pass through the solar cell. For theconsidered solar cell texture and

structure light trapping close to the band edge is best at domain periods of 500 nm and 900 nm.

Including the superstrate light trapping, a maximum wavelength average LPIF value of over 16

was found at 900 nm domain period and over 12 at 500 nm domain period. When excluding

the superstrate light trapping, the strongly superstrate depending LPIF maximum at 900 nm

shifted to 850 nm and dropped to about 11, while the value for the 500 nm periodic texture re-

mained almost unchanged, as only 0-order reflection exists which lies within the escape cone

of the superstrate/air interface. The observed optimal domain periods are consistent with the

findings of other groups cited above. The LPIF values computed for most layout variants are

smaller than Yablonovitch’s geometrical limit [Yab82] of 4n2 ≈ 50, wheren is the real part of
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Figure 4.11.:Absorptance in silicon for the 2µm periodic layout and absorptance of a silicon
layer of31µm thickness. The wavelength integrals of both curves are identical.

the refractive index, and far below Yu’s fundamental limit [YF11] of 4πn2 ≈ 158 for uniform

layers. The light path enhancement of over 16 for 900 nm domain period is at the maximum

light trapping level measured by Berginski in his experimental analysis of microcrystalline

cells with etched AZO front TCOs [Ber+06].

Despite of the higher LPIF values at low texture periods the largest value of average ab-

sorptance in the high wavelength regime was still reached inthe cells with 2000 nm period

where light trapping with an LPIF of about 13 is combined witha high silicon volume. A

large silicon absorptance at small material volume, desirable for solar cell production, has not

been found.

Light path improvement over the whole spectral range

For the layout with 2µm texture period a silicon layer thickness corresponding tothe absorp-

tance over the spectral range from 600 nm to 1100 nm was computed. The result is displayed

in Fig. 4.11. The factorI in the Lambert–Beer law eq. 4.5, with LPIF(λ) = 1, was computed

as the wavelength average absorptance in silicon of the simulated textured cell in the wave-

length range between 600 nm and 700 nm. In this range silicon absorptance is almost constant.

The obtainedI for the power coupled into the silicon layer was kept constant over the whole

wavelength range, which was assumed to be a good estimation from the results of section

4.2.6. The nominally 1.93µm textured thin film silicon solar cell absorptance corresponds to

a 31µm thick silicon layer in an integral norm over the tested wavelength range. This eval-

uates to a silicon light path enhancement of about 16, already partially removing the effects

of parasitic absorption in other layers of the solar cell. The relatively good correspondence of

the previously computed band edge light trapping and large wavelength range evaluation in
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4. Periodic scatterers for light management in thin film silicon solar cells

this case cannot generally be expected for periodic system and may be an effect of the large

period, compared to the tested wavelength ranges.

4.2.8. Influence of the back reflector on light trapping

In this section three different back reflector designs are compared for the 2µm periodic layout

with 2.4µm silicon deposited before etching. As a reference the solarcell layout without back

reflector, already shown in the experimental comparison in section 4.2.5, was also included.

The implemented back reflectors layouts are a conformal backreflector, a flat back reflector

with a large back TCO volume and a detached flat back reflector without back TCO. The

detached reflector design was recently studied by Moulin experimentally, employing etched

ZnO:Al surface textures for light trapping [Mou+11; Mou+12]. The conformal back reflector

design was already used for the simulations in the previous section. To further assess the

losses induced by the silicon etching both etched and unetched versions of each layout were

simulated. The results of this study are summarized in Fig. 4.12 and in the tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Table 4.1 holds LPIF values close to the band edge and table 4.2 silicon layer thicknesses with

integral absorptions equal to the thin film layouts. The computation of these values was done

as in section 4.2.7.

The silicon volume reduction by about 20% due to etching results in a decrease of silicon

absorptance by 3% to 5% of the incoming power in all cases. Thetabulated LPIF values close

to the band edge are not very different between the etched and unetched layouts, if a back TCO

layer is present. LPIF values are lowest for the cases with a back TCO, when compared to the

reflectorless stack and the air spaced flat silver reflector. Light path improvement factors up

to 25 were calculated for the configurations without back TCO layer. In the back TCO free

cases, light trapping inside the dome structure is clearly superior to the light trapping achieved

in the etched silicon layer.

Regarding the back reflector design no large influence of the back reflector on the absorp-

tance inside the silicon and front TCO layers was found in caseof the conformal and the flat

ZnO:Al /Ag back reflector design. Absorption in the silicon layer is almost identical to the

reflectorless case. However, the different reflector layouts lead to a different distribution of

the incoming energy flux into reflectance as well as transmittance, or absorptance in the back

TCO and silver layers. Total absorptance is very high in case of the flat ZnO:Al/Ag back

reflector and Haase [HS07] stated that a flat back reflector design is generally beneficial for

light trapping compared to a conformal back reflector design. In this context it remains to be

cleared whether the high absorptance inside the back ZnO:Allayer of the flat layout could

be turned into silicon absorptance if replaced by a low–absorbing back TCO material. The
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absorptance of silver is only on the order of a few percent in case of the flat back reflector

layout. Here, reduced surface area may play a role in addition to the suppression of plasmonic

excitation.

A recent experimental evaluation of detached reflector designs forµc–Si thin film solar

cells with rough interface textures by Moulin [Mou+11; Mou+12] resulted in an absorption

enhancement of the silicon layer with respect to the customary conformal ZnO:Al/Ag back

reflector. In Moulin’s studies of buffer materials between the silicon absorber and the back

reflector, low index materials were generally preferential. In the detached back reflector design

included here the back TCO of the flat back reflector layout discussed above was substituted

by air. This back reflector layout shows a considerable increase of absorptance in silicon with

respect to the other layouts. High LPIF values in silicon areattained close to the band edge

and the silicon layer thickness corresponding to the wavelength integrated absorptance, cf.

Table 4.2, is greater than 50µm in this case. However, it is not clear whether this effect is

mainly due to decreased parasitic absorptance or due to the change in refractive index. Also

the trends seen by Moulin might be due to a better optical spacing to the silver reflector, thus

reducing parasitic absorption.

back reflector type etched unetched

none (air) 13 19
conformal ZnO:Al/Ag 13 14

flat ZnO:Al /Ag 11 10
flat air/Ag 19 25

Table 4.1.:Average LPIF values in the wavelength range between 1000 nm and 1100nm for
the tested back reflector layouts. Computation as described in section 4.2.7.

back reflector type etched unetched

none (air) 31µm 38µm
conformal ZnO:Al/Ag 31µm 34µm

flat ZnO:Al /Ag 29µm 32µm
flat air/Ag 37µm 51µm

Table 4.2.:Silicon layer thicknesses with identical wavelength integrated absorption as the
thin film layouts. Computation as described in section 4.2.7.
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Figure 4.12.:Comparison of cell absorptance fractions for unetched (left) and etched (right)
solar cells on a 2µm periodic substrate with a nominal height of 2.4µm silicon
deposited before etching. Different back reflector designs are compared in the
vertical direction. Layout cross–sections are included in the diagrams.White
numbers indicate the average absorptance of silicon in the displayed wave-
length range.
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4.3. Discussion and outlook

This chapter on light trapping by periodic textures demonstrated that good light trapping per-

formance can be achieved with designs suitable for a controlled polycrystalline silicon growth.

The reconstruction of the experimental nanodome texture’saverage unit cell from TEM

images performed for the geometric model construction in section 4.2.2 can be seen as a com-

petitional method to AFM scans in cases where this method of directly obtaining 3D height

distributions fails. Of course the TEM method relies on the availability of very large TEM

images propagating through the texture under an oblique angle to the grid vectors. In cases of

textures with very steep sidewalls this angle might be critical on the success of the method.

Also the preparation process of TEM samples is tedious as it requires glueing, mechanical

abrasion and ion milling steps, although these processes are well established. No complex

preprocessing is required for AFM scans.

Nanodomes seem to be a geometry very suitable for light trapping, as already demonstrated

for amorphous silicon solar cells in the substrate layout byZhu [Zhu+08; Zhu+09; Zhu+10].

The benefit of the polycrystalline silicon cells targeted bythe textures simulated in this chapter

is the possibility of reaching an absorber thickness of 4µm to 5µm without significant electri-

cal losses. This allows a wide range of possible designs. Experimentally, the deposition and

etching processes also worked well on samples with nominally 4.1µm high silicon deposition.

The domain scaling simulations in section 4.2.7 demonstrated the importance of reaching high

LPIF values at large material volumes. Optical measurements were done on on etched 2µm

periodic samples with nominally 4.1µm silicon height before etching and no back reflector,

as depicted in Fig. 4.3, and showed a moderate increase in device absorptance in comparison

to the samples with nominally 2.4µm silicon height. Simulations of these textures have not

been done yet. Textures with an increased material height and optimized back reflector design

would also be interesting for texture periods around 900 nm where light path improvement

factors are highest. However, light trapping might be subject to considerable angle sensitivity

at such low texture periods, as already discussed by Yu [YRF10a; YF11].

The unit cell shapes used in the analysis within this chapterwere mirror symmetric. Further

improvement of the light trapping performance might be possible by using asymmetric unit

cell shapes. Yu [YF11; YRF10a; YRF10b] and Weiss [Wei+10] showed the benefit of using

asymmetric unit cells smaller or equal to the wavelength of light for modal coupling into odd

modes under normal indicence. Yu also showed that this benefit existed no longer when texture

size depasses the wavelength. As in most of the tested designs the lateral size of the textures

is large compared to the wavelength there should therefore be no disadvantage resulting from
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the symmetry considering modal coupling. Still there couldbe an advantage in the use of

asymmetric unit cells also in case of texture periods largerthan 1µm from superstrate light

trapping. In case of symmetric textures and normal incidence efficient reflection from zero

order into non–zero order modes after the first pass through the solar cell is probable to result

in efficient reflection into the zero order mode after the next pass.Most of this light is then

reflected out of the cell. Asymmetric unit cells were alreadyconsidered in literature, e.g. by

Thorp [TCW96], for a more efficient geometrical superstrate light trapping.

Planar anti–reflection coatings may also be considered for the presented layouts at the

air / superstrate interface to further enhance cell absorptance. The superstrate light trapping

scheme which yields and additional benefit of about 10% of theincoming power flux in case

of the 2000 nm periodic layout would not be strongly affected by this as the escape cone be-

tween glass and air is not altered by insertion of a planar layer.

Finally the angular sensitivity of the presented light trapping concept remains to be probed

to ensure that light trapping is good also at oblique incident angles.

4.4. Conclusion

The precedent chapter assesses the possibilities of a periodic light trapping system which is

suitable for implementation into polycrystalline siliconsolar cells. A geometrical model of

a complex, experimentally realized material distributionwas obtained from TEM and SEM

images. The model was experimentally verified by comparisonto optical absorptance mea-

surements. An incoupling analysis highlighted good transmittance into the silicon absorber of

the solar cell in comparison to a flat material layout. The incoupling into silicon was found to

be strongly dependent on the surface angle distribution butless on the height distribution and

the texture period.

Using an incoherent iterative coupling of the superstrate and the solar cell several scaled

versions of the nanodome light trapping geometry, completed with a conformal back reflector,

were simulated. To assess the importance of superstrate light trapping the contributions of

superstrate light trapping were considered separately from the contributions of primary light

trapping by the textured solar cell. The results showed thatin case of normal incidence on

the textured cells superstrate light trapping can account for about 20% of the total absorp-

tance for texture pitches around 900 nm and levels to about 10% for larger texture pitches.

Primary light trapping of the scaled textures was found to have maxima at 500 nm and around

900 nm texture pitch. These maxima match with the optimal texture periods reported by other

groups [Wei+10; Zen+08; CK+09; She+11b; AP09; Isa+; Pae+11b; Pae+11a]. Including the
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superstrate light trapping into the analysis yielded lightpath improvement factors up to 16 for

averaged values in the wavelength range between 1000 nm and 1100 nm and 900 nm texture

period. This light trapping efficiency, computed for the case of an actual solar cell design,is

well below the limits calculated by Yablonovitch [Yab82] and Yu [YF11] for ideal systems.

A variation of the back reflector for the experimental layoutwith 2µm texture pitch showed

that, compared to a conformal back reflector design, a flat back reflector design with a high

volume of absorptive back TCO does not result in a loss of absorptance inside silicon. The

absorptance inside silicon could further be brought to a much higher level by using a detached

flat silver back reflector. These results suggested that a flatback reflector with a low refractive

index, low-absorbing spacer medium should preferentiallybe implemented in the solar cell.

In summary, an implementation of the presented periodic light trapping structure into the

conventional back- and front-contacted polycrystalline thin-film silicon solar cell technology

would not lead to a considerable higher absorptance than already achieved in state-of-the-art

nanocystalline thin film solar cells, as e.g. by Yamamoto [Yam+00] who is referenced for the

nanocrystalline cell record by Green [Gre+12]. A major improvement in silicon absorption

enhancement may require a new cell structure with significantly reduced parasitic losses and

would be faciliated by achieving 4µm or more of high quality absorber height in polycrys-

talline thin film growth.
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5. Excursus: Application of small

period silicon nanodome textures as

photonic crystals

Scalability of the of the periodic dome texture generation method presented in the previous

chapter was already mentioned in section 4.2.1. Scaling it down to periods of only a few hun-

dred nanometers shifts the lowest photonic bands of the structure to the near infrared where

silicon has very low absorption losses. As the operating range of modern fiber optics based

telecommunication technology lies in the near infrared regime between 1300 nm and 1600 nm

optical devices controlling light in that range are of a hightechnological relevance. One of

the major problems in the building of microscopic optical devices allowing for optical chip

design is light confinement to narrow light paths [OY01]. An already proven way of achieving

such encapsulation is by photonic crystal structures. Thisoptical technology was developed

by Yablonovitch [Yab93] and John [Joh91]. Since then, many 1D, 2D and 3D photonic devices

have been controlling the flow of light localized in defect structures within photonic crystals

[Bus+07; Joa+08]. Best encapsulation and control of light is achieved by 3Dphotonic crystal

structures, but their fabrication is technologically verydifficult. A more promising way of

controlling light is using 2D photonic crystal structures in a thin slab waveguide fabricated

from material with a high refractive index. For example, silicon can provide the required en-

capsulation in the third dimension [Cho+00]. Large area formation of micrometer sized pores

in silicon by using Laser interference lithography or illumination mask based lithography and

etching processes has been demonstrated by Grüning [Gru+96]. Laser interference lithography

(LIL) can provide periodic patterning on large areas without production of a lithography mask

but is unable to produce the defect patterns required to build optical circuits. Simultaneous

writing of photonic crystal and defect structures is possible by mask based optical lithogra-

phy as used for chip design [Bir+01], but expensive high precision devices are necessary for

pattering of sub–micrometer structures. As an alternativethe use of fast ion beam deposition

was suggested by Vogelaar [Vog+01] to directly write defect structures on samples previously
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5. Excursus: Application of small period silicon nanodome textures as photonic crystals

patterned with large area photonic crystal structures using LIL. This work flow is conven-

tient for writing large area test designs and to–scale master layouts. For production, however,

writing of a complete layout in only very few rapid production steps is preferential. A suit-

able low–cost processing method with a low time consumptionis the embossing of textures

and overcoating by a high refractive index material. The useof this process to form waveg-

uide structures has already been suggested in the 1980s by Lukosz [LT83]. Weiss [WMK10]

recently reported a characterization of an inorganic nano–imprint lithography method for pro-

duction of line gratings with steep texture flanks and only a few hundred nanometers texture

pitch. He also demonstrated its almost defect–free applicability to several tenths of square

centimeters.

In a joint paper of Becker [Bec+12] and the author of this thesis the optical properties

of very small textures of nanodome shape with 2D square periodicity and a unit cell pitch

of only 300 nm was investigated. Lowest bands are supposed tolie in the near infrared and

visible range for this texture pitch. The experimental texturing combining solgel imprint with

electron beam deposition of silicon, SPC and subsequent etching of amorphous parts might be

suitable to form grid textures of the overcoated silicon layer which could act as 2D photonic

crystals. To the present experimental evidence of a photonic band structure was collected

by reflection measurement. The obtained band structure was compared to a calculated band

structure. Results were published in reference [Bec+12]. This section presents the simulation

results included in the paper and an extended discussion of the experimental measurement

technique.

5.1. Technical details

Adaption of the geometric model

The geometrical model reconstructed in section 4.2.2 for the light trapping textures was used

as a basis for the 300 nm pitch structures. Silicon was assumed to be directly deposited on

the solgel layer and not overcoated any further. A comparison of scattering simulations on

the scaled–down model with angle resolved reflectance measurements inΓ → X direction

suggested that the small experimental textures were morphologically not completely identical

to the textures reconstructed from larger pitches. The interface morphology was therefore

optimized for a single spectral feature as follows. A spectral match between experiment and

simulation was sought for the lowest frequency resonance peak position in the reflectivity

measurements inΓ → X direction. Incident angles from 20◦ to 70◦ and p– as well as s–
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5.1. Technical details

Figure 5.1.:Cross–sectional TEM image of the nanodome texture with 0.3µm pitch. The TEM
cut is assumed to be close to the center of the unit cell. White lines depict the
boundaries and material interfaces at the center of the computational model.

polarized light were taken account. A scaling function,

z̃= c(zmax− zmin)

(

z
(zmax− zmin)

)k

+ zmin , (5.1)

wherezmin /max are the minimum and maximum height values of the respectriveinterface, was

applied independently to both interfaces. A good match of the lowest frequency resonance

peak was found fork = 2
3 with c = 0.7 for the silicon/ air interface andc = 1.2 for the

solgel/ silicon interface. The etching angle was subsequently determined from the top cone

diameter in SEM images depicting the etched silicon/air interface.

Cross–sectional TEM images were available for comparison ata later time. The TEM

image with the maximum diameter of the silicon/air interface was chosen for comparison as

this should be the cross–sectional view closest to the unit cell’s center. The comparison to the

center cross–section of the simulated geometry is depictedin Fig. 5.1. White lines traced on

top of the image show the cross–section of the model unit cell. The silicon/air interface was

found to compare quite well to the measurement. The most prominent differences between

TEM image and the model can be found at the tip of the solgel/ silicon interface. Cross–

sections of the etched silicon structures (see section 4.2.2 for a description of the etching) are

included as insets in Fig. 5.3. The conical cuts representing the etching were probably not

placed under the right angle. The removed material volume also seems to be underestimated

in comparison to the TEM images.
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5. Excursus: Application of small period silicon nanodome textures as photonic crystals

Description of the simulations

Both scattering and eigenvalue problems were solved on computational domains with peri-

odic boundary conditions in the horizontal directions and transparent PML boundaries in the

vertical direction. The computational domain consisted ofthree material layers as depicted in

Fig. 5.1. Refractive index values of crystalline silicon were assumed for the silicon layer. All

material properties except for the silicon data set used in the simulations are given in appendix

A. The silicon data set used in this chapter differs from the crystalline silicon data set used

for the simulations in the previous chapter. The two data sets and resulting band structures

are compared in detail in appendix B.3. No fundamental differences were observed when

substituting the material data with the crystalline silicon data depicted in Fig. A.2.

The experimental setup used for reflectance measurement is depicted schematically in Fig. 5.2

(a). In scattering simulations a plane wave was used as incident field at the side of the air half

space. As in the experiments simulations with incident angles between 20◦ and 70◦ with a 5◦

spacing along the high symmetry directionsΓ → X andΓ → M were performed. Solutions

for both s– and p–polarized light were computed at every incident angle.

To obtain the full band diagrams depicted in Fig. 5.3 the eigenvalue problem was solved for

horizontal components of the wavevector along the directionsΓ→ X andΓ→ M. As a single

PML discretization can not be assumed to be good for the entire frequency range scattering

simulations with adaptive PML refinement were used to obtaina good PML discretization for

disjoint search intervals in frequency space. An additional sub–devision into frequency inter-

vals was performed to include dispersion and absorption of silicon in the simulations of the

unetched structures for which experimental comparison wassought. The interval boundaries

across which material properties were altered are includedin the band diagrams in Figures 5.2

and 5.3 as horizontal orange lines. For any fixed interval of the resulting division an initial

guess for the eigenvalue solver was placed in the center of the interval. A series of solver

restarts with different eigenvalue guesses was performed until full coverageof the search in-

terval was reached.

Removal of unphysical solutions

A solution of the eigenvalue problem with transparent PML boundary conditions can lead

to computation of unphysical solutions [Rec05; Ket12b; Ket12a]. These have been found to

cluster along the light lines and other straight lines through the origin lying in the guided

mode regime below the light lines. Field energy density of such solutions is often high at the

PML boundary and low in the actual guiding layer. An energy thresholding criterion was used
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5.2. Discussion of the bandstructure obtained by angular resolved reflectance measurements

to discriminate the unphysical solutions from the physicalsolutions. This procedure worked

quite well in the present case but may also have resulted in the discrimination of some physical

eigenvalues.

Band tracing and reasons for incomplete band coverage

Many bands crossing or touching in the dispersion diagrams which are traced in the 2D space

[k||, ℜ(ω)] of the horizontal wave vector component and the real part of the eigenvalue are

actually well separated when considering the imaginary part of the eigenvalue. Piece–wise

band tracing was achieved using an extrapolating propagation algorithm in the 3D space

[k||, ℜ(ω), ℑ(ω)]. Empirical criterons where used for tolerance of the deviation to the ex-

trapolation and tracing stops. Some band kinks and shifts are visible across the boundaries of

the material intervals in Fig. 5.3, upper left, which resulted in the sudden ending and restarting

of bands. Additionally a number of eigenvalues, which was found close to the straight lines

holding the unphysical solutions, was suppressed along with these eigenvalues during energy

thresholding. Finally incomplete coverage might have beeninduced by the iterative restarting

algorithm. It is not guaranteed that the extacly same numeric values are found for a single

eigenvalue in two runs of the Arnoldi eigenvalue solver due to random initialization. Shifts

of eigenvalues together with the implemented piecewise interval coverage method might have

resulted in suppression of eigenvalues, as any eigenvaluesfound outside of the search interval

were consequently neglected.

5.2. Discussion of the bandstructure obtained by angular

resolved reflectance measurements

An experimental test of the optical quality of the nanodome arrays was done by measuring the

reflectance of light under oblique incidence to obtain insight into the photonic band structure

above the light line. As outlined in the corresponding paper[Bec+12] measurements were

not performed with a focused light beam but with a spot size ofseveral square millimeters,

thus illuminating millions of nanodomes. The experimentalconfiguration should therefore be

close to the model assumption of illumination by a plane wave.

The angular resolved reflectance method for probing 2D photonic crystals was developed

by Astratov [Ast+99] and further refined in the following years by obtaining accurate res-

onance positions by fitting Fano line shapes [Gal+05] and improvement of visibility of the

photonic crystal bands [Krá+08]. A Fano line shape is produced in the reflected intensity due
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5. Excursus: Application of small period silicon nanodome textures as photonic crystals

to interference between a discrete state and a continuous background. For fitting purposes an

Airy function may be used to model the background interference pattern [Gal+05]. Depen-

dent on the relative phase of the discrete state and the background different line shapes can be

produced as shown by Babić [BD10]. Using his notation the reflectance of a single discrete

resonance and the continuous state is written

R(ω) =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
rD(ω) exp(−i∆ξ) +

rRΓ0

i(ω − ω0) + Γ0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

(5.2)

for a discrete resonance of line widthΓ0 centered atω0. rD andrR represent the amplitudes of

the direct (background) and the resonant contribution. Babić introduced the phase difference

∆ξ between the two contributions which controls the asymmetryof the resonance line. In

his simulations he was able to produce line shapes resembling a single peak, a single dip

or directly adjacent peak and dip. A spectral feature representing a single resonance may

also change its shape at different incident angles if phase shifts of the direct and the resonant

contribution do not match. A fitting of Fano–functions to resonances in the spectrum would

therefore be desireable for accurate determination of their spectral position. However, this was

found to be very difficult in case of the scattering spectra of the nanodome structure. A typical

example highlighting the nature of the scattering spectra is depicted in Fig. 5.2 (a) on the

right. The scattering spectrum obtained by 3D simulation isplotted along with two different

models for the direct background. The red line shows the response of a 3–layer model using

the effective thickness of the silicon layer. It does not agree withthe scattering spectrum

in the low–ω range where no more discrete resonances were found in the direct bandstructure

computations shown below. Therefore a multilayer model wasused consisting of 49 individual

layers with an effective material representing the material fractions of thecross–section in the

center of each slice. The model fits well in the low–ω range for all scattered spectra. The

reflectance of the background model is very low compared to the reflectance of the dome–

structures over the entire spectral range. Broad peaks as theone between 0.3 and 0.35 visible

in the scattered spectrum should therefore not be separate discrete resonances on a background

interference maximum but the result of the superposition ofmultiple discrete resonances and

cannot be fitted solitarily.

A simultaneous fitting of multiple resonances with a multilayer background model was at-

tempted but found not to be successful in many cases with strongly overlapping resonance

lines. Therefore it was decided to apply the same by–eye marking procedure of spectral fea-

tures as was used in case of the experimental data. To get a sense of induced errors narrow

minima and maxima in the scattering spectra were marked and plotted separately along with
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5. Excursus: Application of small period silicon nanodome textures as photonic crystals

the directly calculated bandstructure in Fig. 5.2 (b). For an incident angleα and a resonance

positionω0 the normalized location [k̃||, ω̃] in the dispersion diagram is given by

k̃|| =
ω0

c0
sin(α)/

(

2π
a

)

ω̃ = ω0/

(

2π
a

c0

) (5.3)

wherec0 is the vacuum speed of light anda is the pitch of the periodic grid.

The band structure above the light lines, as obtained from the scattering simulations plotted

as colored markers in the band diagrams, agrees very well with the direct calculations shown

in the form of lines. The tracing of maxima and minima in the spectra yields complimen-

tary information in some spectral parts. Some of the resonances were favorably excited by

s–polarized and others by p–polarized light. In summary a good coverage of the bandstructure

above the light lines could be achieved by marking both narrow maxima and minima for both

independent polarizations of the incident beam. Features might be multiply marked when ap-

plying this method, but this should decrease visibility of the band structure only in regions of

high band density. Diagrams of all reflectance spectra with the marked positions can be found

in Fig. B.1 in the appendix.

The experimental evaluation was performed on p–polarized light only. The obtained bands

are plotted in Fig. 5.2 together with the computed bandstructure. Uncertainties of the simula-

tion lie not only in the complex geometry, which is not precisely known, but also in the exper-

imental material properties, which are known to deviate considerably from tabulated values

of crystalline silicon, cf. section 4.2.5. A discussion of the silicon data set used for simu-

lation here can be found in appendix B.3, which also discussesthe flat band going through

k|| = 0, ω = 0.38, that reacts very sensitive to a perturbation and therefore might be a non-

physical band.

The agreement between simulated and experimentally determined band structure is good in

the frequency range below ˜ω ≈ 0.37, which corresponds to wavelengths above about 800 nm,

but not for higher frequencies. In that frequency range the porous and amorphous parts of the

silicon layer might alter the resonance structure, howeverthe silicon volume was assumed to

be uniform and close to crystalline in the simulations. Generally only well separated bands

could be distinguished in the experimental data. This mightindicate a broadening of the par-

tially very narrow lines due to deviations of the unit cell from the average shape over the

illuminated region.
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Figure 5.3.:Simulated bandstructures of geometrical variations of the experimental struc-
ture. Insets into the different diagrams depict cross–sections through the different
computational models.

5.3. Discussion of the simulated bandstructures

The possible use of the periodic textures fabricated by imprint and silicon deposition could

lie in the inexpensive replication of 2D photonic circuit designs where 2D photonic crys-

tal structures confine light to waveguides as already mentioned above. To achieve complete

confinement in 2D a complete bandgap must be realized for the working frequency of the

optical device. Bandstructures of the current experimentalrealization and possible structural

derivations were computed and are summarized in Fig. 5.3. All simulations but the one of the

unetched structure were performed assuming a constant refractive index of 3.5 for silicon and

no absorption. This choice of material properties is close to the properties of silicon at ener-
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5. Excursus: Application of small period silicon nanodome textures as photonic crystals

gies below the indirect band gap which is the actual target range of photonic crystal design.

The upper left diagram in the Figure was simulated based on the silicon data set discussed

in appendix B.3 and is thus not directly comparable to the diagrams featuring the etched ab-

sorber structure. The most relevant configuration for photonic circuit design would be the

interconnected silicon grid residue created by lift–off of the isolated cones which was labeled

no conesin the diagram. However, in case of the simulated structuresonly a partial bandgap

in theΓ→ X–direction was found in absence of the silicon grid (lower right diagram) and for

higher frequencies around ˜ω = 0.45.

The textures in their current state are not suitable for light confinement on 2D photonic

devices. No bandgap engineering had been done prior to fabrication of these structures. The

described experiments and simulations were only meant for verification of the structure gen-

eration and the optical measurement setup. It has been shownthat overlapping complete band

gaps of both polarizations of light can preferentially be reached in hexagonal lattices where

the directional dependency of the bandstructure is lower and configurations suitable for the

two polarizations can be realized simultaneously [Joa+08]. This will be considered for future

designs.

5.4. Conclusion

A different field of application for the experimental texturing and deposition technique de-

scribed in chapter 4 and originally developed for solar cells might lie in the inexpensive repro-

duction of planar photonic devices based on silicon. A demand of these devices is the in–plane

guidance of light by a 2D photonic crystal structure. As a first test a commonly used combina-

tion of reflectance measurements and simulation for photonic band analysis was evaluated for

nanodome arrays with 300 nm texture period. Using this technique the guided mode regime is

not experimentally accessible but can be predicted from thesimulations if a good comparabil-

ity between experiment and simulation is reached above the light lines. Direct measurement

of the guided modes would require a much more sophisticated experimental setup.

Considering the geometric complexity of the material distribution good accordance between

experiment and computed bandstructure could be obtained for wavelengths above 800 nm. As

no complete bandgap was found the studied nanodome texturesare not useable as 2D bandgap

materials in their present shape. The low–cost fabricationtechnique and wide applicability

certainly motivates further work aiming at 2D photonic bandgap materials.
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6. Conclusion

Better light trapping concepts are a prerequisite for the success of silicon thin film photo-

voltaics. The focus of research in this area, which has long been on rough surfaces fabricated

by growth or etching, is currently shifting towards more deterministic patterning techniques.

These techniques, like nano–imprint lithography, allow for an easy replication of very complex

geometries. Writing of optimized periodic or random patterns is in reach. Still, the charac-

teristics of the material system impose constraints on possible patterns. Especially in case

of polycrystalline silicon, growth conditions need to be strongly considered for light trapping

texture design. Optical simulation has become an indespensable tool to analyze successful

design concepts and to test variations of these.

In recent years a few groups reported the use of rigorous Maxwell solvers for optical sim-

ulation of thin film silicon solar cells with rough interfaces. Simulations of solar cells with

rough interface patterns have also been performed for this thesis. As in other publications,

the simulations relied on a Monte Carlo sampling of small rough surface patches. Despite of

being able to rigorously solve the optical problem, model errors can still be made when using

this technique, due to limitations in the space resolution of the textured solar cell.

An analysis of the model errors was done in this thesis, basedon synthesized rough surfaces

with a roughness similar to a commercial FTO surface. Good convergence to an absorptance

standard deviation of 0.01 could already be reached at a low number of maximally 20 Monte

Carlo samples, both for 1D and 2D rough surfaces. In a study of the domain size induced error

for 1D rough surfaces, periodic boundary conditions were found superior to isolated boundary

conditions, especially at small computational domain widths. In the simulation of 2D rough

surfaces, for which only very limited computational domainsizes can be reached, a good cor-

respondance of silicon absorptance curves was attained already between the simulation series

of 1µm and 1.5µm domain width. Surface morphologies with a larger typical feature size than

the FTO morphology used here might require larger computational domains. An application

on experimental surface data and a comparison to measured quantum efficiencies of solar cells

remains open.
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6. Conclusion

Additionally to the general analysis of rough surface scattering simulation in silicon solar

cells, an empirical partially coherent statistical ray tracing algorithm was tested against rigor-

ous simulation. This work was done in cooperation with JanezKrč at University of Ljubljana.

The chosen sample geometry of a finite silicon layer between two half spaces of air is very pes-

simistic in view of the approximate algorithm. The convergence of the approximate against the

rigorous solution with increasing layer thickness was not good, which was attributed mostly

to the lack of a back reflector in the layout. Literature comparisons to experimental EQE data

suggest that the semi–coherent ray tracing method performswell in presence of a back reflec-

tor. The simulation results included here suggest that careshould be taken in application of

the empirical algorithm if layers of low refractive index follow layers of high refractive index

in the solar cell layout, as for example in case of intermediate reflectors. An extension of

this analysis to layouts including a back reflector and optionally an intermediate reflector are

planned for future work.

A study in close connection to experimental work could be done in the field of periodic

light management textures. A periodic unit cell material distribution was reconstructed for a

silicon layer deposited on a solgel substrate with a 2µm twofold periodic pattern. This recon-

struction could be done with a very high precision by using cross–sectional TEM images. A

comparison of optical absorptance measurements with the simulated absorptance of the com-

putational model yielded a good quantitative agreement. The simulated absorptance of the

silicon volume was very high in reference to a flat layer design with equal material volumes.

More than 90% of incident light on the corrugated solgel interface were transmitted into the

silicon volume at wavelengths above 450 nm. This is a 10% difference to the case of flat mate-

rial layers, highlighting the good anti–reflection properties of the solgel texture. The simulated

and measured absorptance in silicon was about 60% at 900 nm wavelength for the bare silicon

layer deposited on the textured substrate, which is considerably higher than literature values

for nanocrystalline solar cells with rough surface patterns.

To predict the absorption characteristics of a full solar cell, the computational model was

completed with a conformal back reflector. For a further assessment of possible design en-

hancements, the model was scaled to different domain periods. Light path improvement fac-

tors of over 16 were found a texture period 900 nm, averaged for wavelengths above 1000 nm.

However, the difference to the light path improvement for higher texture periods, where a

stable plateau with a path improvement of about 13 is maintained, is not considerable. The

highest silicon absorptance was found for the test layout with the highest silicon volume, at
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2µm texture pitch. This outcome emphasizes the requirement tofabricate devices with an

absorber thickness of a few micrometers to reduce the absorptance efficiency gap to silicon

wafer cells.

A further enhancement of absorptance with respect to the conformal back reflector layout

could be reached by employing a detached flat back reflector. Air was used as spacer material

in case of this simulation. The resulting cells had a single–pass comparable absorptance of

more than 50µm of silicon and a light path enhancement of up to 25 close to the band edge.

Other low refractive index spacer materials with a small absorption coefficient should lead to a

similar absorption enhancement in the flat back reflector design. A part of the gain obtained in

this configuration can be attributed to reduced parasitic absorption, but the flat silver reflector

seems to be generally preferential in case of the studied dome absorber structures. This is

backed by the identical simulation with a spacer volume of absorptive ZnO:Al. Despite of a

very high absorptance in the spacer material, this layout showed only a very small absorption

loss in silicon with respect to the conformal back reflector.

In many publications on rigorous simulation of light trapping systems for thin film cells,

the contribution of superstrate light trapping is consequently neglected. For some of the pe-

riodic layouts presented here, more than 20% of the absorptance in the silicon layer could be

attributed to gains by superstrate light trapping. The superstrate light trapping therefore needs

to be included, at least into simulations of thin film siliconsolar cells with periodic light trap-

ping concepts. Simulation methods which are able to computesolutions for many individual

sources in batches, like the finite element method used with adirect solver, are clearly advan-

tageous for the implementation of a superstrate coupling.

Planar photonic crystal structures are a different field of research for which the solgel pat-

terning and silicon deposition methods, developed for solar cells, might be applicable. The

optical quality of a patterned and silicon coated substrateof 350 nm period was assessed by

a comparison of specular reflectivity measurements and simulations. Using this methodol-

ogy the photonic band structure of the periodic device is accessible. Direct band calculations

showed a good agreement to the measured data. Realizing a design with a band gap in the

desired wavelength range is planned as the next step in the continuation of this project. If a

photonic device with sufficiently high quality can be fabricated, the solgel imprint method,

combined with silicon deposition, crystallization and etching, is an ideal toolchain for the

replication of high index planar photonic devices on a silicon basis.
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A. Material parameters

A.1. Glass

Non–absorptive glass with a refractive index of 1.52 was used for all simulations. The used

refractive index may be somewhat higher than the value of 1.47 commonly found for borosili-

cate glasses. But this difference should not have had a substantial influence on the simulations.

A.2. ZnO:Al
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Figure A.1.: Real part of the refractive index and absorption coefficient of ZnO:Al.

The absorption coefficient of this material is somewhat higher than for typical rf–sputtered

ZnO:Al but has been continuously used for all simulations ofthis thesis to maintain the compa-

rability of results. This dataset is included in the electrical simulation software AFORS–HET

[SKS06].
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A.3. Silicon
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Figure A.2.: Real part of the refractive index and absorption coefficient of silicon.

The crystalline silicon dataset depicted in Fig. A.2 used for the simulations in this thesis is

almost identical to the one tabulated on

http://photonics.byu.edu/tabulatedopticalconstants.phtml which is referenced

there to be originally published by Palik [PG98]. In the useddataset the absorption coefficient

was tabulated until the band edge of crystalline silicon. Unlike the Palik dataset, the sampling

point density remains very high in the wavelength range above 800 nm, which is important to

avoid interpolation errors, cf. section B.3. This dataset isincluded in the electrical simulation

software AFORS–HET [SKS06].
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A.4. Silver
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Figure A.3.: Real part of the refractive index and absorption coefficient of silver.

The silver dataset depicted in Fig. A.3 used for the simulations in this thesis was taken from

http://http://photonics.byu.edu/tabulatedopticalconstants.phtml and is ref-

erenced there to be originally published by Palik [PG98].

A.5. ZrO2
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Figure A.4.: Real part of the refractive index and absorption coefficient of ZrO2.

[Rit76; Ste+76]
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B. Extended results and diagrams

B.1. Silicon absorptance and wavelength resolved light

path improvement in scaled etched nanodome

devices

Wavelength integrated absorptance and light path improvement factors were shown in section

4.2.7 to compare the device performance and light trapping performance at different scalings.

The following plots show the wavelength resolved total absorptance of silicon together with

the light path improvement factor of the complete light trapping system, i.e. including super-

strate light trapping. The superstrate light trapping part, which is absorptance resulting from

multiple reflection between the solar cell and the superstrate/air interface, was also included

in the diagrams. As a guide to the eye for superstrate light trapping the limit wavelength po-

sitions at which the various diffraction orders in the glass superstrate get internally reflected

were included as vertical lines. The first orders were labeled according to the labeling scheme

in Fig. 4.1.
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B.1. Silicon absorptance and wavelength resolved light pathimprovement in scaled etched nanodome devices
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B. Extended results and diagrams

B.2. Bandstructure reconstruction from reflection

spectra
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Figure B.1.: Reflectance spectra showing specular reflectance for scattering simulations at
incident angles between20◦ and70◦ in steps of5◦. The simulations were done
for planes of incidence along the high symmetry directionsΓ → M andΓ → X
at the boundaries of the reduced Brillouin zone.

Fig. B.1 depicts the scattering spectra used to determine thedata points plotted in Fig. 5.2

above the light line according to equation 5.3. The wavelength positions used for calculation

were marked with vertical black and red lines in the diagrams.
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Figure B.2.: Left: Refractive index data comparison between the data set shown in Fig. A.2,
labeled “HZB”, and the Palik data set [PG98], labeled “byu.edu” (cf. section
A.3 for the web address to this data set).Right: Linear interpolation on linear
scale of the absorption coefficient between the evaluation points of the refractive
index data set shown to the left. The interpolation was sampled with a 1 nm
spacing and shows strong differences to the densely sampled HZB data set for
wavelengths above 826 nm.

The band structure and scattering calculations presented in chapter 5 of this thesis were

based on a different silicon data set than the computations of light trapping structures for solar

cells in the other chapters. This data set, labeled “byu.edu” according to the web source it

was taken from1, features a very low point density for the refractive index data in the high

wavelength range, marked in Fig. B.2, left, by “gap in refractive index data set”. The ab-

sorption coefficient of this data set was interpolated between the positions of the refractive

index data set, leading to the interpolation depicted in Fig. B.2, right. The linear interpolation

on a linear scale lead to considerably higher values of the absorption coefficient in the range

between 826 nm and the band gap, in comparison to the densely tablulated crystalline silicon

data labeled “HZB” in Fig. B.2.

In the experimental comparison in Fig. 4.6, we recognized that a high sub band gap is

present for the experimental absorber, which cannot be realized for crystalline silicon mate-

rial. Crystalline silicon can therefore not be regarded as the ideal material data for obtaining

experimental comparability in the high wavelength range and the “byu.edu” data set as shown

in Fig. B.2, despite of being defective over the large evaluation point gap, may reflect experi-

mental material properties better than a crystalline material data set.

1http://photonics.byu.edu/tabulatedopticalconstants.phtml
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B. Extended results and diagrams

Figure B.3.: Comparison of the band diagrams, as obtained for the two different silicon data
sets shown in Fig. B.2 above. This plot refers to the diagrams in Figures 5.2 and
5.3. Axis labels: a – unit cell period; c0 – vacuum speed of light.
Strong black lines: Data set labeled “byu.edu” in Fig. B.2.
Strong red lines: Data set labeled “HZB” in Fig. B.2. This data set is also
shown in Fig. A.2. The spectral evaluation for this data set was only done in the
region of high difference of absorption coefficients in Fig. B.2.
Horizontal red / black lines: Fine horizontal red and black lines denote the auto-
matically chosen regions of constant refractive index and absorption coefficient
for the two different simulation series.
Details on the region marked by a grey ellipse within the diagram are given in
the text.

To show that the differences in the computation of the band structure are small between

the two data sets, the region of large differences in the absorption coefficient was recomputed

based on the “HZB” data set from Fig. B.2. The results of this comparison are depicted

in Fig. B.3. Aside from the observation that the two band structures are very similar, we

notice a slight shift in band position, which is highest around the center frequency of the

comparison frequency interval (matching with the gap in Fig. B.2) and gets lower towards the

upper and lower boundaries of this interval. This behaviourreflects the difference between the

two data sets “byu.edu” and “HZB” in the interpolation regionand can therefore be attributed

to the change in material properties. However, it can not be concluded from this comparison,

whether the change is due to to the small relative difference in refractive index or due to the

larger relative difference in the absorption coefficient.

A very interesting observation in the comparison of the two band structures is that no eigen-

values were recorded using the “HZB” data set in the region marked with an ellipse in Fig. B.3,
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B.3. Discussion of the silicon material data used for calculation in chapter 5

even before the threshold based removal of spurious modes described in the technical details

section of chapter 5. It further is notable that also in case of the experimental spectra depicted

in Fig. 5.2 (c), no traces of a band were observed in that spectral region. The strong sensitivity

to changes in the material parameters, compared to the otherobserved bands, indicates that

marked band might be an unphysical band which previously remained undetected.
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